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RESOLUT roN NO. 2295

RECITALS;

On June 26, 1972 the Cornmon Council of the City of Eugene adopted
Resolution No. 2070 designating the south hills area of the city
as an area of special study.

In July, 1972 the Mayor appointed the Joint Parks Committee to
develop the study of the south hills area.

The Joint Parks Committee submitted the preliminary draft of the
SOuth Hills Study to the City Council on January 2, 1974, in ac
cordance with the time period specified in Resolution No. 2070.

The Joint Parks Committee conducted two public hearings on the
preliminary draft of the South Hills Study during January, 1974,
and prepared a final report incorporating modifications to the
original recommendations based upon public testimony presented.
That report was submitted to the Eugene Planning Commission on
March 14, 1974.

The Eugene Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on the
preliminary draft of the South Hills Study in February, 1974, and
a second public hearing on the final report of the Joint Parks
Committee in April, 1~74. Following the second public hearing,
The Eugene Planning Commission formally recommended adoption of
the South Hills Study as modified by the final report of the Joint
Parks Committee.

The Common Council of the City of Eugene has conducted a public
Hearing on the South Hills Study as recommended for adoption by
the Eugene Planning Commission and has considered the recommendation
of the Planning Commission and Joint Parks Committee and the testi
mony presented.

NOW, THEREFORE,

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CQ~ON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EUGENE, OREGON,
as follows;

That the Purpose Statements and Recommendations set forth in
Exhibit A are adopted as policy statements and as a refinement
of the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area 1990 General Plan
for the south hills area and are to be used in making land~use

and other decisions in that area.

That the supporting text, maps and diagralllS set forth in the pre
liminary draft of the South Hills Study (attached as Exhibit B)
and the Official Report of the Eugene Planning Commission (attached
as Exhibit C) are adopted as findings.

That the policies adopted by this Resolution are applicable to
that area identified in the study as being south of 18th Avenue,
above an elevation of 500 feet.
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That the Joint Parks Committee be directed to begin immediately an
analysis of the costs involved in acquisition of property in the
south hills area and a study of the method:; and sources of funding
available.

That the staff be directed to develop any ordinances necessary to
implement the recommendations of the South Hills Study for further
consideration by the Planning Commission and Common Council.

That the provisions of Resolution No. 2070 and Resolution No. 2248
pertaining to density limitations and requirement of planned unit
development procedures are superseded by the provisions of this
Resolution.

That this Resolution shall become effective immediately. The
foregoing Resolution adopted this 10th day of June • 1974.

Is/S.P. Flogstad
City Recorder
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bJlibit II

soum IIILLS STUDY

Purpose Statements and Recommendations

RIDGELLNE PARK

Purpose

The south hills constitute a unique and irreplaceable community asset.
The strong dominant landforms and wooded character present there com~

bine to provide distinct areas of contrast in terms of texture and
color from the normal pattern of urban development. By virtue of
this contrast, the south hills function as a strong visual boundary
or edge for the city. The r idgel ine of the south hi 11s also marks
the most southerly extension of the urban service area. Further,
there are areas within the south hi 11 s that are especially suitable
for park sites for recreational use by present and anticipated popu
lation. In view of these factors, any areas recommended for preser
vation or park usage should serve at least one of the following pur
poses:

1. To insure preservation of those areas most visibly a part of
the entire community;

2. To protect areas of high biological value in order to provide
for the continued health of native wildlife and vegetation;

3. To insure provision of recreational areas in close proximity
to major concentrations of population;

4. To provide connective trails between major recreational areas;

5. To provide connective passageways for wildlife between important
biological preserves;

6. To contribute to Eugene's evergreen forest edge; and

7. To provide an open space area as a buffer between the inten
sive level of urban development occurring within the urban
service area and the rural level of development occurring
outside the urban service area.

It is the legislative intent of the City Council that the recommendations
of the Ridgeline Park Section of the South Hills Study be achieved
through clearly constitutional means.

Specific r1commendations

That all vacant property above an elevation of 901' be preserved from
an intensive level of development, subject to the following exceptions:

1. Development of individual residences on existing lots; and

2. Development under planned unit development procedures when it
can be demonstrated that a proposed development is consistent
with tlle purposes of this section.
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That the area specified for preservation be protected through a variety
of techniques including but not limited to acquisition, ~cenic eas~

ments, density transfers, and dedication.

That the Joint Parks Committee be instructed to prepare refined cost
estimates and an analysis of funding sources for submission to the
City Council.

That the City pursue acqUISItIon of major active-use park facilities
to serve existing and potential population in the following areas:

t. Adjacent to the EWER reservoir off North Shasta Loop;

2. Property south of the present Amazon linkage system, south of
Center Way and east of the Fox Hollow elementary school;

3. Property adjacent to the Crest Drive elementary school; and

4. Property adjacent to the EWEB reservoir located south of 25th
Avenue and west of Hawkins Heights.

That the city insure the potential for further active-use parks to
serve anticipated popUlation in the areas south of Warren Avenue, east
of the present Spencer Butte Park and adjacent to Blanton Heights Road.

That all proposed developments in the south hills area be reviewed to
determine if connecting linkages are possible between various park
sites, particularly north of Skyline Park to Hendricks Park and between
Blanton Heights and Hawkins Heights.

That the city should adopt an ordinance concerning the removal of vege·
tation.

DENSITY

Purpose

The density recommendations contained in the SOuth Hills Study are
intended to serve the following purposes:

1. To remain within the broad guidelines of the 1990 General Plan
of:

a. Insuring utilization of vacant property alr.ady served with
public facilities; and

b. More precisely defining the broad density range set forth
in that Plan.

2. To insure adequate provlslon for development to accommodate
anticipated growth; and

3. To achieve a balance between the level of development and the
provision of public services.
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Spccifi~ Rcco~nendations

That in the area west of Frienclly Street the maximum ["vel of new
development per gross acre be limited to 8 units per acre (the
maximum figure of 8 units per gross acre being subject to positive
findings under the planned unit development criteria).

That in the area east of Friendly Street the maximum level of new
development per gross acre be limited to 5 units per acre (the
maximum figure of 5 dwelling units per gross acre being subject
to positive findings under the planned unit development criteria).

That low-moderate income housing developed under the Controlled Income
and Rent provisions of the City Code be exempt from the density standards
set forth above, but subject to normal specific site analysis standards.

That if a significant volume of low-moderate income housing should
develop, the effect on total density should be evaluated and allowable
densities of future developments adjusted.

URBAN SERVICE AREA DEFINITION

Purpose

It is the purpose of the recommendations concerning the urban service
area to:

1. Provide a more precise definition of the urban service area con
cept as set forth in the 1990 General Plan for the south hills
area of the city;

2. Provide more adequate criteria for the evaluation of annexation
requests;

3. InSure that annexation serves a public purpose as well as a pri
vate purpose; and

4, Insure preservation of the primary residential character of the
south hills.

Specific Recommendations

TIlat the ridgeline identified in the South Hills Study defines the po*
tential extension of the urban service area.

That future annexation requests within the potential'urban service area
be evaluated upon the following bases:

1. The ability of the community to provide public services for
the potential development in an economic and efficient manner
(and other factors normally considered in evaluation of annexa·
tions); and
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2. The previous maintenance of the property as a desirable resi
dent ial environment (Note: if the city adopts an ordinance
governing vegetation removal, the standards set fOrth in that
ordinance could provide the basis for evaluating previous
maintenance of the property).

That property \~hich can only be provided sewer service by contouring
not be included in the definition of the potential urban service area.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

Purpose

The development standards recommended as part of the South Hills Study
are intended to achieve the following purposes:

1. To insure the responsiveness of specific developments to the
aggregate of known natural factors;

2. To insure maximum preservation of the natural character of the
south hills; and

3. To insure adequate review of the public consequences of develop
ment in the south hills.

Specific Recommendations

That all major developments (developments in excess of minor partitions)
occurring on property above an elevation of 701' shall be reviewed by
the Planning Director to determine if standard subdivision procedures,
site review procedures, or planned unit development procedures should
be required. In reaching a determination, the Planning Director shall
evaluate the following factors: (a) the potential for surface move~

ment; (b) the view potential of the property; (c) the nature of
existing vegetation; (d) the nature of surrounding development;
(e) the nature of the development proposal. The decision of the
ning Director shall be appealable to the Planning Commission and
to the City Council.

That planned unit development procedures be required for development of
any parcel over 4 acres in size, characterized by a slope in excess
of 20\ in the area between 500' and 701' in elevation.

·That planned unit development procedures shall be utilized for the fol
lo\~ing purposes:

1. To encourage clustering of development in areas characterized by:

a. Shallowest slopes;

b. Lowest elevations;

c. Least amount of vegetation;

d. Least amount of visual impact.
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z. To encourage preservation as open space those areas characterized
by:

a. Intermediate and steep slopes;

b. Higher elevations;

c. Significant amounts of vegetation;

d. Significant visual impact.

That adequate review of both on-site and off-site impact of any develop
ment by a qualified engineering geologist occur under any of the following
conditions;

1. All formations
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 percent and above

2 . Bas al t flows
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

3. Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

4 . Basalt f1 ows
Soil depth of 20 to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

s. Eugene Fo:nnation
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

That developments be reviewed to encourage clustering of open space ele
ments of different developments in order to preserve the maximum amount
of continuous open space.

That developments be reviewed in terms of scale, bulk and height to in
sure that development blends with rather than dominates the natural
characteristics of the south hills area.

That all proposed road locations be reviewed to insure minimum grade
disturbance and minimum cut-and-fill activity, particularly in those
areas most visible due to slope, topographic or other conditions.

That planned unit development review shall be based upon a recognition
of both public and private interest. In areas of significant conflict
(e.g., locating development in a highly visible area as opposed to a
less visible area or in an area of significant vegetation as opposed
to a relatively open area) which could be resolved through use of an
alternative development plan, primacy shall be given to the public
interest in any determinations.
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That all developments shall be revie~ed for potential linkage with or
to the ridgeline park system.

That all developments (planned unit developments or subdivisions) be
reviewed to insure maximum preservation of existing vegetation.
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~,1arch 14, 1974

REPORT

TO: The Eugene Planning Commission

FROM: Joint Parks Committee

SUBJECT: South Hills Study - Final Joint Parks Committee Report

In accordance with the directive set forth in Resolution No. 2070, the
Joint Parks Committee submitted the preliminary draft of the South Hills
Study to the Eugene City Council on January 2, 1974. Since that time
the Joint Parks Committee has conducted twa public hearings on the pre
liminary draft of the study: the first at Spencer Butte Junior High on
January 17, 1974, and the second at Crest Elementary School on January
22, 1974. Members of the Joint Parks Committee also attended the first
Planning Commission hearing on the South Hills Study conducted on February
12, 1974.

Extensive testimony and written comment was submitted during the three
hearings conducted on the South Hills Study. The Joint Parks Committee has
reviewed that material and the following report indicates those portions
of the preliminary report which should either be clarified, amplified
or modified in light of the testimony presented. This report constitutes
the final report of the Joint Parks Committee to the Planning Commission
concerning the South Hills Study.

General Purposes of the Study

A number of the oral and written comments submitted indicated questions
concerning the purpose of the South Hills Study. Specifically, these
comments indicated a belief that the study should have produced a definitive
"master plan" which delineated exact type and level of usage for specific
properties or that the study should have resulted in a definitive major
transportation network plan.

In contrast to this conception of the study, the Joint Parks Committee
viewed the purposes of the South Hills Study as:

1. To respond to the specific directives of the City Council as
set forth in Resolution No. 2070 and the discussion of that
resolution when the study was authorized; and

2. To provide data, analytical techniques and recommended policies
upon which subsequent decisions could be based that would achieve
a balance between the goal of utilizing the hillside areas for
development and the goal of preserving the hillside areas in
their natural state.
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It was recognized from the outset that a definitive master plan approach
of the type suggested was impossible due both to the need for additional
information in specific circumstances (e.g., specific site analysis) and
the relationship between this study and other studies presently in pro
gress (e.g., the E-SATS update). Further, it was the position of the
Joint Parks Committee that the study should provide the basis for decisions
which could respond to changing conditions or circumstances rather than
attempting to make such decisions in advance.

A number of questions have also been raised concerning the relationship
between the South Hills Study, the 1990 General Plan and studies for other
areas of the city. The South Hills Study is a refinement study of the
1990 General Plan dealing in greater detail and specificity with a portion
of the area involved in the General Plan. This process will be followed
in other areas of the city and has, in fact, begun already with the Bethel
Danebo study.

Specific Recommendations

The bulk of the public testimony concerning the South Hills Study to date
has dealt with the specific recommendations set forth in the preliminary
report. Therefore, this report is structured to correspond to those ori
ginal recommendations and includes both an analysis and modifications recom
mended in light of the public testimony.

A. Ridgeline Park

The preliminary draft of the study made certain recommendations concerning
acquisition of park area and areas to be preserved from an intensive level of
development under the concept of a ridgeline park. The Joint Parks Committee
would stress the fact that the areas recommended for preservation were in
tended to serve a variety of purposes, including the following:

1. To preserve areas of high visual significance for the community;

2. To provide active-use recreational areas in close proximity to
major concentrations of population;

3. To provide an open space area along the margin of the urban service
area as a buffer between the intensive level of urban development
and the rural level of development;

4. To provide a connective trail system through the south hills area
linking major recreational areas; and

5. To protect areas of high ecological value.
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All of the purposes cited above were listed in the preliminary draft of the
South Hills Study with the exception of the buffer along the margin of the
urban service area. Subsequent review by the Committee has indicated the
importance of this purpose and the Committee would recommend that it be
included in the purpose section specifically.

There has been considerable testimony presented to the effect that there
are areas other than those recommended for preservation which are important
from a visual or other standpoint. The Joint Parks Committee acknowledges
the legitimacy of this testimony but would note that the recommendations
for preservation of certain areas were intended only to identify those
areas considered most significant. The purpose of recommending that planned
unit development procedures be required through extensive portions of the
south hills area was to insure that developments be reviewed to insure
preservation of sensitive areas. It was further intended that developments
be reviewed to insure continuity between those areas preserved through some
form of acquisition and those areas suitable for development.

Under the concept of the ridgeline park, the first recommendations set forth
in the preliminary draft of the study was that the area above an elevation
of 901 feet be preserved from development. That recommendation was based
upon a number of considerations:

1. Through the visual analysis developed in the study, that area was
identified as having the most significance for the entire community.

2. Due to the nature of the topography in the south hills area, there
was a close correspondence between elevation and the ridgeline which
marked the boundary of the urban service area and preservation of
the area above 901 feet would provide a buffer averaging several
hundred feet along significant portions of the urban service area.

3. There were limited areas above the 901 foot elevation which would
be suitable for active-use recreational facilities, particularly
in the southwest portion of the city to serve anticipated population.
In this respect, it should be noted that the areas above 901 feet
suitable for this purpose are somewhat limited. 52% of the area
above 901 feet to the ridgeline is characterized by slopes in
excess of 20% while only 15% of the same area is characterized
by slopes in the range of 1 - 12%.

4. Preservation of the area above 901 feet would provide the basis for
a connecting trail system throughout significant portions of the
south hills area.

The recommendation concerning preservation of the area above 901 feet has
been one of the most extensively debated recommendations of the study to
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date. Much of the testimony presented concerning this recommendation has
been based only upon the visual significance of the area, whereas all of
the purposes previously cited must be utilized in evaluating the recommen
dation.

The testimony presented to date concerning this recommendation has been to
the effect that the recommendation is arbitrary, that it removes too much
property fram development which will otherwise have to occur on farmland,
and that the recommendation should have been based upon slope characteristics
(slopes in excess of 30%) rather than topography. It has also been noted
that the recommendation is inadequate to insure visual protection since
there is property below 901 feet which is equally important visually, that
the recommendation will result in a solid line of building immediately
below the 901 foot elevation mark, and that there are areas above 901 feet
which are developable but still not visually prominent.

With respect to the testimony presented to date concerning this recommenda
tion, the Joint Parks Committee would submit the following evaluation:

1. The recommendation is characterized by a degree of arbitrariness
but any precisely defined recommendation could also be considered
arbitrary. Whether or not the degree of arbitrariness is acceptable
depends upon the reasonableness and the bases for the recommendation.

2. The recommendation does remove some property from potential develop
ment, although that impact is mitigated by the provision for density
transfer. The impact of the recommendation is further mitigated
by the land use inventory which indicates that there is more than
adequate area in the south hills to accommodate a significant por
tion of the anticipated population growth for this area.

3. The argument that the recommendation automatically forces develop
ment onto farmlands is fallacious since it assumes that: (a)
the south hills represent an inexhaustible reservoir of developable
land which would otherwise accommodate future growth; and (b) it
assumes that the urban service area concept will be ineffective in
insuring preservation of prime agricultural land in other areas.
Further, the statement ignores both the information fram the land
use inventory concerning the amount of developable land in the south
hills unaffected by the recommendation and it ignores the provision
in the 1990 General Plan for expansion of the present urban service
area in the future in response to need.

4. The statement that only steep slopes (normally in excess of 30%)
should be preserved does not make adequate provision for the
multiple purposes underlying the recommendation nor does it pro
vide the basis for developing a continuous system of open space.
However, as noted previously, over 50% of the area is characterized
by slopes in excess of 20% and only 15% of the area is character
ized by slopes ranging from 1 - 12%.
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5. The recommendation concerning preservation of the area over 901
feet does not imply that all other areas in the south hills are
insignificant from a visual standpoint. For instance, approxi
mately 21% of the area between the 700 and 900 foot elevations is
characterized by slopes in excess of 30% and other areas are
characterized by significant stands of vegetation. Part of the
reason for recommending that planned unit development procedures
be required below 901 feet was to insure preservation of these
prominent areas. Those procedures, if adequately utilized,
would also insure prevention of a solid line of building or
bowl-haircut effect immediately below the 901 foot level cited
in the testimony.

6. While there are limited areas above the 901 foot elevation which
could be developed with minimal visual impact, those areas repre
sent a minor portion of the total area. Further, those areas are
also desirable (because of shallower slopes) to satisfy some of
the need for active-use recreational areas. Also, those areas of
shallower slope normally occur close to the ridgeline or urban
service boundary and intensive development could conflict with
that purpose of the recommendation.

While the Joint Parks Committee cannot accept the validity of some of the
criticism concerning the recommendation for preservation of areas above
901 feet in elevation, the testimony has indicated legitimate problems
with the recommendation as worded in the preliminary draft of the study.
The testimony has indicated a need-both to define more precisely the
term Ttdevelopment ll and to provide an exception clause. The term "devel
opment ll was intended to refer to an intensive level of development such
as major subdivision or planned unit development and not to the construc
tion of individual residences on existing lots. The exception clause
should make provision for larger developments where the purposes of the
basic recommendation may be satisfied more adequately through preservation
of areas other than those above 901 feet.

In light of the testimony presented concerning this recommendation, the
Joint Parks Committee would recommend that the recommendation as set forth
in the preliminary draft of the South Hills Study be modified to read as
follows:

That all vacant property above an elevation of 901 feet be preserved
from an intensive level of development J subject to the following
exceptions:

8. Development of individual residences on existing lots; and

b. Development under planned unit development procedures when it
can be demonstrated that more adequate provision for visual
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protection, urban service area margin, active-use parks and
connecting trails can be made on other portions of the same
development.

During the course of the public hearings a number of people have questioned
whether the recommendation concerning preservation of certain areas from an
intensive level of development constituted a confiscatio~ of private proper-
ty. It should be noted that the study makes specific provision for com-
pensation through one of the following means: outright acquisition, acqui-
sition of development rights or scenic easements, or density transfers.
Prelim!nar,y research indicates that the cost of outright acquisition for the
program recommended in this study would be within a range of 3 to 3.5 million
dollars. A more precise figure would not be possible without specific appraisals _
of ever,y property involved. It is the position of the Joint Parks Committee
that such detailed analysis would be inappropriate without further commitment
by the city to such a program. Should the recommendaitons set forth in the
South Hills Study be approved, the Committee would recommend that it be
assigned the task of deriving a refined cost estimate and providing an analysis
of funding sources available.

Based upon the testimony presented concerning the proposed active-use parks,
the Joint Parks Committee has reviewed the original recommendations and
would submit the following revisions:

1. That an active-use park be acquired surrounding the present EWEB
reservoir off North Shasta. This recommendation is based upon the
lack of park facilities to serve that particular portion of the
city, the availability of vacant property immediately around the
reservoir site, and visual preservation since the area is above
900 feet.

2. That an active-use park be acquired south of the present Amazon
linkage system, south of Center Way and east of the Fox Hollow
elementary school. Again, this recommendation is based upon
existing and anticipated population in the area.

3. The preliminary draft of the study recommended acquisition of an
active-use park in the Crest Drive area. The Committee would further
refine that recommendation to indicate that such a park should be
acquired adjacent to the present Crest elementary school.

4. The study originally recommended acquisition of an active-use park
in the Hawkins Heights area. The Committee would further refine
that recommendation to state that such a park should be located
adjacent to the EWEB reservoir located south of 25th Avenue and
west of Hawkins Heights Boulevard. This location is necessary
to serve existing development in the area.
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In addition to the four areas specifically listed above, the Committee is
recommending the acquisition of certain areas which are important primarily
from a visual and urban service area definition standpoint at the present
time, but could be developed with active-use facilities as the need is
generated through future development.

Some questions have been raised concerning the need for additional park
facilities in southern Eugene. The Joint Parks Committee would-note the
following considerations relative to the need for additional active-use
park facilities:

1. While approximately 67% of the total gross park acreage is located
south of 18th Avenue, Laurelwood and Spencer Butte constitute 54%
of the park area south of 18th Avenue. Both of these parks are
specialized areas. The ecology of Spencer Butte Park is excep
tionally fragile due to factors such as slope, soil depth and
vegetation. The level of usage of that park has risen to such an
intensive level that serious problems are being created and the
Parks Department is already having to consider paving the trails
on Spencer Butte to prevent further damage. There is definite
need to provide relief for this park area.

2. There are areas within the southern portion of
already deficient in terms of park facilities.
have been identified as the North Shasta area,
and the Hawkins Heights area.

the city which are
Three of these areas

the Crest Drive area,

3. Based upon the amount of land available for development in the south
hills area and the anticipated level of development, this portion
of the city could ultimately accommodate an additional 25,000 to
30,000 people. Using the Parks Department standard of 15 acres per
1,000 people, an additional 375 to 450 acres of active-use park
facilities would be required to serve this level of population.

B. Density

The public testimony concerning the recommended density standards has dealt
primarily with the exemption provided for controlled income and rent (CIR)
housing. That exemption is predicated upon existing, adopted policy of
the City. Therefore, the Joint Parks Committee takes the position that
the South Hills Study should not preclude the possibility of CIR housing
in light of present City policy. However, it should be noted that the
recommended exemption deals with the relationship between the level of
development and the ability of the city to provide services and is not
intended to exempt eLR housing from review on the basis of the aggregate of
natural factors affecting any specific site.
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~~ile the bulk of the testimony concerning recommended density standards
has dealt with the provisions for erR housing, there has been some testi
mony concerning the basic densities recommended. That testimony has been
of two general types:

1. That density should be flexible and be based upon considerations
other than public services; and

2. That density should be based soiely upon slope factors (see the
written proposal submitted by }~. Ray Wiley).

After evaluating the testimony submitted, the Joint Parks Committee would
recommend that the density standards set forth in the preliminary draft
of the South Hills Study be maintained. That recommendation is based upon
the following considerations:

1. The recommended densities constitute maximum levels and it is
recognized that" specific site considerations may necessitate a
lower density in certain circumstances.

2. There have been no suggested standards to augment public services
as a basis for judgement other than the suggestion that lldesign
Q.ualityll of specific projects be used as the basis for determining
density. This suggestion is fraught with problems both on the
basis of equal treatment and on the basis of what standards should
be used for judging design excellence.

3. The suggestion that density ~e based solely upon slope factors is
predicated upon a single factor whereas a variety of natural and
design factors should be used and, further, bears no relationship

- to provision of public services.

For the reasons enumerated above, the Joint Parks Committee does recommend
that the density standards as originally set forth be retained.

c. Urban Service Area Definition

Under this section of the South Hills Study, the first recommendation was
"That the ridgeline identified in the South Hills Study defines the poten
tial extension of the urban service area. 1I Host of the testimony to date
(with the exception of Mr. Cuthbert1s critique of the entire urban service
area concept) has supported this recommendation. The public hearings have
produced no information which would warrant a modification of this recommen
dation.

There has been extensive public testimony concerning the recommendation that
the present city limits be defined as the actual urban service area and that
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further expansion of the city only be considered in response to need or
in the exception situations provided in the suggested policy statement.
The pUblic testimony to date has indicated that if that recommendation
were adopted, the only feasible use of property between the present city
limits and the ridgeline would be logging and that, in order to preclude
such a possibility, the city should annex all property up to the ridgeline
immediately.

The recommendation set out in the preliminary draft of the South Hills
Study that identified the present city limits as the actual urban service
area was premised upon the following factors:

1. The land use inventory which indicated that there was adequate
vacant property already within the city limits to accommodate
a substantial portion of the metropolitan area's projected
growth;

2. The General Plan objective of preventing further scattered devel
opment; and

3. The General Plan objective of insuring utilization of vacant pro
perty already provided with public facilities.

While the data base and policies underlying the original recommendation were
sound, the pUblic testimony presented legitimate problems. In an effort to
resolve these problems, the Joint Parks Committee has investigated the
possibility of the County exercising some form of control over the area
in question and the possibility of annexing all the property to the ridge
line. That investigation indicated that there were a multitude of admin
istrative, political and legal problems associated with seeking assistance
fram the County to control the removal of vegetation. That investigation
also indicated significant problems associated with Lmmediate annexation of
all property up to the ridgeline, among which the following should be
:qoted:

1. The statement that all property to the ridgeline should be annexed
immediately has been voiced by very few actual owners of property
in the affected area. Granted the consequences of annexation, par
ticularly in the form of taxes, the probability of a succesful
remonstrance election against such an annexation is high.

2. Under existing legal constraints, there would be no effective way
of annexing the property and providing effective deferral of taxes
to obviate one of the major objections to annexation.

In view of the problems associated with immediate annexation of the entire
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area and the problems associated with the County exerclslng control over
the removal of vegetation, the Joint Parks Committee re-evaluated the
premises of the original recommendation. That re-evaluation took into
account the following considerations:

1. That a precise definition of the urban service area in the south
hills would limit the potential for scattered development;

2. That, based upon the testimony concerning the desirable character
of the south hills as a residential environment, the problem of
infilling may be temporary and probably would not prove to be a
permanent problem; and

3. That with the definition of the urban service area, the primary
value of the south hills lies in the potential for residential
development and not in tree farming.

In light of these considerations, it is the position of the Joint Parks
Committee that the south hills area should be specifically identified as
an existing or potential residential area and that every effort should be
made to insure preservation of those characteristics that contribute to
a desirable residential environment. In this context, the onus should be
placed upon the property owners involved to maintain that residential
quality and any logging which occurs should be secondary to the potential
residential use of the property.

The Joint Parks Committee would recommend that the suggested policy set
forth in the preliminary draft of the South Hills Study that identified
the present city limits as the actual urban service area be deleted and
that the following policy statement be adopted:

That future annexation requests within the potential urban service
area be evaluated upon the following bases:

a. The ability of the community to provide public services for the
potential development in an economic and efficient manner; and

b. The previous maintenance of the property as a desirable resi
dential environment (Note: if the city adopts an ordinance
governing vegetation removal as a result of the present City
Council subcommdttee research, the standards set forth in
that ordinance could provide the basis for evaluating previous
maintenance of the property).

The Joint Parks Committee would also recommend that the purpose statement
of the Urban Service Area Definition Section be expanded to include the
concept of proteetion of the residential character of the south hills area.
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The modification to the annexation policy suggested above would require
deletion of recommendations 2, 3 and 5 as set forth in the preliminary
draft of the South Hills Study. The Joint Parks Committee would recommend
this deletion but would also recommend retention of the fourth recommenda
tion dealing with the question of contouring.

D. Development Standards

During the two public hearings conducted by the Joint Parks Committee and
the hearing conducted by the Planning Commission, there have been relatively
few comments concerning the recommended development standards. However,
several speakers did indicate concern that there may be areas below 700
feet in elevation which should be developed only through planned unit
developoent procedures.

The Joint Parks Committee concurs in the suggestion that there are areas of
concern below the 700 foot level which should be treated specially. After
reviewing several possible approaches, it is the conclusion of the Committee
that slope characteristics would provide the best criterion in this instance.
Therefore, the Committee would recommend that the requirement of planned
unit development procedures be expanded to include any parcel over 4 acres
in size which is characterized by a slope in excess of 20% in the area
between 500 and 700 feet in elevation. Approximately 20% of the property
in that area is characterized by slopes in excess of 20% (i.e., about
600 acres).

Conclusion

In the above report the Joint Parks Committee has attempted to provide an
evaluation and response to the testimony submitted to date concerning the
recommendations set forth in the preliminary draft of the South Hills
Study. That testimony has indicated a number of areas which should be
modified and the Committee has detailed those modifications above. A
listing of the original recommendations with the modifications inserted
is attached to this report for reference.

Respectfully submitted,

Beth Campbell, Chairperson
Joint Parks Committee

Neil Murray
City Council

Dave Hoffman
Planning Commission

Alan Maxwell
Planning Commission
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Synopsis of Recommendations

All of the recommendations set forth in the preliminary draft of the South
Hills Study are shown below with the modifications which have been made as
a result of the public hearings to date. Deleted portions are shown as
stricken (eeletee), while new elements are shown in italics.

A. Ridgeline Park

I. Purpose

The south hills constitute a unique and irreplaceable community
asset. The strong dominant landforms and wooded character present
there combine to provide distinct areas of contrast in terms of
texture and color from the normal pattern of urban development.
By virtue of this contrast, the south hills function as a strong
visual boundary or edge for the city. The ridgeline of the 80uth
hills also marks the most southerly extension of the urban ser
vice area. Further, there are areas within the south hills that
are especially suitable for park sites for recreational use by
present and anticipated population. In view of these factors, any
areas recommended for preservation or park usage should serve
at least one of the following purposes:

1. To insure preservation of those areas most visibly a part of
the entire communityj

2. To protect areas of high biological value in order to provide
for the continued health of native wildlife and vegetation;

3. To insure provision of recreational areas in close proximity
to major concentrations of population;

4. To provide connective trails between major recreational areas;

5. To provide connective passageways for wildlife between im
portant biological preserves;

6. To contribute to EugeneTs evergreen forest edge; and

? To provide an open Bpaoe ax>ea as a buffer betuJeen the intensive
leve l of urban deve lopment oaaurr>i:ng u;i thin the urban service
aPea and the ru:t'al level of development occurring outside the
Ul'"ban service area.
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II. Specific Recommendations

I T ~aat-a±±-¥ae&Rt-~PQ~epty-a9QVe-&R-e~e¥a~~QR-e~-9Q~-&€et-se

PPe8eP¥ee-~P8m-eeve18~meRt-tBP8~gR-eRe-e&~the-&el±eW~Rg

Jll.eBFI8+

1. That all vacant property above an elevation of 90l feet be
preserved from an intensive level of development, subject to
the following ~aeptions:

a. Development of individual residences on existing lot8; and

b. Development under planned unit development procedures when
it can be demonstrated that more adequate provision for
visual protection~ urban service area margin, active-use
parks and connecting trails can be made on other portions
of the same development.

2. That the area specified for preservation be protected through
a v~:ety of teahniquas including but not limited to acquisi
tion, scenic easemento, density transfers, and dedication.

3. That the Joint Parks Committee be instructed to prepare refined
aost estimates and an analysis of funding sout'ces for submission
to the City Council.

~T ~Rat-tRe-bity-p~ps~e-ae~~i8itieR-e~-ma~ep-~apk8-~~Q.-aepes1

te-8epve-peepeati8Ral-~ppe8e8-iR~Re-~el1ewiRg-apeaet

aT IR-tRe-ppee8Rt-ekyliRe-Papk-&pew €aBt-e~-AmaaeB-aRQ-Be~tR

e~-~Ot:A.-A¥eB\iet

9T IR-~Re-apea-Be\itR-e~-AmaaeR-~i¥8s-~Betwe9R-~Be-~kyliRe

Papk-apea-aRQ-tRe-~peseRt-g~eReep-~tte-Papk~t

aT ~B-tBe-apea-we8t-e&-Wil~amette-gtpeet-aBQ-tRe-~peseRt-§~Be

A¥eB\ie-~tBe-elQ-gaP@8ge-Q~p-stte~t
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4. That the City pursue aaquisition of major aative-use park
facilities to serve existing and potential population in
the following areas:

a. Adjacent to the EWES resepvoir off North Shasta Loop;

b. Property south of the present Amazon linkage system" south
of Center Way and east of the Fo~ Hollow elementary sahoot;

a. Pt>operty adjaaent to the Crest elementary sahoat; and

d. Property adjacent to the EWEB reservoir located south of
25th Avenue and tVest of Hawkins Heights.

5. That the City insure the potential fo'l' further active-use parks
to serve anticipated population in the areas south of Warren
Avenue" east of the present Spencer Butte Park and adjaaent to
Blanton Heights Road.

6. That all proposed developments in the SQuth hills study area
be reviewed to determine if connecting linkages are possible
between various park sites, particularly north of Skyline
Park to Hendricks ?ark and between Blanton Heights and Hawkins
Heights.

7. That the City should adopt an ordinance concerning the removal
of vegetation.

B. Density

T. Purpose

The density recommendations contained in the South Hills Study are
intended to serve the following purposes:

1. To remain within the broad guidelines of the 1990 General Plan
of:

a. Insuring utilization of vacant property already served with
public facilities; and

b. More precisely defining the broad density range set forth in
that plan.
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2. To insure adequate provision for development to accommodate
anticipated growth; and

.3. To achieve a balance between the level of development and the
provision of public services.

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That in the area west of FriendlY Street the maximum level of
new development per gross acre be limited to 8 units per acre
(the maximum figure of 8 units per gross acre being subject
to positive findings under the planned unit development
criteria). aRe-tke-eeReity-~iRt-BYBtem-~!~-eetae~~eaeQ1-e~
tae-'±aBReQ-~it-Qeve~e,meBt-ppe¥~8ieRB~T

2. That in the area east of Friendly Street the maximum level of
new development per gross acre be limited to 5 dwelling units
per acre (the maximum figure of 5 dwelling units per gross
acre being subject to positive findings under the planned unit
development criteria). BRQ-tRe-QeRe!ty-~iBt-8yetem-~i~-eetQe
±ieAeQ~ef-tAe-pleBReQ-~it-Qe¥ele~eRt-~pe¥iBieR61T

3. That low-moderate income housing developed under the Controlled
Income and Rent provisions of the City Code be exempt from the
density standards set forth above, but subject to normal specific
site crnalysis standards.

4. If a significant volume of low~oderate income housing should
develop, the effect on total density should be evaluated and
allowable densities of future developments adjusted.

C. Urban Service Area Definition

1. Purpose

It is the purpose of the recommendations concerning urban service
area definition to:

1. Provide a more precise definition of the urban service area
concept as set forth in the 1990 General Plan for the south
hills area of the City;

2. Provide more adequate criteria for the evaluation of annexation
retluest s ; aRQ
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3. Insure that annexation serves a public purpose as well as
a private purpose; and

4. Insure preservation of the primary residential ahaPaater of
the south hills.

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That the ridgeline identified in the South Hills Study defines
the potential extension of the urban service area.

~T ;fta~-tfte-'PQSeRt-eity-±~~~e-ee-iQeRti~ieQ-&8-tRe-aet~al-HPeaR

Bepv~ee-e~e&-aRa-~ftat-~HPtftep-eK~a~ieB-e~-tfte-eity-ee-eases

~~eR-aR-6Ra~Y9~8-e&-BeeQ-&ep-aQQitieB&1-&pea-te-~eet-aRtiei~ateQ

gpewtft-8Ba-tfte-~e~t-8&-¥aeaBt-~pe~epty-pemaiBiBg-witRiB-tRe

S~ty-te-eeeammeQate-tRat-gpewtftT--~Nete+--tRe-~e~latieB-pPe

leet~eRs-~peB-wfti8ft-tRe-aR&lyei8-e~-BeeQ-8Rall-ee-eaeeQ-8Ra±l

ge-tRe-'P9~eetieBB-aeeem,li8Rea-ae-~apt-8~-tRe-geRePQ1-~1aB

~pQate8-8P-tfte-tPaBs~eptati8R-~paateT~

2. That future ann~ation requests within the potential urban
serviae area be evaluated upon the following bases:

a. The ability of the acmnunity to provide public services for the
potential dBvelof?TIent in an eCOnomia and efficient manner; a:nd

b. The previous maintenance of the property as a desirable
residential environnent (Note: if the City adopts an
ordinanae governing vegetation removal as a result of
the present City CounaiL subccrnmittee research, the stan
dards set forth in that ordinanae could provide the basis
for evaluating previous maintenance of the property).

3T ;ka~-~Re-&pea-eetweeB-tRe-~peaeR~-eity-±imita-QBe-~Be-p44ge14Re

ge-~p~api~-pegapaeQ-aB-aB-apea-pe~eBtiallY-8~ita81e-&QP

aRReXQtieB-i~-aBe-WBeB-tfte-eityLs-~pe~eeteQ~gpewtB-exeeeQ8-teat

ppe8eRtlY-aBt~ei~ateeT

3. That property which can only be provided sewer service by con
touring not be included in the definition of the potential urban
service area.

9T ~at-e*eeptieRe-te-tRe-aBBe~atieB-~eliey-ae8e~ieea-aBe¥e-ee-eeB

BfeepeQ-8R±y-f~-eRe-e~-tRe-~elle~-e~peHm8taBeee-~pe¥ai18+

aT ;Re-ppegeRt-eity-limit8-aiviae-aR-eWRepeftip-&BQ-iRel~8ieR-e~

tRe-eRtipe-apea-i8-e88eBtial-te-allew-aae~~Qte-pl&BRiRg-iR

aeeepa-witR-tBe-eB~ee~ivee-ef-tRi8-8t~Qyt--8P
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eT ARRe*&t4eR-e~-tBe-~pe~epty-4R-~~eet~eB-we~±Q-B4eRi~~eaBtly

eBRtp4e~te-tB-tBe-aeB4e¥emeRt-et-tRe-ee5eet4¥e8-e~-tR~s

6t~~T

D. Devela.pment Standards

L Purpose

The development standards recommended as part of the South Hills
Study are intended to achieve the following purposes:

1. To insure the responsiveness of specific developments to the
aggregate of known natural factors;

2. To insure maximum preservation of the natural character of the
south hills; and

3. To insure adequate review of the public consequences of develop
ment in the south hills.

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That planned unit development procedures be required for all
major developments (developments in excess of minor B~ea4¥4eieRe

partitions) on property above 701 feet in elevation.

2. That pZanned unit deveZopment procedures be required for deveZop
ment of any parcel over 4 acres in size, characterized by a slope
in excess of 20% in the area between 500 and ?OZ feet in e2evation.

3. That the planned unit development procedures shall be utilized
for the following purposes:

a. To encourage clustering of development in areas characterized
by:

1. Shallowest slopes;

2. Lowest elevations;

3. Least amount of vegetation;

4. Least amount of visual impact.

b. To encourage preservation as open space those areas charac
terized by:

1. Intermediate and steep slopes;
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2. Higher elevations;

3. Significant amounts of vegetation;

4. Significant visual impact.

4. That adequate review of both on-site and off-site impact of any
development by a qualified engineering geologist occur under
any of the following conditions:

8. All formations
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 percent and above

b. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

c. Eugene Formation
Soil dep~h of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

d. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 20 to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

e. Eugene Formation
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

5. That developments be reviewed to encourage clustering of open
space elements of different developments in order to preserve
the maximum amount of continuous open space.

6. That developments be reviewed in terms of scale, bulk and height
to insure that development blends with rather than dominates the
natural characteristics of the south hills area.

7. That all proposed road locations be reviewed to insure minimum
grade disturbance and minimum cut-and-fill activity, particularly
in those areas most visible due to slope, topographic or other
conditions.
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8. That planned unit development review shall be based upon a
recognition of both public and private interest. In areas of
significant conflict (e.g., locating development in a highly
visible area as opposed to a less visible area or in an area
of significant vegetation as opposed to a relatively open area)
which could be resolved through use of an alternative devel
opment plan, primacy shall be given to the public interest in
an determinations.

9. That all developments shall be reviewed for potential linkage'
with or to the !idgeline park system.

10. That all developments (planned unit developments or subdivisions)
be reviewed to insure maximum preservation of existing vegetation.
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SOUTH HILLS STUDY

Summary and Recommendations

Study Background

The south hills area of the city consists of a series of ridgelines and hills
which define the eastern and southern perimeters of the city. The ridgelines
have an average e1evat i on of 800', 5 i gn i fi cantly higher than the average
elevation of the remainder of the city which is approximately 300' to 400'.
Within the south hills area, Spencer Butte is 2065' high, the area known as
Blanton Heights is approximately 1300' high and Strawberry Hill is over 1200'
high.

The south hills area is distinctive not only because of topographic differences,
but because much of the area is still undeveloped and characterized by exten
sive vegetation which provides a contrast in texture to more developed portions
of the city. The area is characterized by a wide variety of vegetation
associations including meadows, dryland and wetland deciduous trees, and
dryland and wetland coniferous trees. The combination of topographic differences
and existing vegetation make the south hills a truly distinctive natural feature
of the community.

The city has recognized the significance of the south hills. The Community
Goals and Policies adopted in 1967 contained the specific assumption that,
liThe famil i ar ri m of fi r trees that fri nges the hill s around the Ci ty wi 11
di sappea r un1es s action is taken to prese rve it. II In the Commu n; ty Goals
and Policies the City did adopt the following policy statement:

The City should create an environment of beauty for its people,
not merely by a program of prettification, but by following
plans which emphasize our natural resources of beauty and which
prevent the destruction of these resources by disorganized develop
ment, clutter, sprawl, and other enemies of beauty. We should
strive for the beauty that is provided by the harmonious rela
tionship of parts: natural topographic features, parks and park
ways, living areas, working areas, arterial street systems,
peripheral open spaces.

The Community Goals and Policies also contained the specific recommendations
that the City appoint a Scenic Conservation Committee to identify vistas
which should be preserved and listed the hill area as an area of concern.
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The concern first voiced in the Community Goals and Policies was expressed
again in a report prepared in 1969 entitled The Quest for Scenic Quality.
That report noted that: "The urban area embraces and is embraced by nature.
There is a harmonious visual and physical relationship between nature and
the urban environment. That relationship establishes a unique and memorable
image of the urban area, gives it personality and makes it a desirable place
to live." However, The Quest for Scenic Quality also noted that this situation
was chang i ng and po i nte d 0 ut tha t: liTh e mant 1e of vegeta ti on on surroundi ng
hillsides is slowly disappearing as residential developments creep up the
slopes and over the ridges ... If such growth continues, if men continue to
work against the form and characteristics of the natural environment, then the
metropolitan area will no longer be embraced by nature, but will have marred,
overrun and devoured it. The area's present image, personality and desirability
as a place to live win be lost. 1I

The concern for preservation of the natural character of the area expressed
in these previous reports was continued in the 1990 General Plan. One of
the objectives established for the urban service area concept was the "shaping
and regulating urban form and growth and preservation of the special character
of the are a. " Under the Env i ronmenta1 ResQu rces section, the Genera1 Plan
recolTlJ1€nds that "development practices that tend to eliminate the tree cover
or disturb the natural features of the adjacent hills should be controlled
through appropriate codes at the local level." Finally, the Open Space section
of the General Plan contains findings that the distinctive hills that ring the
metropolitan area add to the quality of the environment and establishes as an
objective the development of a distinctive urban pattern through the use of
open space.

While the documents just cited expressed concern about the consequences of
development on the natural character of the city, there was also concern about
the level or intensity of development. particularly in the south hills area.
The City Council Minutes of July 12,1971, record the following discussion
which occurred during consideration of an annexation request in the south hills
area:

Councilman Williams voiced some concern regarding a resolution
forwarding a request for annexation of 33 acres west of Fox
Hollow and south af Donald to the Boundary Commission. He .
felt that, under present laws, a zoning classification of RA
or R-l which would be placed on the property after annexation
would permit 8 units per acre under a pu~. He felt this
density excessive. and requested the planning staff prepare
amendments to the zoning ordinance that would permit the Council
and Planning Commission by contract to require a lower density
development in situations where staff, Commission and Council
believe it appropriate.

Mr. Teague and Mayor Anderson concurred with this suggestion.
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The suggestion discussed above was made as a motion and passed by the City
Council unanimously.

This concern about the effects of development on the natural character of the
hills and about what level of development the City could reasonably serve
reached a culmination in early 1972 during the course of Dublic hearings on
several major development proposals in the south hills area. As a result
of those hearings the Eugene Planning Commission recommended that a special
study of the south hills area be carried out. On June 26, 1972, the Eugene
City Council adopted Resolution 2070 which:

1. Designated an area within 2,000 feet of the ridgeline as an area
area for special study;

2. Established an 18 month time-frame for the special study;

3. Required development within the special stu~y area to follow
planned unit development procedures; and

4. Established a maximum interim density of 6 units Qer acre for
all develooments within the special study area during the course
of the study.

The minutes of both the Planning Commission and City Council discussion of the
proposed study indicate that the study was to have four major objectives:

1. To make recommendations concerning a possible ridgeline park;

2. To make recommendations concerning approoriate density levels in the
south hills area;

3. To make recommendations concerning the precise definition of the
urban service area ;n the south hills; and

4. To make recommendations concerning appropiate development
standards for the south hills area.

Following the adoption of Resolution 2070, the Joint Parks Committee was re
constituted with two City Council members and two Planning Commission members.
This committee was given the responsibility of developing the South Hills Study.
A summary of the Joint Parks Committee's study followed by soecific recommenda
tions is provided below. (Note: the full text of the South Hills Study
consists of the various study elements attached as well as this summary and
the specific recommendations.)

Study Summary

A. Land Use Information

The South Hills Study involved aoproximately 8,880 acres of land situated on
both the north and south side of the ridgeline. About 60 percent of this
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total acreage is presently vacant. about 20 percent is developed with residential
uses and the remainder is devoted to roads, p~rks and other uses.

Approximately 45 percent (4,024 acres) of the total area studied is presently
within the city limits. Single family residences account for the bulk of the
existing residential development within the South Hill Study area with 5,062
units located within the city limits. Within that same area there are 466
dwelling units in 233 duplex structures and 308 dwelling units in several
planned unit developments. Despite the amount of development within the city.
vacant property still exceeds all other uses with 37 percent of the total
(1,474 acres). At the present time there are 11 planned unit development
proposals (in various stages of processing) involving 452 acres of that prop
erty presently classified as vacant and representing an addition of about 2,450
dwelling units (if approved as proposed).

There are approximately 1,456 acres of property located bwtween the present city
limits and the ridgeline. The bulk of this property is vacant (77 percent)
while the remainder is devoted to residential use (11 percent), parks (7
percent), roads (4 percent) or other uses (1 percent).

The amount and percentage of vacant property south of the ridgeline is even
greater than in the two previous situations. There approximately 86 percent
of the property is vacant (2,938 acres), residential uses account for 7
percent (261 acres) and parks, roads and other uses account for the remaining
7 percent.

The significance of the amount of vacant property remaining within the south
hills area becomes more apparent when the amount of development that could be
accommodat~d on this property is considered. If, for instance, 75 percent
of the existing lots less than an acre in size were to develop with single
family residences and 75 percent of the vacant property in parcels over an
acre in size were to develop with planned unit developments at an average
density of 5 dwelling units per acre. an additional 5,100 dwelling units
could be accommodated (note: all of the property considered in these calcu
lations is presently within the city limits). The present population and
dwelling unit projections for the year 1990 indicate an expected increase of
between 18,000 and 20,000 dwelling units in Eugene. Therefore, approximately
25 percent to 30 percent of the total expected increase could be accommodated
within the south hills area on only 75 percent of the vacant property within
the present city limits.
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B. Inventory of Natural Factors and Visual Evaluation

As indicated previously, there has been a strong tradition of concern about
the significance of the south hills as a unique community asset and a desire
to insure that development did not irreversibly alter the character of the
hills. In order to develop a more adequate infonnation base and criteria for
decision-making, the City contracted with the University of Oregon Landscape
Architecture Department. It should be noted at this point that the participa
tion of the University was directed not to making recommendations but to devel
oping information and analytical techniques upon which recommendations could be
based.

The results of this portion of the South Hills Study can be summarized under
four major categories:

1. Development of an information base.

Prior to the inception of the South Hills Study, the city had no
complete information concerning various natural factors that covered
the entire area. As a result of the University participation.
information covering the entire study area ;s now available on the
fo 11 owi ng natural phenomena: (l) base geology; (2) topography;
(3) slope; (4) slope orientation; (5) stream order; (6) soil depth;
and (7) major vegetation associations.
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2. Development of a technique for visual assessment.

Concern has frequently been expressed about the significance of the
south hills as a visual asset for the community. However. there
was no method for determining the relative importance of various areas
within the south hills from the standpoint of visual significance.
The model for evaluation developed in this portion of the study
is based upon consideration of three primary factors;' (1) elevation;
(2) slope; and (3) slope orientation. A comparison of these three
factors provides a basis for assessing the visual significance of
various areas within the south hills.

3. Assessment for potential surface movement.

A common concern when evaluating hillside development has been the
potential for surface movement (unexpected and undesirable soil
movement occurring as a result of development). Through field analysis
of existing slumps in the south hills area, a predictive model was
developed which indicated the combination of natural factors which
have combined to produce the existing slumps. This predictive model
does not say that surface movement will actually occur but indicates
that the factors which could result in surface movement are present
and that special care should be taken in those areas. Those natural
factors which appear to be most significant are base geology, soil
depth, slope and presence of moisture.

4. Vegetation evaluation.

As noted previously. there has been consistent concern about'the
significance of large amounts of undisturbed vegetation in the
south hills as a unique community asset. One purpose of this
portion of the study was to provide an assessment of the major
vegetation associations present in the area and criteria for
identifying those areas which are most significant. A technique
was developed for identifying those areas characterized by four or
more vegetation associations and the presence of a perennial source
of water. Both factors are significant both from the standp0int
of vegetation and the potential for animal shelter.

A fuller description of both the base information and the analytical techniques
described above are set forth in that section of the South Hills Study entitled
"An Ecological Description and Visual Evaluation. 11 A final product of this
portion of the study which should be noted is the ability to combine all of
the major factors and indicate those areas where either visual criteria~ surface
movement criteria or vegetation criteria apply singlely or in some combination.

C. Public Services

One of the principal concerns which prompted the Planning Commission to recom
mend and the City Council to order the South Hills Study was the concern over
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appropriate density in the south hills area. During the development of the
study it was determined that the evaluation of natural characteristics did
not provide an adequate base for any density recommendations and that density
should be correlated with public services and need. The evaluation of pUblic
services was based on three primary services: schools, sewers and traffic.

Evaluation of schools facilities is difficult for a variety of factors, among
which the following should be noted: (1) two jurisdictions are involved;
(2) adequacy of school facilities may be defined either in terms of particu
lar attendance areas or the entire district; (3) adequacy may be defined in
terms of existing facilities or potential expansion of facilities; and (4)
the probable number of school age children is dependent upon a variety of
factors such as size (defined in terms of number of bedrooms) of anticipated
dwelling units, price range and national and local birth rates. Because of
these considerations, the school evaluation was limited to an inventory of
existing and potential facilities. There are nine elementary schools in the
south hills area with a capacity of 2,696 students in the present fixed
facilities. Enrollment as of October 28, 1973, was 2,217, down 105 students
from the October 31, 1972, enrollment. If the present facilities at these
nine sites were expanded to their ultimate potential, approximately 4,340
students could be accommodated. The present policy of School District 4J
should also be recognized which provides a number of alternatives short of
expansion to accommodate situations of overcrowding (that policy statement is
set forth in the School Element of the South Hills Study).

The evaluation of the sewer system was based upon computer simulation tests
of the collector and trunk system to accommodate varying levels of population
density. The tests were designed to evaluate the capacity of the collector
and trunk system and to indicate where increasing density necessitated major
capital improvements. Tests were run with four different levels of papulation:
(1) existing dwelling unit and population distribution; (2) projected low
level of development (average of 2 dwelling units per acre in low density
areas); (3) projected medium level of development (4 dwelling units per acre
in low density areas); and (4) projected high level of development (6 units
per acre in low density areas). The results of these tests indicated that
the collectqr and trunk systems serving the area west of Friendly Street could
accommodate development at an average density of 6 dwelling units per gross
acre. However, the tests indicated that development in excess of 4 units
per gross acre in the area east of Friendly Street would require a number of
extensive modifications of the present collector and trunk system serving
that area. The most significant modification to that system involved the
additional capacity required to accommodate a higher density in the 66 11 trunk
at Madison Street (7,675' in length) and the 72" interceptor extending to the
treatment plant (10,500 ' in length).

The review of transportation facilities was limited insofar as a major review
of transportation planning is presently occurring as part of the E-SATS update
process. Since the E-SATS update process will not be completed by the dead
line established for the South Hills Study, a more limited review of the traffic
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impact of development was carried out in conjunction with the State Highway
Department. This review was limited to an analysis of the traffic loading
that would occur on major north-south streets as the result of more intensive
development occurring in the South Hills area than originally projected in
the initial Eugene-Springfield Area Transportation Study. The analysis was
limited to the existing street system and did not include any projected routes.

Two alternate loadings were tested: a limited loading reflecting primarily
current levels of development and development proposals already submitted.
and a "saturation" loadi n9 reflecting relatively full development of the south
hills area (average density per gross acre of 4.5 dwelling units). The limited
loading did not substantially affect the traffic volume originally projected
since the aggregate increase in projected dwelling units was minor when com
pared with that originally projected. However, the saturation loading did
indicate a significant increase of traffic volume on the major north-south
arterial streets. This increase was particularly significant in the Amazon
drainage area (Hilyard, Amazon. and Willamette). The effect of the traffic
volume increase ;s more significant in the Amazon drainage area, in part.
because traffic on those streets most traverse extensive areas which are
already developed residentially. The impact of the saturation loading was
less pronounced cn streets such as Chambers or Bailey Hill Road and other
north-south streets in the western portion of the city are not as extensively
developed with residential uses with direct frontage as streets in the Amazon
dra i nage area.

The results of the limited and saturation loadings are described more fully in
the transportation element and supplemental report of the South Hills StudY.
It should be stressed that the purpose of the transportation analysis conducted
in conjunction with the South Hills Study was not to make any definitive
determinations concerning street improvement projects but to indicate the type
of traffic volume~ which could be expected from varying levels of development.

Recommendations

After reviewing all of the material developed as part of the South Hills Stu~

and in response to the direction of the City Council when the study was initiated.
the Joint Parks Committee does make the following findings and recommendations.

A. Ridgeline Park

I. Purpose

That the south hills constitute a unique and irreplaceable community
asset. The strong dominant landforms and wooded character present
there combine to provide distinct areas of contrast in terms of
texture and color from the normal pattern of urban development. By
virtue of this contrast, the south hills function as a strong visual
boundary or edge for the city. Further. there are areas within
the south hills that are especially suitable to provide park sites
for recreational use by anticipated population. In view of these
factors, any areas recommended for park usage should serve at least
one of the following purposes:
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1. To insure preservation of those areas most visibly a
a part of the entire community;

2. To protect areas of high biological value in order to
provide for the continued health of native wildlife
and vegetation;

3. To insure the provision of recreational areas in close
proximity to major concentrations of population;

4. To provide connective trails between major recreational
areas;

5. To provide connective passageways for wildlife between
important biological preserves; and

6. To contribute to Eugene's evergreen forest edge.

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That all vacant property above an elevation of 901 feet
be preserved from development through one of the following
means;

a. Acquisition

b. Transfer of development rights

c. Scenic easements

d. Dedication

AZl of the property above SOl feet in eZevation falls
~ithin the area indentified as -having high vi~ potential
for the entire C!orrmunity. Approximately 880 aeJres
are involved in this area, of whieJh about ZJ6 are
presently within the city limits and 744 aeJres are
outside the cd ty limi ts • A vcwie ty of meeJhanisms are
suggested to insure preservation of this property.
In some instances, preservation will only be possible
through outright aeJquisi tion, Whereas there are some
situations where development eJan occur with the actual
dwelling units being constructed on portions of the
projeC!t site not inC!luded ~ithin the high vi~ potential
area. In some instanC!es it could be possible to preserve
this high view potential area through sceniC! easements
or through dediC!ation. It shou'td be noted that preserva
tion of this area lJould provide a basis fop a linkage
system extending both to the east and west of the present
Spencer Butte Park.
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2. That the City pursue acquisition of major parks (30+
acres) to serve recreational purposes in the following
areas:

a. In the presentSkyli ne Park area east of
Amazon and south of 30th Avenue;

b. In the area south of Amazon Drives (between
the Skyline Park area and the present Spencer
Butte Park);

C. In the area west of Wil1amette Street and the
present 52nd Avenue (the old garbage dump site);

d. In the area of Crest School; and

e. In the Hawkins Heights area.

The potential exists to develop a system of nodal parks
throughout ~he ridgeZine a~ea to serve the anticipated
population in the south hills area of the city. At the
present time there is Hendricks Park at the northeast
end of the ridgeline and Spencer Butte Park at the extreme
southern tip of the ridge line. The recommendations set
forth above would add five additional parks to this system.
The potenti~l for such addition exists in the Skyline
Park area based upon certain c~unty and water district
ownership in that area. The county also owns property
in the area west of Willamette Street and 52nd Avenue
which could become a park. The areas south of Amazon
Drives~ near Crest school and in Hawkins Heights would
have to be acquired by the city.

3. That all proposed developments in the south hills study
area be reviewed to determine if connecting linkages
are possible between various park sites, particularly
north of Skyline Park to Hendricks Park and between
Blanton Heights and Hawkins Heights.

Preservation of the high view potential area would result
in the establishment of a potential linkage system through
out a substantial part of the south hills area. However~

the two areas identified above do not faU within the
high view potential area and are critical if a linkage
system is to be established. The Gr-est Drive Citizens
Association is actively working at establishing a trail
system and the City should cooperate in this effort to
establish trails in the Crest Drive area between Blanton
Heights and Heavkins Heights. The City should also work
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with the Oak Hills Homeowners Association for the same
purpose in the area north of Skyline Park. There are also
instances where the slopes involved in the high view
potential area would render a trail system infeasible and
in such instances~ adJacent developments should be reviewed
for the potential of establishing linkages.

4. The City should adopt an ordinance concerning the removal
of vegetation.

The significance of existing vegetation has been noted in
the south hills study. Since acquisition of all significant
areas of vegetation is not pos8ibZe~ the City should adopt
measures to insure adequate review and protection so that
vegetation is not indiscriminately removed. The existing
vegetation is significant visualZy~ as a wildlife habitat~

and fol' moist'LCt'e absorption.

B. Density

I. Purpose

The density recommendations contained in the South Hills Study are
intended to serve the fall OHi"9 purposes:

1. To remain within the broad guidelines of the 1990 General
Plan of:

a. Insuring utilization of vacant property already
served with public facilities; and

b. More precisely defining the broad density range
set forth in that plan.

2. To insure adequate provision for development to accommodate
anticipated growth; and

3. To achieve a balance between the level of development and
the provision of pUblic services."

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That in the area west of Friendly Street the maximum level
of new development per gross acre be limited to 8 units per
acre (the maximum figure of 8 units per gross acre being
subject to positive findings under the planned unit develop
ment criteria and the density point system (if established)
of the planned unit development provisions).
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The analysis of public services indicates that both the
s~er facilities and the transportation facilities in the
western portion of the city are more abZe to accommodate
a higher level of development than in the eastern portion
of the city. WhiZe 8 units per gross acre is higher than
the figures tested in evaZuating these facilities~ this
Zevel of development is only possibZe under planned unit
development procedures and wouZd have to be averaged with
existing singZe famiZy deveZopment which is at a considerably
lower level. Purther~ the impact of this higher figure
would be mitigated through adoption of a density point
system identical or similar to that proposed in the draft
of the planned unit development provisions which is based
upon anticipated number of people per dweZling unit.

2. That in the area east of Friendly Street the maximum level
of new development per gross acre be limited to 5 dwelling
units per acre (the maximum figure of 5 dwelling units per
gross acre being subject to positive findings under the
planned unit development criteria and the density point
system (if established) of the planned unit development
provisions).

The analysis of public services in the eastern portion of
the city indicated significant capital expenditures for
sewers if development exoeeded an average of four units
per gross acre. AZso~ the major traffic routes (north
south) in this portion of the city must traverse signifi
cant distances of alreadY developed property. Both of
these factors point to the need for a lower average
density in the eastern portion of the city than in the
western portion. The figure of 5 units per gross acre is
based on a reoognition of the existing level of develop
ment in portions of the low density area and the average
of that level of develo~nt with potential planned unit
developments. It should also be noted that 5 units per
gross acre also compares favorably with the proposed density
of the 11 planned unit developments described in the land
use section of the South Hills Study (average density of
5.45 units per acre).

3. That low-moderate income housing developed under the Con
trolled Income and Rent provisions of the City Code be
exempt from the density standards set forth above.

This reoommendation is based upon the recognition that the
City has adopted policies ooncerning the dispersal of low
moderate income housing and specifically reaognized the
need for inareased density in certain situations subdect
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to the speeific criteria set forth in the CIR provisions
of the City Code. It is intended that this recorrmendation
obviate the possibility of the density recorrmendations of
this report being used to frustrate the City's housing
policies.

4. If a significant volume of low-moderate income housing should
develop~ the effect on total density should be evaiuated
and allowable densities of future developments adjusted.

C. Urban Service Area Definition

I. Purpose

It is the purpose of the recommendations concerning the urban service
area definition to:

1. Provide a more precise definition of the urban service area
concept as set forth in the 1990 General Plan for the south
hills area of the city;

2. Provide more adequate criteria for the evaluation of annexa
tion requests; and

3. Insure that annexation serves a pUblic purpose as well as
a private purpose.

II. Specific Recommendations

1. That the ridgeline identified in the South Hills Study defines
the potential extension of the urban service area.

This recommendation is actually a re-statement of the 1990
General Plan. It is based on the ability to extend services,
particularly the existing sewer system. However, further
expansion of the urban service area beyond the ridgeline
would necessitate a substantial revision to both the sewer
and traffic analysis and lUould substantially affect density
recorrmendations for property north of the ridgeline. One
of the purposes of this recommendation is to identify pre
cisely which ridge line is meant when discussing the question
of urban service area definition. This question becomes
particularly croucial in the western portion of the city
where there are a series of ridge lines.

2. That the present city limits be identified as the actual
urban service area and that further expansion of the city
be based upon an analysis of need for additional area to
meet anticipated growth and the amount of vacant property
remaining within the city to accommodate that growth.
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(Note: the population projections upon which the analysis
of need shall be based shall be the projections accomplished
as part of the General Plan updates or the transportation
update.)

As indicated under the land use analysis~ a substantial
amount of the property presently within the city limits
in the south hiZ-Zs aPea remains Vacant. If even 75 per
cent of this property were developed at a relatively
modest l,evel~ approximately 25 percent to 30 percent of
the total anticipated number of new dwelling units to be
added to the city's total between now and 1990 could be
acco17JTlodated within the south hi Us area. In tlielJ of
this factor and the 1990 General Plan goal of utilizing
vacant property already served with public facilities~

the need for annexation of additional property in the south
hills is questionable at the present time. Evaluation of
annexation requests should include an evaluation of the
effect the annexation wi II hczve on the goal of uti l.izing
vacant property already served within the city limits. This
recommendation would establish official population. projec
tions accomplished as part of the general pZan update or
the transportation update as the basis for evaluation of
need for additional area rather than ad hoe estimates of
growth.

3. That the area between the present city limits and the ridge
line be primarily regarded as an area potentially suitable
for annexation if and when the city's projected growth exceeds
that presently anticipated.

Since there is adequate area already within the city limits to
accommodate presently anticipated growth~ the property re
maining between the city and the ridge line is particulaPly
valuable as a safeguard in the event aatual growth exceeds
present expectations. In this sen8e~ that property repre
sents a contingency reservoir which should only be utilized
in case of rlBed.

4. That property which can only be provided sewer service by
contouring not be included in the definition of the potential
urban service area.

Inclusion of areas which could be served by contoUl"ing would
require modification of the present evaluation of the capa
bility of serviae systems and could substantially affect
the anticipated level of development. Fu1'thel'~ inclusion
of areas sel'Ved by aontou:t'ing will l'esult in relatively
intensive development on the reverse of the l'idgeline. This
area shoul-d only be considered as suitable for urban level
of development when major decisions are made as to the need
fol' expansion of the urban service ana as provided fol' in
the 1990 Genel'al Plan.
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5. That exceptions to the annexation policy described above be
considered only if one of the following circumstances prevails:

a. The present city limits divide an ownership and
inclusion of the entire area is essential to allow
adequate planning in accord with the objectives of
this study; or

b. Annexation of the property in question would signi
ficantly contribute to the achievement of the
objectives of this study.

The purpose of the wove recorrmendation is to provide necessary
flexibility so that the overall recommendations concerning
annexation do not have a negative impact on the ultimate
realization of the study objectives.

D. Development Standards

I. Purpose

The development standards recommended as part of the South Hills Study
are intended to achieve the following purposes:

1. To insure the responsiveness of specific developments to the
aggregate of known natural factors;

2. To insure maximum preservation of the natural character of
of the south hills; and

3. To insure adequate review of the pUblic consequences of
development in the south hills.

II. Specifi c Recommendati ons

1. That planned unit development procedures be required for
all major developments (developments in excess of minor
SUbdivisions) on property above 701 feet in elevation.

All of the property ahove 701 feet falls within the inter
mediate view area and is of significance because of the
potential for impact on the visual appearance of the south
hilts. Further~ the bulk of those areas noted for having
significant vegetation associations and potential for slip
page faU within this area.

2. That the planned unit development procedures shall be
utilized for the following purposes:
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a. To encourage clustering of development in areas
characterized by:

1. Shallowest slopes;

2. Lowest elevations;

3. Least amount of vegetation;

4. Least amount of visual impact;

b. To encourage preservation as open space of those
areas characterized by:

1. Intermediate and steep slopes;

2. Higher elevations;

3. Significant amounts of vegetation;

4. Significant visual impact.

3. That adequate review of both the on-site and off-site impact
of any development by a qualified engineering geologist occur
under any of the following conditions:

a. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 percent and above

b. Eugene formation
Soil depth to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

c. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

d. Eugene formation
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 20 percent to 30 percent

e. All formations
Soil depth of 40 inches and above
Slopes of 30 percent and above

f. Basalt flows
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above

g. Eugene formation
Soil depth of 20 inches to 40 inches
Slopes of 30 percent and above
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4. Th3t developments be reviewed to encourage clustering of open
space elements of different developments in order to preserve
th~ maximum amount of continuous open area.

5. That developments be reviewed in terms of scale, bulk and
height to insure that development blends with rather than
dominates the natural characteristics of the south hills
area.

6. That all proposed road locations be reviewed to insure minimum
grade disturbance and minimum cut-and-fill activity, particu
larly in those areas most visible due to slope, topographic
or other conditions.

7. That planned unit development review shall be based upon a
recognition of both pUblic and private interest. In areas
of significant conflict (e.g .• locating development in
highly visible area as opposed to a less visible area or in
an area of significant vegetation as opposed to a relatively
open area) which could be resolved through use of an alterna
tive development plan, primacy shall be given to the public
interest in any determinations.

8. That all developments shall be reviewed for potential linkage
with or to the ridgeline park system.

9. That all developments (planned unit developments or SUbdivisions)
in the south hills area be reviewed to insure maximum preserva~

tion of existing vegetation.

It should be noted that all of the development standaX'ds
suggested above are based on factors analyzed in the Ecological
Description and Visual Assessment element of the South Hills
Study. These standards are based on the premise that it is
possible to achieve a relatively intensive level of develop
ment in the south hills and stiZl preserve the dominant
natural character that presently exists if certain safeguards
are followed.
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SOUTH HILLS STUDY

Land Use Inventory

Introduction

The inventory of existing land use included in the South Hills Study covers
approximately 8880 acres of land, the bulk of which is situated south of 29th
Avenue. However. on both the western and eastern portions of the study area
the land use inventory extends further to the north. On the east the land
use inventory extends to Judkins point and includes the laurel Hill Valley.
On the west the inventory extends to 18th Avenue in the Hawkins Heights area.
Both of these northerly extensions conform to the configuration of the ridge
line. A map of all of the parcels inventoried is attached.

The basic land use inventory was completed during the summer of 1972 through
Lane Council of Governments as part of the preparatory work for the Eugene
Sprinqfield Area Transportation Study update. The city utilized the base
data provided by Lane Council of Governments and cooperated in developing the
use of the map modeling system as a mechanism for storage and retrieval of the
land use data. When utilizing the data. it must be recognized that it reflects
the situation existing in 1972. When possible the Staff has attempted to
update the data to reflect the current situation (as in the case of planned
unit development proposals) but new single family and duplex construction
occurring between 1972 and 1973 is not included.

The purpose of providing this land use inventory is twofold:

1. To provide as accurate a catalogue as possible of existing
development in the study area; and

2. To provide an indication of what could be anticipated in
terms of development based upon available property within the
study area.

General Land Use Information

As the following table indicates. the bulk of the property in the South Hills
is presently vacant. The term "vacant" includes both 1and that ; s not pre
sently being used and land that is being used for agricultural purposes.
Agricultural land was included on the premise that agricultural uses would
prove temporary if the property already had public services or was to be
provided urban services in the future. The term "residential" as used in
the tabl-e includes single family development duplex development and multiple
family development. The term "other" i ne1udes faei 1iti es such as Eugene Water
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and Electric Board reservoirs, commercial developments such as the Edgewood
Shopping Center and cemeteries.

Table 1
General Land Use, South Hills

Category Acreage Percent

Resi denti a1 1771 20%
Parks 416 5%
Roads 773 9%
Other 382 4%
Vacant 5538 62%
Total 8880 100%

It should be noted that in both the preceding table and following ones, the
acreage figures are approximations. Extensive checking to date has indicated
an error margin of less than one percent in these figures.

Table 2 provides a breakdown of the property in the study area in relationship
to the ridgeline.

Table 2
land Use North and South of the Ridgeline a

Acreage North Acreage South
Category of Ridgeline of Ridge1ine Total

Residential 1509 261 1770
Parks b 356 60 416
Roads 653 120 773
Other 362 20 382
Vacant 2600 2938 5538
Total 5480 3399 8879
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aAs used in this table and elsewhere in the land use inventory
the te rm "nort h re fers to prope rty on the ci ty side 0 f the
ri dge, whil e the term "south" refers to property on the county
side of the ridge. However, all of the Laurel Hill Valley
was included in the city or "north" figures (Section 4, Town
ship 18, Range 3 West).

bSpencer Butte marks the most southerly extension of the ridge
line. Although a portion of Spencer Butte Park extends to the
north, all of the acreage of that park included in this inventory
was treated as south of the ridgeline.

Land Use Within Present City Limits

Res ident; a1 development is tile predomi na nt fo nIl of deve1opment wi tn in the South
Hills Study area inside the city. However, as the following table illustrates,
the amount of vacant acreage remaining within the city exceeds that presently
devoted to residential use.

Table 3
Land Use Within the City

Category Acreage Percent

Residential 1344 33%
Parks 260 6%
Roads 594 15%
Other 352 9%
Vacant 1474 37%
Total 4024 100%

Single family residences account for the bulk of the existing residential
development within the South HilJs Study area with 5062 units located within
the city limits. Within that same area there are 466 dwelling units in 233
duplex structures. To date~ planned unit development activity has added 308
dwelling units within the area involved in this inventory.

The vacant land remaining within the city is broken up into a number of
ownerships with considerable range in parcel sizes. There are a number of
parce:s available for single family residential development as well as a
number of larger parcels.
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Table 4
Vacant Property Within the City

Parcel Size Number of Total Percent
Parcels Acreage

Less than 1 acre/more than .10 acre 1480 413 28%
Less than 4 acres/more than 1 acre 75 276 19%
More than 4 acres 155 786 53%

A number of planned unit development proposals have been submitted on various
sites that are presently classified as vacant. Those proposals are in various
stage~ of processing, some having gone to the Planning Commission for preliminary
or final approval, while others are still at a concept stage. A listing of
those proposed developments is provided below. This listing is not intended
to imply that all of the proposed developments have been approved at the
specified density or that all of them will be built but simply provides an
inventory of proposals as submitted.

Table 5
Planned Unit Development Proposals

Proposed Genera1 Acreage Number of
Development Location Units Proposed

Kismet Crest 18-04-02 41.89 165-250
Somerset Hi 11 s 18-04-02 117.00 650
Hertelwood 18-04-02 6.69 50
Southridge 18-03-18 107.65 495
Hunnington 18-03-18 & 19 8.44 50
B.A.L.S.M. 18-03-19 32.31 162
Kimel 18-03-07 7.90 36
Fox Hollow Lodges 18-03-17 6.39 52
Timber Vi 11 age 18-03-20 36.20 -290
Laure1wood Village 18-03-09 21. 79 128
Edgewood West III 18-03-18 66.00 300
Total 452.26 2378-2463
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Lana Use Between City Limits and Ridgeline

Property between the present city limits and the ridgeline is predominantly
vacant as the followint table indicates. Residential use (practically
entirely of a single family nature) is the next most significant form of
use.

Table 6
Land Use Between City and Ridgeline

Category Acreage Percent

Residential 165 11%
Parks 95 7%
Roads 59 4%
Other 11 1%
Vacant 1126 77%
Total 1456 100%

The vacant land between the city limits and the ridgeline is primarily found
in large parcels as Table 7 indicates.

Table 7
Vacant Property Between City Limits and Ridgeline

Number of Total
Parcel Size Parcels Acreage Percent

Less than 1 acre/more than .10 acre 88 41 4%
Less than 4 acres/more than 1 acre 86 179 16%
More than 4 acres 51 907 80%
Total 225 1127 100%
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Land Use South of the Ridgeline

The land use inventory included property south of the ridgeline. This oroperty
is predominantly vacant with only a limited amount devoted to roads or residential
uses.

Table 8
Land Use South of the Ridgeline

Category

Residential
Parksa
Roads
Other
Vacant
Total

Acreage

261
60

120
20

2938
3399

Percent

7%
2%
4%
1%

86%
100%

aThat p0rtion of Spencer Butte Park included
within the land use inventory area.

Summary

The information obtained through the land use inventory clearly indicates that
the potential for further development still exists in the area included in the
South Hills Study. Over 60 percent of the entire area is vacant while approx
imately 47 percent of the area north of the ridgeline is vacant. Alternatively,
existing residential development has utilized only aporoximately 20 percent
of the total area with a total of nearly 6000 dwelling units (within the city).

The significance of the amount of vacant acreage remaining is apparent when
considering the potential development of such property~ For instance, there
are aDproximately 2148 acres of vacant property north of the ridgeline in
parcels over one acre in size. If one assumes that 50 percent of this prooerty
is developed with planned unit developments at an average density of 5.45
units per acre (the average density of the 11 development oroposals oreviously
listed), an additional 5850 dwelling units could be anticipated.

The purpose of this preliminary draft of the land use inventory was to orovide
data concerning existing development in the study area. No conclusions of
recommendations are included at this time since the purpose of this report
was simply to provide information that will be used later in formulating
recommendations.
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CHRONOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Extended Study Boundaries.

During Winter Term 1972/73, the consultants met with members of the Eugene
Planning Department to evaluate the available information with respect to
the terms in the agreement. It was noted that the topographic map provided
did not include sufficient area to cover the study boundaries; 2,000 feet on
either side of the ridgeline and the ridge extension to the west. (This was
later resolved by the acquisition of a photo negative of U.S.G.S. maps of the
Eugene/Springfield metropolitan area that were spliced togther.) During the
review of the terms of the agreement, a more definitive study boundary evolved
as well as a clarification of study objectives.

The boundary implied by a limitation of 2,000 feet of either side of the
ridgeline was too general for an ecological study and description, due to the
varied elevations and finger ridges. It was decided that such a study would
require a physiographic definition for boundaries. The most obvious was the
pronounced break in landform, or where the south hills meet the valley floor.
The 500 foot contour was then established as the boundary of the study.

Physical and Visual Areas of Investigation

The areas of investigation were determined by a thorough examination of the
agreement with the City, the interpretation of the intent and application
of the study, and an evaluation of the available resources, personnel and
time. The agreement covered two basic areas of investigation. The first
area being physically oriented would apply to "an ecologic description of
the site," "An asses sment of uni que na tu ra1 areas that shoul d be preserved ... ,"
If a deve1opmenta1 hazard map( s) and an assessment based on soil, \'later and
vegetat i ve i nterpreta ti ons ... , II and fi na lly, "an asses sment with cri teri a
of the site for its road potentials and hazards. 1I The second area being
visually oriented would apply to "data supporting the assertion/assumption
that the ridgeline has special value for the entire community."

Intent and Application of the Study

The interpretation of the intent and application was made after the representa
tives from the Planning Department reviewed the events leading UD to the
study and its potential in the decision making process. The intent was to
provide data that was not then available, and through an analysis process.
provide the Planning Department, Planning Commission and City Council with
information on the physical structure of the South Hills for their recommenda
tions and deliberations in planning for the area. The information was also
to be used in discussions with the public on their recommendations or
proposals affecting the South Hills. In short, the ecological opportunities
and constraints were to become integral to the planning process, once the
information ~".Ias available.
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Base Information Needed for Analysis

The evaluation of available resources, personnel and time required an
inventory" of the material provided by the City and the material deemed
necessary for a comprehensive study by the consultants. From a series of
discussions. it was determined that the base information should include:

l. Elevation Differences

2. Base Geology

3. Steepness of Slopes

4. Soils

5. Slope Orientation or Aspect

6. Stream Order

7. Vegetation and Animal Populations

8. General Views

9. Cl i;-:,a te

10. Population. Zoning and Land Use

Since most of this information was not available. it would have to be collected
by aerial photo interpretation, field observation and interpretation of
information on the topographic maps. In order to facilitate the collection
and processing of information, Special Studies were offered Spring Term, 1973
in each of the departments for student participation and resulted in the
involvement of approximately 25 students with the study. Although the time
allocated for the results was minimal, it was considered to be sufficient
with the addition of personnel for the amount of material to be covered.

Study Objectives

From these preliminary meetings of the consultants with the representatives
of the Planning Department, the following study objectives were formulated:

l. As assessment of the land for areas of potential surface movement.

2. An ecological description of the study area.

3. An assessment of the visual importance of the ridgeline.

4. An identification of areas recommended for detailed studies and
possible acquisition.
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The organization of the study for the realization of these objectives was
established in the following sequence:

1. collection and recording of information and data

2. analysis of the information in the context of the stated
objectives

3. meetings with interested groups for input into the study and for
their information on its progress

4. synthesis by a description of the south hills and assessments
related to the stated objectives.
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DESCRIPTION OF DATA SHEETS

Due to the size of the study area, two scales and methods were used for its
description and evaluation. The first at 1"=1000' allowed the detail of
information collected to be reccrded graphically, and by the use of over
lays, to be analyzed. From the resultant analyses, methodologies were
established for the assessments stated in the study objectives. The level
of accuracy achieved at this scale makes it possible to identify particular
areas and their surroundings and to isolate those requiring further investi
gation. With the overlay method. care must be excercised in the handling
of the original plates. For this reason, and because the process of recording
combinations of material is time-consuming, the graphic material was trans-
lated into the GRID computer program. (The program was developed by the
Department of Landscape Architecture at Harvard University.) This is essentially
the division of the study area into five acre grid cells, with each printed
symbol representative of these increments. Although the information is then
generalized, the program allows for rapid retrieval of the combinations of
information on the total study area. The areas keyed by these combinations
can then be studied in greater detail on the original base maps. Both of
these scales and methods are contextual, in that they allow specific site
proposals at a more definitive scale to be reviewed and evaluated ;n reference
to their surroundings.

For the purpose of this report, the computer printouts have been reduced
and are being used for illustration with the text. The base maps have been
photographed and the slides with the originals have been given to the
Planning Department of the City.
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PLATE #1

ELEVATIONS

The elevation differences have been recorded in intervals of 100 feet between
the elevations of 500 ' -1200'. Those areas with elevations that exceed 1200 '
include Spencer Butte at 2065 ' , Blanton Heights at approximately 1300', and
Strawberry Hill which exceeds 1200'. The hills form a horseshoe around the
southern rart of Eugene that varies from one to more than two miles across
in an east/west direction and four miles in a north/south direction from the
Downtown to Spencer Butte.

The hills form this basin north of the ridgeline with termination in the
Amazon Drainage. There are a number of basins on the other side of the ridge
line that include the Spencer Creek drainage to the west, Camas Swale to the
southeast, Russel Creek to the east and laurel Hill to the northeast.

The most pronounced elevation points along the ridgeline are Judkins Point,
Hendricks Park, South Agate, Strawberry Hill, Spencer Butte. Blanton Heights
and Hawkins Heights.

The average elevation for the definition of the rige1ine is 800 ' , however,
this varies with the more pronounced landforms.
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PLATE #2

GEOLOGY

There are five geologic units in the study area of the South Hills that
include the Fisher formation (Tf, tertiary fisher), Intrusive rock (Ti,
tertiary instrusive), Basalt flows or extrusive rock (Tb, tertiary basalt),
Eugene formation (Te, tertiary Eugene), and Alluvial deposits (Qal, quaternary
alluvium).

The Fisher formation (Tf) is the oldest of the geologic units (approximately
35 million years) and is found mainly along Bailey Hill Road and Spencer Creek
to the west with some outcrops near ~ussell Creek to the east. This formation
is mainly composed of non-marine volcanic sands and has a very peculiar chemical
signature; an abundance of minerals or elements like antimony, bizmuth, mercury,
iron and arsenic. Water from the Fisher is exceedingly toxic, ar.d because the
formation dips gradually (five or ten degrees) toward the east, it underlies
much of the South Hills area. The Fisher weathers slowly and breaks down to
sand, silt and clay.

The intrusive rock (Ti) is volcanic material that has crystallized or cooled
beneath the surface and is only exposed by erosion (Spencer Butte and Judkins
Point are examples). This unit is roughly 25 million years old and because
of its structure (columnar basalt) weathers very slowly and tends to develop
residual hills or ridges.

The Basalt flows (Tb) are also volcanic material (approximately 24 million
years), but have cooled from the surface and weather to a clay. The general
distribution of these flows is in the ridgeline area to the south and south
west and although they tend to hold up ridges, they weather rapidly in the
form of rolling hills.

The Eugene formation (Te) is a marine sandstone (approximately 33 million
years) and overlays the Fisher. Because of this layering, it tends to develop
a dip-slope (gradual slope on the eatern exposure and very pronounced slope'
to the west) with the most intensive weathering on the east. Drilling into
the Eugene formation can cause contact with the Fisher and the aforementioned
problems. This unit weathers very slowly, though not as slowly as the Fisher,
and breaks down to sand, silt and clay.

The last unit is the Alluvium (Qa1) which is found at the lower elevations
following the drainages. These deposits have well-developed profiles,
containing gravel in the lower parts with a graduation to river loam in the
upper parts.

There are two visible faults in the Eugene area. One is to the west of the
study area, the other running to the northeast from Spencer Butte, between
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the Eugene formation and Basalt flows. ihere is a sharp ridge there but no
evidence of recent activity. This fault is characterized by mineralization
along the fault line and erosional differences. Neither of these faults ;s
of appreciable concern as far as movement.
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PLATE #3

SLOPES

The slopes in the South Hills study area were classified in the following
increments: 0%-3%, 3%-12%, 12%-20%, 20%-30% and 30% and above. This series
of ordering was selected for two primary reasons. First, it is a common
classification utilized by the Soil Conservation Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and second, the series corresponds closely to that in frequent
use for differing methods of construction.

All of the above slope ranges are found in the South Hills. Slopes from
O%~3% are the least frequent but do occur in small isolated areas as in the
Russel Creek drainage near L.C.C.; southwest of Spencer Butte along South
Willamette Street; along Crest Drive and the Lorane Highway west of Crest
Drive School; and along the bottom lands of Spencer Creek in the area of
McBeth Road, Bailev Hill Road and the Lorane Highway. Slopes in the range
from 3%-12% occur throughout the area, but are generally confined to the lower
hill slopes adjacent to drainage channels and at/or near the ridge crest;
i.e. Blanton Heights and South of 30th Avenue. Hillsides throughout the
ridge area exhibit steeper slopes, between 12% and 30%, with no one area
dominating the overall distribution; although gradients of 20%-30% do appear
to be more frequent to the east and west of Spencer Butte in the Amazon Creek
Drainage area. The steepest slopes, those greater than 30%, are found
throughout the area but are concentrated on Judkins Point; on the Eugene
formation along the east side of Amazon drainage between 32nd and 44th Streets;
to the northwest of Spencer Butte in the vicinity of Center Way, surrounding
and including Spencer Butte, and extending north to Willamette Street; and
around Blanton Heights. both northeast of the tower near Sunset Hills
Memorial Garden and south of the summit near the powerline right-af-way.
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PLATE #4

SOILS

Since the soils mapping and interpretation guides furnished by the Lane County
Department of Public Works were restricted to the original study area (2,000
feet on either side of the ridgeline), information was not available in that
form for the extended boundaries. In addition, reviews of reports by
engineering geologists on proposed developments indicated refinements of the
information had been found necessary as on~site investigations were conducted.
For -these reasons, and because soil depth was considered to be of primary
significance for slope stability, an independent investigation on depth of
soils was undertaken.

The information recorded for depth of soils was determined by slope and
erosion analysis from maps and aerial photos, test borings and the test boring
results from the study of the Russel Creek basin by Nelson and Worth of CH2M.
The resulting map shows that soils with a depth greater than 80" are largeTy
confined to the alluvial channel deposits of the Spencer, Amazon and Russel
Creeks. This depth is also found in the smaller main tributary valleys of
these channels and in the colluvial material near the breaks in slopes at
the margins of major valley forms.

Soils between 20 and 60 inches in depth occur throughout the study area
on the intermediate slopes, the flatter hill tops, the ridges and in minor
swales. Shallow soils (less than 20 inches in depth and in some instances
where no soil exists) are found on the steepest slopes and correspond to
areas of intrusive volcanic material such as Spencer Butte, Judkins Point,
and those areas of extrusive material where combinations of slope, vegetation,
runoff and lithology have resulted in increased surface erosion and/or mass
movement. As the map shows, there is no one area where a particular soil
depth exists to the exclusion of others; although the western section does
not exhibit the variety of depths found in the more rugged topography of the
eastern side where slopes are steeper and the intrusive volcanics are an
integral part of the geologic structure.
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PLATE #5

SLOPE ORIENTATION

The configuration of the ridgelines in the most observable part of the south
hills is that of a horseshoe enclosing the southern section of the Eugene
metropolitan area. The outline of the main ridge and the changing alignment
of its associated finger ridges, or spurs, provides a continually changing
orientation of slopes. This map of slope orientation illustrated their
aspects in eight compass directions--north, northeast, east, southeast, south,
southwest, west and northwest.

Few generalities from this information can be made. However, the northwest,
north and northeast facing slopes dominate the section of the hills adjacent
to the build-up part of the City. South facing slopes do not become signifcant
without crossing the main ridge into the drainages of Spencer, Camas and Russel
Creeks, or south of Spencer Butte.
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PLATE #F

STREAM ORDER

Streams. or surface drainage. have been plotted by stream order, a mechanism
which permits the identification of the relative magnitude of water courses.
This classification was necessitated by the lack of quantitative information
regarding volume of flow or discharge for streams in the study area.

First order streams are the smallest unbranched channels and tributaries
which are found most frequently at the higher elevations and slopes in
drainage headwaters. Second order channels are those formed as two first
order streams join; third order channels result from the confluence of two
second order streams and fourth order features result from the joining of
twc third order channels.

The drainage characteristics of the south hills are generally uniform
throughout the area with small intermittent channels on the higher slopes
combining to form nearly perennial or perennial channels at the lower elevations.
The first and second order streams are dominant and are usually intermittent
channels which carry water during the winter season only. Third and fourth
order channels in the area are usually perennial; carrying some water year
round.

The relative amounts of water carried; the significance of various streams;
and the areas drained by particular stream courses are thus inferred from
stream order .. The greatest volumes of water carried from the study area
accumulate and flow through the Spencer Creek drainage to the west and that
branch that parallels the Lorane Highway. Of perhaps greater concern and
significance. however, is the runoff into Amazon Creek, the second major
fourth order channel in the study. This stream and its first and second
order tributaries drains the major northward oriented slopes of the south
hills including the north flank of Spencer Butte.

Drainages in the eastern and northeastern portions of the study area are
reflected in the water sheds of Russel Creek basin and Laurel Hill vallev.
Russel Creek is a fourth order channel, but one draining a smaller area and
having less discharge than Amazon Creek. The Laurel Hill drainage is a third
order channel with considerably less volume than Spencer, Amazon or Russel
Creeks.

The other hydrologic feature of the study area; springs, seeps and ponds are
not too numerous but do contribute to the overall drainage patterns. This
is noted particularly on Blanton Heights and to the north in the west hills.
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PLATE #7

VEGETATION

A number of alternatives were exrlored for the classification and presentation
of the vegetation information. Due to the size of the study area and available
time and resources, the group focused on the identification of dominant indigenous
soecies. This method of identification would give evidence of possible plant
associations which would vary with differing conditions cf soil, exposure,
moisture and stages of succession (process of evolving to a more stable order).
Additional site investigations can provide more precise evaluation of each of
the variables and their combined effect upon the dominant species present.

The dominant indigenous species were divided into nine plant associations which
include: Meadows, Dryland Shrub, Dryland Deciduous Trees, Mixed Oak and
uouglasfir. Dryland Evergreen Trees, Deciduous Wetland Trees. Bigleaf Maple,
Moistland Conifer Trees and Moistland Deciduous Shrubs.

Association 1. Meadows: grasses (natural and introduced), rushes and sedges.
These can be found in a climax state (a relatively stabJe community) on the
slopes with greater exposure and minimum soil depth. However, most tend to
be the result of grazing or agriculture and are in a state of succession
specially on the fringe areas. When the activities are terminated these
meadow areas provide the open space required for the succession of species
such as oaks, Douglasfir t pines and dryland shrub. The shade from the suc
cessional trees can provide protection for Snowberry. Poison Oak t Oregongrape
and Blackberry.

Association 2. Dryland Shrub: Snowberry, Poison Oak t Oregongrape, Douglas
Hawthorn, Indian Plum and Blackberry. These are usually found on the fringe
areas between meadows and woods or in old field succession. However, they
can stand alone as a unit classification in areas of minimum soil depth with
no tree capability. Just as they are found with an overstory. they can
tolerate full sun exposure and provide protection for emerging trees. These
dryland shrubs are usually present in the first stages of succession from
logging or clearing activities.

Association 3. Dryland Deciduous Trees: Oregon White Oak and Calfornia
Black Oak. These tend to be located on the drier, well-drained slopes, as
found when the slope orientation is to the south. California Black Oak is
at its northern limits in this area and can be marginal. These species can
be found in combination with meadow. dryland shrub, firs and pines, but will
be phased out as the succession of firs and pines provides a canopy over them.
The association of these oaks with dryland shrub can provide the necessary
habitat for Pacific Dogwood as other species varities increase. Occasionally,
Bigleaf Maple and Oregon Ash may also develop, thus providing a more humid and
cooler habitat for the other species.

Association 4. Mixed Oak and Douglasfir. The association of these species
normally indicates the advances stages of succession to a climax of Douglasfir,
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however, the elements of available moisture, soil depth, soil type and slope
orientation can make the succession so slow that this group is identifiable
for an extended period of time. South and west facing slopes appear to develop
slowly into a relatively permanent mix of oak and fir due to exposure and
lack of soil moisture. On the moist slopes, the succession to Douglasfir can
readily be seen. These successions (the slower and more rapid) can establish
the conditions necessary for the development of Zone 8, Moistland Conifer Trees.
(This zone is described later, however, it should be noted that the elements
of varying soil depth, soil type and available soil moisture caused by the
long term establishment of mixed oaks and Oouglasfir can provide microclimates
for Zone 8 on the dryer slopes as well.) Mixed oak and Oouglasfir areas tend
to develop a diverse mix of associated species such as the above mentioned
Big1eaf Maple, Pacific Dogwood and Oregon Ash as well as the dry1and shrubs.
Pacific Madrone tolerates this zone, but only as long as light can penetrate.
As the concentration and competition from Douglasfir increases, the Pacific
Madrone decreases.

Association 5. Dryland Evergreen Trees: Ponderosa Pine, California Incensecedar
and Pacific Madrone. Because of their infrequency in the Eugene area, the
presence of concentrations of these species in the South Hills have been
distinguished as a separate classification. Pacific Madrone occurs infrequently
as scattered specimens in Zones 3 and 4 but on occasion develoos as the dominant
species on south and west facing slopes. The Ponderosa Pine also occurs in
Zones 3 and 4 as well as Zone 2, but can develop as the dominant species on
north and east facing slopes. The combination of soil type, soil moisture and
slope orientation establish a unique situation for these species, which have
given indications of sensitivity by disturbance in culturation. Their retention
calls for care in order to maintain the balance for survival. Associated
species within this zone are not numerous because of the very nature of the
Zone 5 species and their selection habitats. These are unrelated to sucessiona1
associations and are dependent upon physiographic conditions. California
Incensecedar does not appear as a dominant species, but because of its presence
as an anamoly it is included in this classification.

Association 6. Deciduous Wetland Trees: Alder, Willow, Ash and Poplar.
The species in this classification are restricted to the drainage ways and
the presence of high moisture content and dee~er seils. The associated under
story consists of Indian Plum, Blackberry, Snowberry and Oregongrape as
these are tolerant of wet conditions as well as dry. If the species in this
classification are dense enough, Western Swordfern and ~aple may associate.
Conversely, the association of oaks and Douglasfir may be identified under
more open conditions. The open conditions can cause a more rapid succession
of the Moist1and Deciduous Trees which can result in the dominance of Douglasfir.

Association 7. Bigleaf Maple. The Bigleaf Maple can be found in almost any
habitat, but does prefer the presence of soils with medium moisture content.
Although it tends to be a plant of association, it can occur in group density
large enough to be classified as dominant. Its dependence on light and
moisture generally place it in the middle of late stages of succession. By
prOViding ground cooling and soil humus to the forest floor, the maples
establish an ideal environment for the Douglasfir; however, they can also
germinate and grow well under an existing Douglasfir stand.
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Association 8. Moistland Conifer Trees: Douqlasfir and Grand Fir. Douglasfir
1S the most prevalent species in the study area. As a marketable product,
the species can be found in all stages of growth; from the juvenile state to
maturity. In a natural succession, this progress is slow because of the long
term development of soils and overstory protection. In logged-off areas,
however, the succession is quite rapid, due to the presence of ideal soils
and rapid cover of deciduous shrubs. As the fir growth continues, greater
cooling of the forest occurs and associated species are introduced. These
species include Pacific Dogwood, Western Swordfern, Vine Maple, Indian Plum
and a number of ground covers. Where light permits. Bigleaf Maple and Oregon
Ash can also be found. The Grand Fir occur more as anomalies, even though
they are shade tolerant.

Association 9. Moistland Deciduous Shrub: Indian Plum, Vine Maple and
Western Swordfern. As mentioned above, these species are dependent on the
presence of moisture, cooling "and partial shade. Where they are present in
open areas. there is usually evidence of a past history of logging. The
succession to Douglasfir takes place mostly on the north and east facing
slopes. The south and west facing slopes tend to succeed to oaks, but as
noted in Zone 4, this sequence can also result eventually in a Douglasfir
dominance.

Note: There is a tenth zone on the vegetation base maD which indicates
areas of cultural domination i.e .• orchards, botanical gardens, reserviors.
landfills. etc.
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PLATE #8

GENERAL VIEWS

The General Views (those parts that can be seen from the metropolitan area)
have been identified according to their topographic positions and steepness
of slope. The topographic positions are determined by the high, intermediate
and lower elevations in conjunction with slope orientation. It can be seen
that the ridgelines at Hawkins Heights and south of 30th Avenue are the two
places where the continuity is broken and one series of slopes is either
shielded by the other or completely hidden.

For much of the community, a panorama of 180 degrees of selected views is
possible, however, as the distance from the ridgeline increases, the sense
of enclosure decreases. The higher elveations are the most obvious and can
be seem as a landform from most sections of the community as well as from
Interstate 5 to the north.

The steepness of slopes have been categorized into steep, intermediate and
gradual. The steepest are the most pronounced visually and affect the views
of the greater number of people in the community when located on the higher
elevations.

From the combination of topographic position and slopes. an ordering of their
importance is suggested. This ordering is covered fully in the section of
th is report on the II As ses smen t of the Vi sua1 Importance of the Ridge1i ne. II
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PLATE #9

CLIMATE

The climatic information for the metropolitan area was provided by the U.S.
Weather Bureau from their station at Mahlon Sweet Field. Although the
seasonal variations (cool wet winters and warm dry summers) are found ·con
stant throughout the area, the physiography of the South Hills establishes a
number of microclimates in which the daily effects vary significantly.
r1onitoring stations are necessary for definitive information, however, con
clusions can be drawn from the analysis of the data collected.

Differences in elevations. slope orientation, percentage of slope, hydrology,
and vegetation, either independently or collectively, affect wind patterns and
velocities, relative humidity, ground moisture, temnerature and precipitation.

During the winter months, the areas north of Spencer Butte, though protected
from the southwest storm winds, can expect to be cooler and retain moisture
longer than areas on south facing slopes. The same differences hold true in
the summer months when the south facing slopes are much hotter and drier than
those to the north. Both of these examples, of course. are now reflected
in the vegetation that has established in those types of area. Proposals
for development and the connecticns needed for service should include con
sideration for lack of light (especially at the base of steep north facing
slopes) and the possibility of frozen areas over an extended period of time
at the higher elevations. Additional considerations are offered in the
sections of this report on surface movement potential and the ecological
description.

There are two concerns related to the effects of climate in the metropolitan
area that are beyond the realm of this study. One of these is the effect
that extensive development could have on the quality of air; especially in
this area of frequent inversions and probable downslope air movement in the
Amazon Bas;n. Another is the effect that extensive develonment could have on
the quantity and Quality of water in the Amazon Channel; especially if it
results. in the removal of primary vegetation and/or the addition of impervious
surfaces (roads. roofs, etc.) that will significantly increase runoff. Since
either or both of these situations could have adverse impact on a significant
portion of the population, it is recommended that studies be made as to their
effect.
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PLATE #9

CLIMATE

The climatic information for the metropolitan area was provided by the U.S.
Weather Bureau from their station at Mahlon Sweet Field. Although the
seasonal variations (cool wet winters and warm dry summers) are found con
stant throughout the area, the physiography of the South Hills establishes a
number of microclimates in which the daily effects vary significantly.
Monitoring stations are necessary for definitive information, however, con
clusions can be drawn from the analysis of the data collected.

Differences in elevations, slope orientation, percentage of slope. hydrology,
and vegetation. either independently or collectively, affect wind patterns and
velocities, relative humidity, ground moisture, temnerature and precipitation.

During the winter months. the areas north of Spencer Butte. though protected
from the southwest storm winds, can expect to be cooler and retain moisture
longer than areas on south facing slopes. The same differences hold true in
the summer months when the south facing slopes are much hotter and drier than
those to the north. Both of these examples, of course, are now reflected
in the vegetation that has established in those types of area. Proposals
for development and the connecticns needed for service should include con
sideration for lack of light (especially at the base of steep north facing
slopes) and the possibility of frozen areas over an extended period of time
at the higher elevations. Additional considerations are offered in the
sections of this report on surface movement potential and the ecological
description.

There are two concerns related to the effects of climate in the metropolitan
area that are beyond the realm of this study. One of these is the effect
that extensive development could have on the quality of air; especially in
this area of frequent inversions and probable downslope air movement 1n the
Amazon Basin. Another is the effect that extensive develonment could have on
the quantity and Quality of water in the Amazon Ch~nnel; especially if it
results in the removal of primary vegetation and/or the addition of impervious
surfaces (roads, roofs. etc.) that will significantly increase runoff. Since
either or both of these situations could have adverse impact on a significant
portion of the population. it is recommended that studies be made as to their
effect.
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·XULI NG FROST

1911 .. 1970

~ LAST AND FIRST DAY OF 32° OR BELOW FROST-FREE,# of days

1911 Apri 1 29 October 17 171

1912 April 19 October 4 168

1913 May 13 November 3 174

1914 February 16 November 7 264

1915 May 1 OCtober 11 163

1916 June 10 October 4 116

1917 April 15 October 28 196

1918 May 24 November 29 189

1919 April 8 November 27 233

1920 May 29 October 31 155

1921 April 6 September 12 159

1922 March 1 November 3 247

1923 March 4 December 1 272

1924 April 25 October 11 169

.1925 March 26 November 22 241

1926 March 25 .september 24 183

1927 April 20 December 11 235

1928 April 6 December 2 240

1929 April 7 October 29 205

1930 March 18 November 14 211

1931 March 6 November 22 261

1932 March 3 December 1 280

1933 March 23 November 5 227

1934 February 14 December 7 296

1935 March 31 October 23 206

1936 April 1 October 29 211

1937 April 29 December 4 219

1938 April 1 November 12 ?25

1939 March 29 December 23 269

1940 March 18 .. __ November 14 241



~

1941 Harch 14 November 20 251

1942 March 24 No'..ember 11 232

1943 April 26 December 6 224

1944 April 25 November 16 205

1945 April 15 '" December 13 242

1946 April 30 October 16 169

1947 February 27 November 22 268

1948 Harch 10 October 27 231

1949 February 13 October 19 248

1950 March 12" November 13 246

1951 April 22 October 31 191

1952 May 5 October 16 163

1953 April 8 October 23 197

1954 .Hay 1 OCtober 1 152

1955 Hay 31 November 11 163

1956 April 6 November 18 225

1957 April 7 October 21 210

1958 March 16 October 21 217

1959 April 15 October 30 197

1960 April 23 October 10 169

1961 April 23 October 8 161

1962 March 28 October 17 202

1963 April 20 October 19 181

1964 May 3 October 26 177

1965 May 6 November 28 206

1966 March 22 OCtober 14 206

1967 April 28 November 21 207

1968 April 18 December 16 242

1969 March 25 OCtober 12 201

1970 April 17 October 7 1'73 '

Average 210
69
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RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Month 4:00 A.M. 10:00 A.M. 4:00 P.M. 10:00 P.M.

January 92 87 81 91

Febuary 93 84 72 90

March 91 77 64 86

April 90 69 56 82

May 91 65 53 81

June 90 61 49 78

July 87 55 37 71

August 88 59 39 73

September 89 63 42 77

October 94 80 65 90

November 94 86 78 92

December 92 88 84 92

Annual 91 73 60 84

The 4:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. records are sixteen year averages and 10:00 A.M.
and 4:00 P.M. are twenty-seven year averages.

All figures by percent
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE LAND FOR AREAS OF POTENTIAL SURFACE MOVEMENT

The purpose of this section of the report is to outline the conditions for
potential movement from an analysis of existing problem areas. Due to the
size of the study area (approximately 30 square miles) and the resources
available (data and personnel). this assessment differs from an engineering
study for a specific project site.

In a study for landslide potential in the Russel Creek Basin by CH2M. over
100 test pits were excavated with a backhoe and samoles were collected for
basic soil classification. They also included two previous project studies
in the area; preliminary soils mapping and interpretive guides rrepared by
lane County Denartment of Public Works; interpretation of aerial photographs;
and field observations which included the character and state of vegetation.
tension and/or shrinkage cracks, drainage characteristics and springs. and
the nature. consistency and moisture content of the subsurface materials.
Hith this information. they stated that, "significant 1imitations are inherent
to a study of this type. and additional site investigations should be conducted
as specific construction plans and designs are developed."

Consequently. the aprlication of this section should be restricted to the
making of reco~mendations for further studies in the areas of proposed develop
ments and the corridors required for their utilities.

The three types of movement to be considered are faults, soil creep and slump.
As it was stated in the cescrirtion of data sheets, the one fault in the study
area shows no evidence of recent activity and is not considered to be of
appreciable significance as a potential hazard element.

Soil creep is found throughout the study area. It develops in the top level
of the soil (6 11

_ 12") and is primarily a functi on of slope. As the soil creeps
very slowly, the trees move with their roots being swept backward and upward
causing the trunks to be bent into what is called "gunstock growth. 1I Creep
can be controlled and should not be considered a major hazard element.

The major problem in soil movement is sl~. where a ~hole block of material
breaks loose. Slump in the form of lanctsltde can be of two tYres; one where
a chunk of bedrock breaks away and the other where the soil breaks away.
Since the one fault in the study area is considered to be a minor hazard
element, the analysis ;s restricted to soil slumps.

Soil slump is the result of the presence of water in thick well-developed soils
on steep slopes and is recognized by tilting trees and pronounced changes in
the surface configuration. The thicker soils are present on the geologic
units that erode rapidly as in the basalt flows in the Eugene formation,
especially on the east facing dip slopes. {Thicker soils are found in the
alluvial deposits, but steep slopes are not present.}

Through analysis of existing slumps, an ordering for potential surface
movement was made and included the combinations of the base data on geology,
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1.

depth of soils and steepness of slopes. The ordering reads as follows with
the first being most severe:

1. SasaIt fl ows
Soil depth of 40" and above
Slopes of 30% and above

2. Eugene formation
Soil depth to 40 11 and above
Slopes of 30% and above

3. Sasa It fl ows
Soil depth of 40" and above
Slopes of 20% to 30%

4. Eugene formation
Soil depth of 40" and above
Slopes of 20% to 30%

5. All formations
Soil depth of 40" and above
Slopes of 30% and above

6. Basalt flow5
Soil depth of 20" to 40"
Slopes of 30% and above

7. Eugene formation
Soil depth of 20" to 40"
Slopes of 30% and above

8. As soil depth and slope percentage
decrease in all formations~ so does
the potential for soil movement.

Since most of the study area showed no evidence of movement with these con
ditions present~ the recorded slumps were further analyzed with particular
attention given to the presence of water. Water not only adds weight to the
soil ~ but also "lubricates" the surface between the soil and substratum.
This is especially critical when clay is present as on the basalt flows. It
was found on the recorded slumps that recent changes in those areas had
affected either the volume of water reaching the area, its retention, or
downhill support for the soil. These changes included logging operations,
street and sewer installation and road cuts.

It was concluded that a listing of additional conditions should be included
to show how the potential for surface movement might be increased or triggered.
These conditions are natural as well as those done by man. These additional
conditions include the following:

If a seep (water coming to the surface) is present on or above
the s'ope~ it can either add to the weight of the sailor act
as a 111ubricant ll or both.
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2.

3.

If a stream is present on the slope or at its base. it can add to
the wei gh t. act as a "l ubri cant. H or remove supporti n9 material
through erosion.

If the slope is near a geolo~;c contact zone (where two of the
geologic units come together). especially in the zone between
the basalt flows and the Eugene forma ti on. (The basal t f10ws
are more porous in the subsurface allowing water to move along the
contact zone to a point where it can surface.) In addition. the
basalt flows break down to a clay whereas the Eugene formatioh
breaks down to a fine sand, silt and clay. Even with transportation
of much of this material through erosion, the soils on or near
these contact zones should have different characteristics which
would affect the amount of water in an area.

5.

7.

6.

4. If there is a pasture, meadow or cut-over area on or above the
slope, the re is 1ess reten t ion of wate rand th us more water is
transported to an area downslope.

If there is a flat spot above the slope, it can add to the loading
and by the absorption of more water can add to the "lubrication."

Th e steep north eas t, north and northwest faci"9 slopes are i·"
shadow for much of·the time in winter, when the area receives
mas t of its an nua 1 ra infa11 . It i 5 here that ey~poratfon
takes place at a slower rate than on the south facing slopes;
consequently, there is more chance of continual sat~tion.

If an activity changes the seasonal cycle of precipitatiDn
(for example, summer watering), especially if ;nternntten~
streams become perennial, the chances are increased for load(n9f
II 1ubri cati on, II removal of support J or all th ree.

In summary, if there are any activities or develonments nronosed whi~h would
alter or intensify these additional conditions, either on site or below
the site, engineering studies should be made as to their effect.

It should be noted that the assessment of potential surface movement was
based on the analysis of information collected for the study and does not

-include other criteria (such as the engineering properties of soils) that
should be considered for proposed developments.

The enclosed computer printout keys the areas with the greatest potential
for surface movement according to the ordering of the geologic units, slope
and soil depth discussed previously. The additional conditions (water, removal
of vegetation, etc.) have not been included, however there is an existing
slump that has been identified by field observation south of 30th Avenue
which does show as an indication for surface movement on this map. (The slump
is in an area where primary vegetation was removed.) Another recorded existing
slump (due to removal of vegetation and removal of support) is indicated on
this map in the area of McLean Boulevard.
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It should be noted that this map is not for definitive use in that the five
acre grid cell does not allow the degree of accuracy needed for the location
of specific areas. This map does indicate a distribution throughout the
South Hills of areas with the potential for surface movement, especially
on the intermediate and lower slopes. Additional areas with these conditions
can be idpntified ~y use of the base sheets and further field observations.
Also, specific sites reouire the aforem~ntioned engineering studies.
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AN ECOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

Because of the scale of the study area and the complexity due to culturation,
a number of resources were employed for this ecological description. They
include a general overview of plant and animal associations, a description
of types of areas that can accommodate them, a previous study on the Russel
Creek drainage and the identification of areas in the South Hills that illustrate
ecological diversity.

General ecological relationships can be drawn which correlate indigenous species
of flora and fauna in their environment. In addition to the influences of
climate, parent substrata, relief and other organisms; culturation and the
presence of man are also instrumental in determining their distribution. There
is then more to be considered in the identification of a ecosystem then natural
associations. Some plants and animals are adaptable and are able to tolerate
human disturbances (some even specialize as "camp followers") while others cannot
survive except in undisturbed places. Animal distribution tends to correlate
with t~e types and succession of plants. Some may find nesting or bedding
places in one type of vegetation, yet feed in another. Some may occupy only
the boundary (ecotone) between two diverse kinds of vegetation. Some live only
in climax fir forests while others live in the brUSh of the first stages of
succession. Animal species can also differ with respect to their habitats
in a non-successional way; some live in marshes or along strean~, but not in
well-drained areas, while others live and breed in the water itself.

General associations of plants and animals found in the Eugene area have been
analyzed and criteria have been established to describe four types of areas
that can sustain diverse species populations and their representative ecosystems.
These include natural areas large enough to subsume diverse habitats, corridors
between these areas, neighborhood natural areas and hedgerows or strips inter
spersed in developed areas. These types of areas are briefly described as
follows:

1. The large natural areas would be of sufficient size to sustain
population of the larger animals such as deer, racoons, hawks and
other large birds. These areas would contain a maximum
diversity of plant communities (type and succession) and length
of border between those communities. These are necessary; both
for insulation from human activities and for distribution of
plant and animal populations. In addition, these areas would
contain perennial drinking water and be of sufficient numbers to
minimize the effects of intrusion by man.

2. The corridors connecting these areas would either be of sufficient
width to offer visual cover from animals moving through or,
because of local conditions, offer protection by density of
vegetation or configuration of landforms.
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3. The neighborhood natural areas would be of sufficient size to
accommodate a few 1arge trees, sh rubs and meadow to pro vide
nesting sites for adaptable bird and animal species.

4. The hedgerows would be of sufficient width to provide protection
for the movement of adaptable birds and animals and shelter for
migratory species.

These criteria. though general, establish the condftions for the plants and
animals requiring undisturbed habitats, as well as those that are adaptable.
They also describe areas of diversity and connections between the areas for
movement. A deta il ed eco1ogi ca1 study of the Rus se1 Creek Drainage by Bill
Copeland of the Department of Biology at the University of Oregon contains
specific associations that are found in a section of the study area:

"Vegetati on.

"The vegetation of the area before man arrived was undoubtedly predominately
Douglas Fir forest with the drier areas providing sites for a variety of other
tree types such as Grand Fir, Yellow Pine, Incense Cedar, Madrone. Black
Cottonwood, and two (2) oak species. and the wettest parts having poplars,
willows and ash. Areas kept open first by Indian burning and later by
farming and lumbering provided opportunities from some species to become
locally abundant. This is particularly true of the White Oak, quercus garryana.
which. in a few places. has formed beautiful oak woods. The second oak, the
California Black Oak, Quercus kel'ogii, reaches the northern li~it of its
range in the Eugene area. Conditions for it are marginal here. and it is
likely to be very sensitive to disruption of its habitat. The Madrone is quite
common. particularly in early successional stages on the drier south slopes
and ridges. The other three conifers--Yellow Pine. Incense Cedar and Grand
Fir--are scattered throughout the basin. Grand Fir is particularly rare; I
did not see more than fifty (50) of them in my walks through the basin. The
wetter sites provide habitats for at least two (2) poplar species. a number
of willow species and Oregon Ash. Ash in particular is found in sites which
have soggy ground and standing water at least through part of the year.

liThe various logging episodes have left a major part of the undev'eloped basin
a mosiac of successional Douglas Fir forests. The set of species and their
ages. distribution and relative abundances at anyone site will depend mainly
upon the water supply. soil. slope and type of logging ...

II Food and Water Regui rements.

"With the exceptions of predators and large malJlTlals, most of the animals
generally stay within a small territory and are dependent upon this small
area as a very specific habitat for finding food.

liThe undergrowth that exists below the trees provides a great variety of food
for animals. Many feed directly upon the plants. Deer and rabbits eat the
green foliage and young twigs. Fruits and seeds play an important part in
the diet of many animals. Chipmunks, sqUirrels and many birds are dependent
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upon the vast 0uantity of seeds produced each year by the nlants forming
the underbrush. Raccoons, fox and various birds eat manv of the berries
and other fruits produced. Some birds even add the berries of noison oak
to their diets.

"All parts of the plants provide food for the variety of insects which are
very important in the diet of other animals. ~ice, moles. bats, skunks.
chipmunks, squirrels. and fox all eat insects. Great Quantities of insects
are consumed by the bird oorulations. Warblers and flycatchers and exclusively
insect eaters. Many birds. like the familiar chickadees and robins. also
depend upon insects for a source of food. Dead or decavin9 trees ~rovide

many insects and insure the survival of many species of woodoeckers. A
relative of the nearly extinct ivory-billed woodnecker of the South, the
pileated woodpecker, is totally dependent upon old Douglas Fir and dead
snags. In these dead snags, this bird finds the insects which are its only
source of food. The Lewis woodpecker, which is uncommon at best. would
also be lost without these dead snags. and many other woodpeckers depend
heavily upon them for food. The woodpeckers are important in controlling the
abundance of several v~rieties of insects. In certain areas of the Northwest.
when woodpeckers become scarce, insect parasites spread to healthy trees and
caused damage. Other factors are also involved. and it is difficult to predict
whether such a situation would occur in the study area.

"Water is also important to all animals. Animals are most abundant near the
small streams and the three main 'wet areas l of the study area. These 'wet
areas' are: 1) the land north of 30th Avenue and west of Route 5 directly
across the road from the Lee Campus; 2) the area immediately west of the
western-most pond of the LCC lagoon system; and 3) the marshy area behind
an old mill pond beyond the southwest corner of the LCe campus.

"Animals come to these areas of moisture concentration for any of several
reasons--to drink. to hunt. to nest or to feed upon plants which may be
different here than in nearby regiorrs. Amphibians. of course. need this
water in order to reproduce. Snakes find this an important area. too.
There are more snakes per unit area here than in most other spots I examined
in the study. This is most likely because there is more food available to
them here. Also, many snakes require water when shedding their skin.

"0f the three Iwet areas' given t the third t at the southwest corner of Lee,
is most important. The greatest variety of birds exists here. Information
from bird banding done at this location reveals that some winter birds return
earlier than had been previously known (fox sparrows and golden-crowned
sparrows are two examples). Some of the bird species listed are found here
but not elsewhere in the boundaries of the study area. Such birds are the
longbi1led marsh wren. yellow warbler, and yellowthroat.

u8wroductive Requirements.

liNear ly all of the ani rna1s mentioned req ui re some shelter for nes ti ng or
den sites. The underbrush prOVides such shelter. Without this underbrush.
many species could not remain in the area. For example, the turkey vclture
soars over open areas in search of food but nests on the ground below the
dense underbrush. Birds such as towhees t song sparrows. white·crowned sparrows.
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bushtits and many others common here will very rarely, if ever, be found
nesting anywhere but in the underbrush.

"Fox, skunks. raccoons, or deer may be found most anywhere within the study
area. All of them prefer the cover that the underbrush provides to give
birth to and raise their young. (Raccoons are often found nesting in the
hollow of old trees several feet above the ground and so do not necessarily
need the underbrush for nesting.)

"Besides providin9 food required for many woodpeckers, dead snags are also
very important for nesting. All of the woodpeckers depend uron these old
trees; only there they can dri 11 nes t i ng he1es . If mas t cf the nes ti n9
soots of the woodoeckers were to be eliminated, they would decrease or disap
pear from the area. The pi1eated and Lewis woodpeckers would be particularly
susceptible. In addition, starlings, swallows, swifts and martins all use
abandoned woodpecker holes for their nests. Brown creepers nest behind the
loosened bark of the dead trees.

"The marshy area beyond the southwest corner of Lee, described earlier. is
also important as a nesting site. This area provides the only suitable
habitat for nesting of yellow warblers and yel1owthroats.

"~/rentits can be found in the underbrush around thi s marsh to the south and
southeast. This porulation is the only one found near Eugene during the
winter months. A few years ago, it was thought that this bird was not to be
found at all in the Willamette Valley during the winter. Efforts should be
made to maintain the underbrush in this region to insure that this pODulation
will not be destroyed."

The study on the Russel Creek basin gives specific information on a section
of the total study area. Although the available time and resources did not
allow as thorough an investigation for the South Hills, areas of general
associations could be identified.

Since little empirical information was available for the study, the identifica
tion of ecological habitats was made from field observations, aerial photo
internertation and the recorded data. A number of veoetation and land features
were considered important as indications of wildlife diversity and productivity
in the South Hills. By the format established of five acre increments for
the GRID program, two general classes of habitats were coded. They were
areas of diverse habitats and areas of specialized habitats.

---Areas of diverse habitats were determined by the cells containing the greatest
number of olant associations (from 1 to 6). It has been noted that many
animals need a variety of plant types for food. cover and reproduction: The
cells containing the greatest number of olant associations also have the
greatest number of ecotones which contain not only plants common to both
associations but also vegetation unique to the ecotone itself. These are
also indicators of stages of succession and provide the greatest number of
plant types for animals of limited range. Since most animals require the
availability of free standing water, the presence of perennial streams, seeps
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and pond~ can dramatically increase the carryinQ caractiy of an area if in
sufficient quantity.

Areas of specialized habitats are covered in the categories of riparian
vegetation and old growth. Riparian vegetation is found in stream areas and
is characterized by deciduous wetland vegetation. The presence of freestanding
water plus the great number of plant species makes these areas important to
wildlife in two ways. First. they are a distinctive plant community which
may add to the diversity of an area by providing a protected environment which
many animals need for a part of their life cycle. Second, areas of riparian
vegetation provide a soecialized environment for a great number of animals
which must carry out their entire life cycle within the protected wet area.

The other category of specialized habitats includes old growth Douglasfir
and oak. These areas may not have the number of species that diversified
areas have, but because of their rarity in the study area, they contain
relatively rare species.

The enclosed computer orintout keys major areas of diversity and of specialized
habitats. These biological zones are identified by those cells containing
a dominance of old growth, four or more vegetation associations, water (streams.
ponds or seeps), and stream bank (riparian) vegetation.

A review of this plate indicates that the largest areas of old growth
Douglasfir are located in the vicinity of Hendricks Park and Spencer Butte.
Large areas of diverse vegetation (four or more associations) are indicated
on the southern oart of the Russell Creek basin and on the southeast section
of the Amazon basin. Riparian vegetation reflects the presence of oerennial
streams or other sources of water.

In addition to these individual biological support lones, the area to the
northwest of the TV Towers indicates the presence of old growth, diver~ity,

riparian and water, in combination. This composite area of specialized and
diverse habitats is of sufficient size and complexity to be significant in
itself.

It should be noted that the information recorded on vegetation did not cover
all of the southern part of the study area; consequently the presentation
of that part is restricted to the presence of water and does not reflect the
possible vegetation associations.

From the indications presented, it ;s evident that there are large natural
areas of specialized and diverse habitats with possible connectors in the
South Hills. These are particularly pronounced in that area found to be
composite. Further definition of these areas can be made by referral to the
base sheets and further field observations. By additional investigation,
the corridors needed to connect these areas can be defined more accurately.
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AN ASSESS~ENT OF THE VISUAL IMPORTANCE OF THE RIDGELINE

The landforms in and around Eugene were studied and those areas observed to
be strong visual boundaries were identified. By analysis of the character
istics which distinguished those areas, an assessment was made of types of
changes which would alter (either stengthen or weaken) their imoact.

Several topographic features were observed that act as boundaries. or land·
marks. for the City. In the north and northeast. the Coburg Hills effect
a' strong definition of edge or bounda~y due to their height (above 2200').
length and abrupt break from the valley to the west. To the east and south
east. the knolls of Kelly Butte and Mount Pisgah give definition by contrast
of their heights and ~asses to the surrounding valley floor. Immediately to
the east. the ridgeline extending from Judkins Point. south to 5Dencer Butte
and north/northwest to Hawkins Heights defines a very strong boundary. This
is not only for the reasons cited for other landforms, but because of the
proximity and enclosure of the South hills. the contrasts of color and texture
give additional support as a visual boundary. To the northwest. the edge is
amorohous in that there are no vertical elements within the immediate area.
Within the City. the landforms of Skinner Butte and College Hill are prominent
as landmarks, and to a lesser extent edges, but their effects differ. Skinner
Butte. with its contrast of vegetation. has much of the character and resultant
impact of the South Hills. College Hill. because of development. does not
have the contrast and consequently is more a visual extension of urbanization
than an edge or landmark.

Through analysis of these areas. a methodolgy evolved for their description
and the conditions necessary for ranking their importance. These conditions
include the physical structure of the topographic feature. the physical
structure of the viewing position and the activities of the viewer which
might qualify his/her perception.

1. The physical structure of the topographic features includes
the elements of height and width; the degree of slope; the
topographic nosition of slope; and the shade, color and
texture patterns on the landform. These elements are
graphically presented as follows:
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From these illustrations, it is apparent that the greater the contrast of
any, or all, of these elements to their surroundings, the greater the imract
of the topographic feature. The South Hills are in pronounced contrast to
the valley floor and its develorment; conseauently they define a ve~y distinc
tive edge. The length of the ridgeline, the amount of enclosure and consistency
of vegetation give them a continuity for a significant nortion of the
community.

An evaluation of the proposed changes is possible by the effect of those
changes on the continuity within the South Hills or the contrasts with their
surroundings. If an element, or elements, is changed in character (exam~le:

road cuts on steep slopes that remove vegetation and leave a visible scar)
the continuity will be disrupted. If an element, or elements is lessened
(exampie: removal of conifers), the effect of boundary or edge will be
lessened. The first change would have negative effect nn the view, while
the second would tend to neutralize the view.

2. The physical structure of the viewing position includes the
elements of the orgainization of the city (buildings and their
orientation by the pattern of streets); the influence of
topograDhy on the observer's position (height and orientation);
the influence of open space (parks and open foreground); and
the structure of roads and streets (Width, direction and
velocities). These elements are graphically presented as
follows:
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Parks and streets, as open space, allow observer to see larger areas of the
South Hills.
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Streets are influenced by orientation t amount of distraction and speed of
traffic.
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North/South Orientation
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Initially, the organization for the city of Eugene followed that of most
communities; i.e., the grid pattern. This 9attern does not normally emohasize
a particular direction for views; however, becnuse of local physioqraphy,
Willamette Street was oriented to Spencer and Skinner Buttes. More recent
concepts of land subdivision (curvilinear streets) had advantages of relating
more strongly to the land and in some cases to the views afforded by changes
in the topography. Since most of the city adjacent to the South Hills was
developed on the grid system, the illustrations show the significance of this
lack of orientation to the ~otent;al views. In addition, the observer positions
are for the most rart restricted to the lower elevations with little opportunity
for extended views. Sir.ce the foreground in the urbanized area is usually
developed, restricted views of the hills are the result. The higher elevations
observed afford the greatest expanse; consequently the greatest impact. This
is verv pronounced with the contrast of the ridgeline and the sky.

It has been stated previously that the grid oattern does not emohasize the
v; e\'/ potentia1 of the hill s . Streets. however. allow sequenti a1 vi ewi ng by
movement that a stationary viewpoint does not. The changes from corridors
(defi ned by street trees and bun di ngs) to open spaces (1 arge parks and schools)
contrasts the limited view to the panorama. This is another aspect of the
viewing position that allows for contact with a much greater area of the
South Hill s.

3. The activities of the viewer which might qualify his/her perception
are constantly changing, consequently imoressions of the South
Hills vary not only with the individual but at different times.
In order to assess view ootential bv activities, a matrix is
used to describe some kinds of activities, the tYre of
facility in which they occur, the relative amount of distraction
exnected and the resultant notential to oerceive views.

P,CTIVITY

EATING, CONVERSATION
RELAXING, PUTTERING IN
HOUSE OR YARD

DRIVING TO WORK,
SCHOOL, SHOPPING

WORK, SCHOOL,
SHOPPING

WALKING OR CYCLING

LOCATION

RESIDErlTIAL
AREAS

STREETS

DOWNTOWN, SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTERS

STREETS AND PARKS
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DISTRACTION PERCEIVE VIEW

LOW HIGH

HIGH TO MOD. LOW TO MOD.

HIGH TO MOD. LOW TO MOD.

MOD. TO LOW MOD. TO HIGH



The purpose of the matrix is to identify activities where view is either com
plementary or integral, especially over an extended period of time. It shows
that these view rotentials are highest in residential areas and streets and
oarks. According to the 1970 census infonnation, approximately one-half
of the population of Eugene resides in areas of close proximity to the South
Hills. Because of this proximity, the elements of shade, color and texture
are important to the views of a significant portion of the population.

The ranking of conditions for view potential has been synthesized and ~resented

on one of the base sheets. This illustrates the combination of elevations,
slopes and slope orientation for those parts of the South Hills. It also
illustrates the land use areas adjacent to the hills. This correlation of
activities to land use establishes the viewer nosition and view ootential and
the areas of the South Hills found to be most important to the community as
views. It is concluded that. the criteria established for this methodology can
be used in the evaluation of proposals which will cause changes in these areas.
It is also assumed that a better understanding of their importance will aid in
the making of those proposals.

The enclosed computer printout keys those areas that are most pronounced
because of the ohysical structure of the South Hills. Since the major urban
ization has developed to the north of the ridgeline. only the slooes visihle
from that direction are presented. This urbanization is for the most oart
residential; consequently. the potential for viewinq is quite high. Because
of rroximity and enclosure, the contrasts and continuity of vegetation in the
hills are also pronounced.

Since this presentation is in elevation increments and steepness of slopes,
the importance of the contrast hetween the landform and sky is not evident
nor is the continuity of vegetation on the slopes. (These can be seen in a
series of slides taken for purnoses of the StUdy which have been submitted to
the Planning Department with this renort.)

As this map indicates, the most pronounced areas of view for the community form
a crescent from Strawberry Hill (the continuity is also broken in this area
by a lack of vegetation) to Spencer 3utte to the hill with the TV towers.
Due to the north/south orientation of ma~or carriers of traffic (Hilyard and
Wil1amette) this crescent is also visible to a great number of residents who
do not live in areas with view potential. (Slides for these areas have
also been made for this Study and have teen enclosed with the others.)

It should be noted that even with the restricted apolication possible with
this form of presentation, the elevations and slopes are in strong contrast
to the valley floor and thus affect the view of a majority of the Eugene
residents.
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AN IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS RECO~MENDED FOR

DETAILED STUDIES AND POSSIBLE ACQUISITION:

In this, the final section of the report, the results of three of the study
objectives are combined to determine those areas recommended for detailed
studies and possible acquisition. They are: 1. an assessment of the land
for areas of potential surface movement, 2. an ecological descrintion of the
study area, and 3. an assessment of the visual importance of the ridgeline.

In order to facilitate their combination in the computer Drogram, they were
entered as follows:

1. Surface movement as one category which included

a. basalt flows
soil depth of 40" and above
slore of 30% and above

b. Eugene formation
soil denth of 40" and above
slo~e of 30% and above

c. Basalt flows
soil depth of 40" and above
sloDe of 20% to 30%

d. Eugene formation
soil derth 40" and above
slore 20% to 30%

2. Biolog;cal as one category which included

a. old growth Douglasfir

b. four or more associations

c. water

d. riparian vegetation

3. Generalized Views as one category which included

a. above 900' contour
steeper slopes

b. above 900' contour
intermediate slopes
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c. above 900' contour
gradual slopes

d. 700'-900' contour
steeper slones

By grouping these most pronounced or diverse elements in each of the categories,
a composite map of the study components was possible. (The grouping on only
four elements in each of the categories was made to keep the entries simplified
in order to see what patterns might develo~. The program has the flexibility
for the inclusion of one or all elements in each cateqorv.)

The enclosed computer printout shows that geographical areas within the South
Hills have differing characteristics or emphases. View criteria alone identify
areas interspersed along and below the ridgeline. Biological support zones
are pronounced in the Laurel Hill area as ~ell as the ~ussel Creek, Amazon and
Spencer Creek drainages. Potential surface movement areas occur at random
throughout the study area and show no strong patterns.

The combination of biological and view elements are very pronounced from
Hawkins Heights to Spencer Butte as well as in the higher elevations of the
Amazon basin. Surface movement potential and view elp.ments combined occur
infrequently as was predictable by previous observations. This is also the
case of surface move~ent potential combined with biological criteria and
the three categories collectively.

It is also noted that in addition to the areas with characteristics as
biological suoport zones, a network of their connections can be found in the
drainages along the slopes. Some of these corridors are indicated crossing
the ridgeline.

The following recommendations for detailed studies in particular areas is the
result of the analysis and assessment of each of the study objectives.

Recommendation #1

If the conditions are present far potential s~rface movement and when
activities proposed could affect the hydrology, it is recommended that a
thorough study be conducted on, or downslope from, the project area. This
study should be conducted by qualified persons and include all of the engineering
properties of soils, geology and hydrology.

Recommendation #2

If additional discussions verify the potential problems affecting air and water
quality or quantity in the Amazon basin (see section on climate), it is recom
mended that studies be made as to their impact.
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Pecommendation #3

If areas have been identified as large natural areas of diverse and/or
specialized habitats, it is recommended that detailed studies be conducted
in those areas and that the studies be extended as more information becomes
available. Included with those studies should be the identification and
location of possible corridors for migration. If, after detailed investiga
tion, an area is found to be unique in its collection of tvpes, age or
succession, its acquisition should be considered.

Recommendation #4

If any activities are proposed adjacent to these areas or corridors,
it is recc~mended that studies be made as to their effect on the vegetation
and ~nimal populations.

Recommendation #5

If any activities projected will affect the areas of the South Hills that
have been identified with high potential for view, it ;s recommended that
the elements of contrast and continuity should be included in the considera
tions.
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Introduction

During the public hearings held on specific development proposals and the
general question of the South Hills Study, extensive public concern was
expressed concerning the adequacy of schools, particularly elementary
schools, to accommodate the anticipated number of children resulting from
continued residential development. Questions related to the adequacy of
school facilities are particularly difficult to resolve for a number of
reasons, among which the following could be noted:

1. School questions involve two jurisdictions, the city of Eugene and
School District 4J. The School District Board and ultimately the
public have direct control over the provision of facilities while
the city has more direct control over the development process which
ultimately determines the location of users of the educational
facilities.

2. Questions related to the adequacy of existing school facilities
are directly related to whether adequacy or inadequacy is defined
in terms of a particular school attendance area or the entire
district. Resolution of this difference is primarily a policy
issue.

3. Questions related to the adequacy of school facilities are also
dependent on whether only existing school facilities are considered
or whether the ultimate expansion of such facilities is considered.
The question of schaal expansion is direclty determined by the
voting public.

4. Projections of probable number of schaol age children are difficult
if not impossible due to the variety of factors which affect the
number of children in any particular development and social forces
operative within society as a whole. These factors include:
(1) size af units: (2) price range af the development; and (3) fluctua
tions in the birth rate on both the national and local level. The
city may have some degree of control over the size of units but
only very limited control at best over the price range. The national
or local birth rates are totally outside the control of either the
city or the School District.
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5. The adequacy or inadequacy of the South Hills area schools will be
in fl uenced by the ab il ity of the ci ty to rna i ntai n the i nnef' city
area as a desirable living environment for families with children
so that older core schools are utilized rather than having the
9rea t maj 0 rity 0 f f amil i es with eh i 1dren 1ocati ng on the peri phe ry
of the city.

It would appear necessary for any assessment of school facilities offered in
conjunction- with the South Hills Study to take cognizance of the factors and
constraints enumerated above.

Existing School Facilities

There are nine elementary schools located within and serving the general area
included in the South Hills Study. The attendance figures for these schools
for the last two years. the capacity of the fixed facilities and the total
capacity with portable units are set forth in the table below.

EXISTING SCHOOL FACILITIES

I Capaci ty Total Ca- Enrollment i EnrollmentI
of Fixed paci ty wi th as of I as of

School Facilities Portables 9/28/73
,

9/31/72I

Crest Elem. I 218 244 250 253
Dunn E1em. 410 246

i
262

Edgewood Elem. 480 391 416
Fox Hollow Elem. 192 223

i
196

Harris Elem. 410 244 264
Laurel Hill Elem. 240 157 184
Magladry Elem. 144 130 154
McCornack Elem. 192 288 312 302
(Ellis) Parker Elem. 410 264 291

TOTAL 2696 2818 2217 2322
.
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The table provided above does indicate that the capacity of the fixed facil
ities does exceed the enrollment at the present time. This statement does
not imply that problem areas such as McCornack do not exist but rather
addresses only the overall capacity of the facilities. The excess of
capacity of over enrollment becomes even more apparent when considering all
of the elementary schools within the School District. The figures for the
entire district are attached to this report.

Expansion Capability

While recognizing that the ultimate decision as to the expansion of any
school rests with the voting public, most of the schools within the South
Hills Study area are capable of further expansion. The following table out
lines the extent of expansion possible at each schoo1~ This potential
expansion is primarily governed by the size of each site.

POTENTIAL SCHOOL EXPANSION

f
I
! Potential

Present Additional CapacHy of Capacity of
Teaching Teaching Present Potential

School Stations* Stations Facil Hies Faci 1i ti es**
I

I !Crest Elem. 9
i

15 I 218 548
Dunn E1em. 17 4

,
410 498

Edgewood E1em. 20 , 2 480 524
Fox Hollow Elem. 8 16. 192 544
Harris Elem. 17 5 410 520
laurel Hill E1em. 10 13

I
240 526

Magladry Elem. 6

I
0 144 144

MeCo rnack E1em. 8 16 192 544
(Ellis) Parker Elem. 17 4 410 492

TOTAL 112 75 2696 4340

*Teaching Station defined as a classroom.
**Tota1 capacity of existing and potential facilities. This figure is

purposely low since an average of 22 students per classroom was used
for this calculation.
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As the figures cited above indicate. the existing school sites have the
potential for expansion to accommodate an enrollment forty percent greater
than is possible within the existing facilities. However. construction of
these additional facilities would be contingent upon voter approval of
funding.

School District Policy

In recognition of the problems posed by fluctuations in enrollment levels
and the reluctance of the public to accept additional funding reauirements
when space is available wi.thin the overall district, the School District
Board has adopted the following policy for dealing with overcrowded schools.

The following alternatives will be considered when attempting
to provide solutions to problems relating to overcrowded schools.
Alternative #1 must be considered first to determine if overcrowding
can be alleviated within the school. If a solution cannot be found
by the principal and his staff, the Directors of Education and other
appropriate district personnel will be involved to explore the other
alternatives.

1. Consider in-building re-organization.

2. Provide portable classrooms with an allowance for con
sideration of existing support facilities, such as cafeteria,
gyms, lavatories, offices, library, shops, etc.

3. Encourage patrons to voluntarily transfer their students
without the provision of district transportation.

4. Adjust boundaries between contiguous attendance areas.

5. Transport students to available standard classrooms in
other schools of the district.

6. Double shifting may have precedence over transporting to
nonstandard facilities.

Summary

The purpose of this section was to provide background information on the present
and potential school facilities within the South Hills Study area and current
enrollment statistics. It was also intended to provide a context within which
questions related to the adequacy of school facilities could be viewed.

As the figures cited indicate, the existing school sites could be expanded to
accommodate twice the present enrollment. The adopted School District policy
represents a method of dealing with problems of overcrowding as these occur
in various attendance areas until such time as growth within the overall
district necessitates actual physical expansion.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT 4J
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Present Capacity of Enrollment Enrollment
Teaching Present as of as of

School Stat; cns I Facilities 9/28/73 9/31/72
i

I
Adams 19 458 328 I 353
Awbrey Park 21 506 584 600
Bail ey Hi 11 16 384 296 275
Coburq 10 240 188 202
Condon 13 314 196 194
Crest Drive 9 218 250 ZS3
Dunn i 17 410 246 I 262
Edgewood 20 i 480 391 416
Edison 16 T 384 242 267
Fox Hollow 8 192 2TI I N6
Gilham 12 T 288 320 I ,98,
Harris 17 410 244 I 264
Howard ~ 22 528 523 553
Laure1 Hi 11 i 10 211D -157 18~

Li neal n 14 336 172 199
Maq1adrv I 6 ; 144 130 154
McCornack 8 192 312 302
Meadow Lark 21 506 486 493
Parker 17 410 264 ·2-91
Ida Patterson 16 384 254 246
River Road 22 528 436 457
Santa Cl ara 19 458 448 466
Sil ver Lea 21 506 466 475
SorinQ Creek 20 480 496 503
Twin Oaks 12 288 261 238
WashinQton 17 410 412 457
Westmoreland 18 432 361 352
Whiteaker 14 336 183 217
Will ao; 11 eso; e 17 410 318 343
Willakenzie 17 410 312 320
W111 ard 20 480 361 338

TOTAL
I

489 11752 9760 10168
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Introduction

An analysis of the sewer system has been cOffipleted as part of the South Hills
Study. The primary purposes of this element of the study were:

1. To determine if varying levels of development woula have any impact
on the s~wer system; and

2. To isolate and identify the type and extent of ~odifications (if any)
that wCuld be recessary to accommodate varying density levels.

Within the context of the purposes specified above, it was not intendec that
this element of the study provide the sole or absolute base for any decisions
concerni n9 dens ity, but rather, that any such dec i sions cau 1d be rr:ade: wi th more
adequate knowledge of the consequences.

The s~wer analysis is limited to evallJaticn cf the impact of varying density
levels or. the sewer lines (collector system). It does not address questions
re1ated to the adequacy or capaci ty of the treatment facil ity itself.

Methodology

The sewer analysis presented in this repcrt is based upon an analytical model
which incorporates certain fixed factors, certain design standards and a variable
factor. These elements can be more precisely defined as fellows:

1. Fi xed Facto rs

Those elements classified as fixed factors are the actual physical
eleme:nts of the collector system as constructed. These include pipe
length between manholes, elevation difference between manholes, type
and size of pipes.

2. Design Standards

The term "design standards" identifies certain standard fonnulae for
calculating the flow rate and capacity of varying pipe sizes. It
also includes commonly accepted measurements of anticipated discharge.
For the purpose of this study, a discharge figure af 350 gallons per
day per person (.000592 cfs/person/Gay) was used for drainage areas of
less than 250 acres and a discharge figure of 250 gallons per person
per cay (.000386 cfs/person/day) was used for drainage areas of more
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than 250 acres. The differential in these figures is based upon the
fact that the bulk of the discharge from residential sources occurs
at two peak periods during the day and the system must be designed to
accommodate peak flows. In larger drainage areas more extensive
lengths of pipe are involved and, consequently, a greater capacity to
accommodate peak flows. Also included in the design standards is an
infiltration factor of 3000 gallons per acre per day (.0046 cfsjacrej
day).* The measurements used in this study are based on nationally
recognized standards (see for instance, Design and Construction of
Sanitary and Storm Sewers prepared by a Joint Committee of the Water
Pollution Control Federation and the American Society of Civil Engineers)
and are the standards normally used by the Eugene Public Works Department
for sewer design.

3. Variable Factor

The variable factor within this analytical model is the population
assigned to various drainage areas. The program is designed to compute
the aggregate amount of discharge generated by different population
densities in numerous small drainage areas (a map of these small
drainage areas is attached to this report). A more detailed description
of the population assignments is provided subsequently in this report.

The analytical model is designed to compute the cumulative discharge generated
by varying levels of population through the system for the remote collector
lines through the major trunk systems to the treatment facility. Based upon
the specific population level being tested, the model indicates what segments
of the system (if any) are being overloaded, the percent of volume over capacity,
and the size of the pipe required to accommodate the amount of discharge being
generated. (An example of the analysis of the Friendly Street system is attached.
See Appendix A, Technical Appendices.)

Population Assignment

The assignment of varying levels of population is crucial in this analytical
model. Information from the 1970 Census was used to determine the existing
popUlation level for each of the 90 drainage subareas being evaluated. The
test of existing population distribution was important for two reasons:

1. It provided a comparative base for SUbsequent popUlation projections
for each drainage area; and

2. It allowed for testing of the model with a known situation so that
the results of the test run could be evaluated by the Public Works
Department to determine if the results of the analytical process corre
sponded to reality as presently known.

* The infiltration factor compensates for ground water entering the system
through pipe joints. manholes and other sources.
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In addition to the test run involving existing population distribution. three
other tests were made on the basis of gradually increasing densities. The
first projection involved assignment of a relatively low development factor
to the various drainage areas. This development factor was based upon the
1990 General Plan recommendations for different areas of the city and provided
for development at an average density of two units per acre in low density
areas, approximately ten units per acre in medium density areas and twenty
units per acre in high density areas. Depending upon the specific drainage
area involved. the figure of two units per acre was occasionally modified in
those situations where development already exceeded two units per acre. The
second projection involved the assignment of a slightly higher development
factor of four units per acre in low density areas with a corresponding increase
in medium and high density areas. The final projection tested involved assignment
of a six unit per acre development factor i~ low density areas with a similar
increase for medium and high density areas. In most instances. the projected
population was based upon applying a population per dwelling unit ratio of 2.79
persons per dwelling unit (based upon 1970 Census average for Eugene). In
certain medium and high density situations where the existing population per
dwelling unit ratio is lower than that average. a reduced figure was used that
corresponded to the present ratio. The data sheets with information concerning
the present population and the projected population for each of the 90 drainage
subareas are attached to this report. (See AppendiX B. Technical Appendices.)

Care was taken in developing the population projections to guard against un
reasonably high assignments. Each area was reduced in size to account for any
commercial or industrial property or other types of uses which would preclude
residential development when computing the dwelling unit per acre figure. Also,
in many of the low density areas, the existing population per dwelling unit
figure ;s significantly higher than the ratio used in this test. These pre
cautions were considered necessary to provide a more credible base for the
overall analysis.

Commercial and Industrial Sources

Discharge from commercial and industrial sources was accounted for either by
adding a standard factor covering anticipated discharge per acre or by adding
a special factor based upon known discharge from specific sources. For instance,
a standard factor of .02 cfs per acre was added to drainage area 72 to account
for discharge from the central business district. The special factors added
were based upon the measured quantity per specified source reported in the
Sewer Study Report prepared by Cornell. HOWland, Hayes &Merryfield and were
as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

7.5 cfs added to drainage area 67 (AGRIPAC)
0.89 cfs added to drainage area 72 (Darigold)
0.51 cfs added to drainage area 72 (Meadowland)
0.24 cfs added to drainage area 67 (Sacred Heart)
0.21 cfs added to drainage area 77 (Eugene Dry Cleaners)
0.17 cfs added to drainage area 10 (U. S. Plywood)
0.16 cfs added to drainage area 65 (South Eugene High)
0.07 cfs added to drainage area 72 (Domestic Laundry)

Sewer System Analysis

As previously indicated, the analytical model used is designed to evaluate the
cumulative impact of discharge on the collector and trunk system. For the
purposes of the South Hills Study, therefore, only those portions of the system
directly affected by development in the South Hills were analyzed. For this
reason, no analysis of the sewer system in the Willakenzie area is included
since that drainage area is handled by a separate collector system. Included
in this study are the three principal systems serving the western and southern
portions of the city which are:

1. The 8ethel-Danebo system which serves the 8ethel-Danebo area proper and
that portion of the city south of 18th Avenue and west of Hawkins
Heights 30ulevard;

2. The Friendly Street trunk system which serves property situated between
Hawkins Heights Boulevard on the west and Friendly Street on the east; and

3. The Madison Street trunk system which serves all of that area east of
Friendly Street including the Laurel Hill area.

Each of these three systems is an independent system with major trunks or inter
ceptor lines extending to the treatment plant.

Tests of the Bethel-Danebo system indicated relatively few problems at any of
the densities evaluated as the following table indicates.
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Table 1
Bethe1-Danebo System

!
Test Existing I Indicated Length General
Density* Pipe I Replacement of Pipe Location

Size Size Segment

+4 &+6 10" 12" 403' Four Oaks Grange
+4 &+6 15" 18" 400' Bertelsen Road

+6 15" 18" 825' Bertelsen Road
+6 30" 36" 760' 11th Ave - Wallis

*Test Density indicates the specific density range being tested at the
time the problem was first indicated.

The test of the Bethel-Danebo system indicates that of the 2400 feet of pipe
that would ~ve to be replaced with larger sizes at any of the densities tested,
one-third of that amount would have to be replaced to accommodate even four
units per acre. The Public Works Department has indicated that the amount of
replacement specified is minor in tenms of the overall system and could be
expected as part of upgrading of the sewer system in that area.

Tests of the Friendly Street system also indicated relatively few problems of
major significance.

Table 2
Friendly Street System

Existing Indicated
I

Test Length General
Density Pipe Replacement of Pipe Location

Size Size* Segment

Existing 10" 12"-18" l 217' 28th Ave.
+4 10" 12"-18" I 299' 28th Ave.I

:
+6 10" 12 11 -18" I 305 1 28th Ave.
+6 12 11 15" 268 1 28th Ave.
+6 15"

!
18" 493' Between 26th &27th

Existing 1011 12 11-18" 1412 1 17th Ave.
EXisting 12" I 1811 335' 17th Ave.

+6 10" I 12" 352 1 17th Ave.- I i

*A double figure in the replacement size column indicates the range of
size needed to accommodate varying densities.
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While the table above appears to indicate some relatively extensive problems,
it is important to note that these problems are located in two principal
locations along 28th Avenue and 17th Avenue. In both instances, the test
program indicated problems with the existing system which were simply exacer
bated as the density increased. The Public Works Department has indicated
that the identification of problems with the existing system in these locations
is accurate and that necessary upgrading of these two areas would be of such
a nature as to accommodate any of the population ranges projected within the
test parameters. The problems indicated along the 17th Avenue portion of the
system exemplify this problem. Approximately 2100 feet of pipe are indicated
as needing replacement; however 9 about 1800 feet of that length needs to be
replaced under existing population totals.

While the tests of the Bethel-Danebo and Friendly Street systems indicated
relatively few problems, the test of the Madison Street system serving the area
east of Friendly Street did indicate more serious problems. The results of the
test runs on the Madison Street system are provided in Table 3, as follows:

Table 2
Madison Street System

Test
Density

Existing
+2
+4
+2
+4
+4
+6
+4
+6
+4

EXisting
+4
+6
+2
+6
+6

Existing
Pipe
Size

12 11

12 11

12"
24 11

24"
12 11

27"
15"
15 11

27"/30 11

15"
10"/12"

18"
24"
66 11

72 11

Indicated
Replacement
Size

15"-1811

15 11 -18"
15 11 -18"

3D"
30"

15"-1811

30"-36 11

1811

21 11

36"-42"
1811

l5"~18"

21 11

36 11

84 11

*

Length
of Pipe
Segment

618'
612'
400'

2908'
108'
421'
452'
384'

1524'
2315'
575'

3085'
1157'
400'

7675'
10500'

General
Location

Wof Center Way
Wof Center Way
Wof Center Way
Franklin Boulevard
Franklin Boulevard
17th Avenue
Franklin Boulevard
Agate
Agate
Franklin @ 11th
Jackson-Jefferson @24th
26th to 24th
Van Buren-Tyler @6th
Mill-High @11th
Madison
Interceptor

*Size not precisely detennined but in excess of 84".
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Review of the indicated replacement sizes and sections by the Public Works Department
has pointed out the following considerations to be applied to the data set forth
above:

1. Those sections noted for replacement west of Center Way again
exemplify a situation where problems exist with the present system
and grow progressively worse as the density is increased. In
this case the problems would be corrected by anticipated maintenance
of the existing system.

2. The existing 24" segments located at Franklin Boulevard which are
indicated for replacement serve the Laurel Hill and Glenwood area.
Replacement of these sections would probably be necessary under any
circumstances.

3. The series of sections indicated for replacement located at 17th Avenue,
Franklin Boulevard, and the two Agate Street sections are located in
the University of Oregon area and are directly influenced by
development both at that facility and the surrounding area.

4. The three segments located at Jackson-Jefferson, 26th to 24th and
Van Buren-Tyler involve problems presently recognized and will be
alleviated through a proposed bypass system.

The considerations noted above appear to resolve many of the problems noted in
the analysis of the Madison Street system. However, the most serious problem
is the impact that development in excess of 4 units per acre will have on the
66" trunk line at Madison Street and the 72" interceptor line extending from
Madi son Street to the treatment plant. The size of the necessary replacements
and length are of particular significance. The cost of replacement of the
present 66" line with an 84" line would be in excess of $200 per foot. The
cost to replace the existing 72" interceptor line would be even higher per foot.

After reviewing the information obtained from the analysis of the Madison Street
system, the Public Works Department has indicated that the results are reasonable.
The CH2M (Cornell. Howland. Hayes &Merryfield) Sewer Study Report prepared for
the city in 1961 established as a design criterion a density standard of six
people per acre for the hill areas in the southern portion of the city. Based
on this design standard, an overload situation at development in excess of four
units per acre could reasonably be anticipated.

Summary

The sewer system analysis indicates that certain modifications will have to
be made to all portions of the collector and trunk system to accommodate an
ticipated densities. However, in the Bethel-Danebo and Friendly Street systems,
these modifications are either of a minor nature or necessary under existing
population levels.
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The most extensive problems were identified in the Madison Street system.
Again. many of the problems would be resolved through normal upgrading of the
system. The major problem, however, involving the 66" trunk and the 72 11

interceptor occurring at density levels over 4 units per acre would not be
resolved through normal maintenance and upgrading but would require significant
capital expenditures.
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Introduction

Questions related to traffic generation have consistently been recognized as
a concern when evaluating potential development in the South Hills area. This
concern originates because the major areas yet to be deve10ped are situated at
the periphery of the city with the consequent necessity for traffic from these
developments to pass by or through existing development along certain major
norty-south routes. During numerous public hearings, extensive public concern
has been expressed over the amount of traffic anticipated from new development.

While recognizing the significance of this concern over traffic generation and
the necessity for considering traffic generation as part of the South Hills
Study, it should be noted that the inclusion of a completely new traffic study
as part of the South Hills Study was considered extremely difficult if not
impossible. This determination was based both upon the cost factor and the
time element involved in such a study. A further consideration was the fact
that the city, in conjunction with Lane County and Springfield, was undertaking
such a study in the E-SATS update process. Unfortunately, the E-SATS update
was initiated after the South Hills Study and will not be completed in time
to correspond with the deadline established for the South Hills Study.

After reviewing the types of traffic study which would be possible with the
City Traffic Engineer, representatives of the State Highway Department and a
private consulting firm, it was determined that the most feasible approach
would be to submit a modification of the original E-SATS data. In the orig
inal E-SATS report, the city was divided into different transportation zones
(a map of which is attached to this report) with projections of the anticipated
number of dwelling units in each zone. Utilizing this projection of dwelling
unit distribution and the location of major industrial and commercial areas,
projections were made of the anticipated loading (average traffic volume per
day) of the street network as people travelled from home to work or shopping.
The State Highway Department indicated that it would be possible to review
the original distribution of projected dwelling units in light of development
trends which have emerged since 1964 and to redistribute the rrojected number of
dwelling units in light of those trends.

The process of redistributing dwelling units in light of present development
trends was subject to several important limitations. In the first place, the
total number of dwelling units originally projected for 1985 could not be
modified. The original E-SATS study had projected a total of 60,450 dwelling
units in the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area by 1985 (based upon popula
tion projections). This figure had to be maintained as a constant since any
revision would have involved time and expense that exceeded the constraints
of the South Hills StUdy. A second limitation was that the basic assumptions
incorporated into the original E-SATS report such as automobile usage, auto
mobile ownership, mass transit usage and other factors could not be altered.
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Again, time and expense factors curtailed modification of these assumptions.
It should also be noted that both the population and dwelling unit projections
and the assumptions incorporated in the original E-SATS report are being
re-evaluated in the E-SATS update process.

The purpose of this limited traffic study was primarily to show the impact that
emerging development trends would have on the existing street network. In testing
the loading of the street network under the revised dwelling unit distribution.
it is possible to indicate the extent to which _development trends have modified
anticipated street loadings. In order to determine the immediate impact of such
trends. the loading was limited to the existing street network and no projected
routes were included.

After reviewing the possible loadings which could be made with the State Highway
Department, it was determined that two loadings should be made.

1. Limited Loading

The limited loading 1S intended to reflect, as acurately as possible,
development patterns over the entire city. Under this loading. only
about 2000 additional dwelling units were added to the South Hills
area beyond that originally projected for 1985. Substantial modifi
cations were also made in the Willakenzie area where extensive planned
unit development activity has produced a greater number of units
than previously anticipated. This loading is reflective of only
existing and proposed development.

2. Saturation Loading

The saturation loading is intended to simulate full development of the
South Hills area. Under this loading, approximately 15,500 additional
dwelling units were added to the South Hills area beyond the 8,445
originally proje~ted for 1985.

Limited loading

When preparing the data for the limited loading test, each transportation zone
within the Eugene area was reviewed to determine if dwelling units should be
added or subtracted to the originally projected total (projected for 1985).
This preliminary analysis included comparison of the actual dwelling unit count
as established by the 1964 census conducted by Central Lane Planning Council
(L-COG) and by the 1970 census. In addition, these actual counts were compared
with known development proposals in each area and with the original projections.
The data sheets containinq this base information are attached in Appendix C.
Technical Appendices of this report. Several examples of how this'procedure
was applied to specific transportation zones are listed below.
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1. Transportation Zone 445

The actual location and dimensions of transportation zone 445 are
indicated on the map attached to this report. In general, trans
portation zone 445 is situated south of 40th between Willamette and
Amazon extending south to the city limits. The original E-SATS
projections indicated a possible total of 1.300 dwelling units in
this zone by 1985. However, approximately 1,100 had already been
constructed by 1973. In addition. this zone includes the property
being developed as the BALSM project and the Hunington planned unit
development. These two developments represent approximately 300
units. Therefore, in view of the existing development, the amount
of property available for development and the proposed development,
an additional 275 units were added to the original projection of
1 ,300.

2. Transportation Zone 464

Transportation zone 464 ;s located south of 18th Avenue. bounded by
Hawk; ns Hei ghts on the eas t and Sail ey Hill Road on the wes t and
contains approximately 470 acres. The original projection for this
zone indicated approximately 260 dwelling units by 1985. However, a
number of planned unit developments such as Village Oaks and Valley
West have been completed after 1970. as well as extensive subdivision
development. The 1970 census indicated that 236 dwelling units
have already been constructed in this zone. In order to account for
this increase and the potential for further development such as
the Somerset planned unit development, the dwelling unit projection
for this transportation zone was increased by 600 units.

3. Transportation Zone 472

Transportation zone 472 is located south of 18th Avenue (extended)
and west of Bailey Hill Road and contains approximately 985 acres.
The original E-SATS projection for 1985 indicated the possibility of
approximately 260 dwelling units in this zone. However, this
transportation zone is not within the city limits and the potential
for annexation is remote since sewers cannot be extended to this area
at present or in the foreseeable future. In 1970 there were approx
imately 40 dwelling units in this zone, an insignificant increase
over 1964. For these reasons, the projected number of dwelling units
in this zone was reduced by 150.
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4. Transportation Zone 531

Transportation zone 531 is located north of 11th Avenue and west of
Terry Street. Nine hundred eighty dwelling units were originally
projected for this zone. However. there were only 167 dwelling units
in 1970. Further, much of the area is presently zoned for industrial
use and much of the area is outside the Urban Service Area (based
upon the potential for sewer extension). Because of the Dresent
zoning and the apparently limited potential for development. the
total number of projected dwelling units was reduced by 367.

The four examples cited above are indicative of the type of process followed
under the limited loading test to redistribute dwelling units. A Map indicating
which transportation zones were ~odified and the extent of modification is
attached to this report.

The modifications to the dweliing unit distribution were forwarded to the State
Highway Department in July of 1973. In October, 1973 the State Highway Depart
ment completed its analysis. That analysis indicated that the additional dwelling
units added to the South Hills area would result in approximately 5700 additional
vehicle trips (home-oriented trips) per day. This figure was arrived at by
calculating the additional trips per day on Willamette, Hilyard, lorane and
Chambers at approximately 32nd Avenue. The purpose of this calculation was
to show the impact of home-oriented trips in and out of the South Hills area on
the major north-south routes. The 5700 trip per day figure cited is in addition
to the number previously projected for 1985. A map showing the original loading
projections and the new loadings is attached to this report.

While not making a judgment as to the adequacy or inadequacy of the present
street network to handle the projected traffic volume, the increase in home
oriented trips under the revised dwelling unit distribution appears relatively
modest. One reason for this apparently limited increase is the fact that the
total number of dwelling units added did not substantially increase the total
number already projected for the area. This factor pointed to the need for a
higher overall dwelling unit projection to determine the effects that would
result from full development of the South Hills area.

Saturation Loading

After reviewing the results of the limited loading test with the State Highway
Department. it was determined that a saturation loading should be run to test
the impact that full development of the South Hills area would have on the
existing street network. It should be noted from the outset that this saturation
loading is not a forecast or statement that development will actually take
place in the magnitude projected, but simply an attempt to determine the effects
of such development were it to occur.
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The dwelling unit projections used in the saturation loading were based on an
assumed average density per gross acre for each of the transportation zones
involved. Twelve transportation zones situated along the southern periphery
of the city were selected for this loading. In certain cases, the gross acreage
figure for specific zones was reduced when a portion of the transportation zone
was located outside the urban service area.

After reviewing already developed areas within the city, the figure of 4.5 dwelling
units per gross acre was selected as the >ase figure. This figure may be low
or high depending upon a number of factors such as type of development and type
and extent of regulatory measures. However, the following factors were con
sidered in selecting the 4.5 units per acre figure:

1. The figure ;s well within the low density range as defined in the
1990 General Plan.

2. Existing development in older portions of the city which are extensively
developed approximate this figure without inclUding any planned unit
developments. Transportation zone 434, for example, has a density of
4.16 -dwell ing units per gross acre.

3. While the 4.5 dwelling unit per acre figure is below both the normal
density limitation of 8 units per acre common in planned unit develop
ments and the 6 unit per acre figure established in the interim
density limitation, it does compensate for land in each transportation
zone which is devoted to other uses such as schools, parks and/or
cemeteries.

4. The figure of 4.5 dwelling units per acre represents the average
density of normal single family development (3.75 dwelling units
per acre) and of the eleven planned unit development proposals
listed in the land use section of this report (5.45 dwelling units
per acre) combined.

The figure of 4.5 dwelling units per gross acre was applied to transportation
zones 355, 443, 445, 463, 464 and 474 in their entirety. Transportation zones
341, 342, 439, 473 and 474 were reduced in gross acreage to correspond with
the Urban Service Area and then the figure of 4.5 dwelling units per acre
was applied. Transportation zone 472 was not changed from the original
projection of 256 units on a gross acreage of 985 since all of the zone is outside
the Urban Service Area. Transportation zone 444 was not changed from the original
projection since that area ;s substantially developed and the original project
appears valid. These twelve transportation zones represent those zones located
at the southern periphery of the city.

If a full or saturation level of development were to occur in these zones, a
total of approximately 24,000 dwelling units could be anticipated. This is
15,500 dwelling units in excess of the 8,450 originally projected for 1985.
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In order to compensate for the additional dwelling units added to the South
Hills area and still remain within the total number of dwelling units originally
projected for the metropolitan area, it was necessary to substantially eliminate
dwelling units from the northern portion of the city. Thus, the dwelling unit
count in Santa Clara and River Road and portions of Bethel-Danebo and Willakenzie
was eliminated. This elimination is valid as long as the test run is limited to
loadings on the north-south streets leading in and out of the South Hills.

Saturation Loading Analysis

The analysis of the saturation loading is suhject to the same limitations
as the analysis of the limited loading test. The most significant of those
limitations are:

1. The analysis is predicated uoon the assumptions built into the ori
ginal E-SATS analytical model such as the level of automobile
ownership and usage. In this respect, it should be noted that
the original E-SATS data concerning automobile usage (average
of 5.3 auto driver trips ner dwelling unit per day) appears de
finitely conservative when compared with present t~affic flow
volumes and more recent origin-destination studies. Alterna
tively, the analysis does not reflect the consequences of limited
fuel supply nor possible increase in mass transit usage beyond
that originally projected.

2. The purpose of this transoortation study was not to project specific
improvements or routes. but to document the effect that varyin~

levels of development would have on the traffic network. The
purpose was to consider develooment in an aggregate fashion rather
than as discrete phenomena. For this reason, it would be in
aRpropriate to use this analysis for specific project evaluations.

While the analysis of a limited amount of development indicated a relatively
minor increase in the total number of home-oriented trips on the major
north-south arterials (granted the limitations specified'above), the analysis
of the saturation loading indicated a substantial increase in the number of
home-oriented trips on these arterials. Under the limited loading a total
of approximately 5,000 more vehicles per day would cross a screenline drawn
at about 31st Avenue than originally projected in E-SATS, whereas the satu
ration loading would result in approximately 27,000 additional trips oer
day across the same line.

The analysis of the saturation loading has indicated the following factors
which should be noted:
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1. A full level of development in the South Hills would significantly
increase the home-oriented trips on the north-south arterials
serving the central portion of the city; particularly Willamette
Street, Amazon Drives and Hilyard Street.

2. The increase in home-oriented trips is less severe in the western
portion of the city under a full level of development when consi
dered within the context of existing development along those streets
and the potential for additional north-south routes. The arterials
cited here are Bailey Hill Road and Chambers Street.

3. A full level of development would substantially increase the amount
of home-oriented trips on 18th Avenue leading from the western
portion of the city to the city center.

4. The State Highway Department report indicates that mass transit
may provide some re1ief but, failing the relief that mass transit
may afford, the increase in traffic on the arterials connecting to
the city would necessitate substantial improvements.

In addition to the factors noted above, the fact.or of existing develooment
along arterial streets must he considered in evaluating the imnact of varying
levels of develop~ent. The major arterials south of 30th Avenue serving the
central portion of the city (Wil1amette Street, Hilyard Street and Amazon
Drives) are characterized by relatively extensive residential develooment
for distances in excess of two miles in some instances. Many of the resi
dences fronting on these arterials have direct access to the arterial street.
In those situations there is greater potential for £onflict both from the
impact of increasing traffic on the residential development and from the
potential hazards of multiple driveways entering the arterial street.

Alternatively, the arterials serving the western portion of the city (par
ticularly Bailey Hill Road and Hawkins Height~ Boulevard) are characterized
by a relatively limited degree of existing residential develooment. In
that situation, future developments could be designed more readily to accom
modate the anticipated volume of traffic on the specific arterial both by
limiting the number of direct access points to the arterial and by providing
more effective separation between the residential development and the arterial.

As indicated above, the effect of a full level of development in the western
portion of the city would be substantial on 18th Avenue. However, in addi
tion to the option of improving that facility, the city still has the option
of proceeding with the proposed Amazon Parkway to alleviate conditions in
that area.
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Evaluation of the Analysis

When evaluating the traffic analysis conducted as part of the South Hills
Study, several cautions should be kept in mind:

1. The projected traffic volumes are indicative of what could occur
at varying levels of development and are not intended to be precise
predictions of exact level of usage for any street. This reflects
the basic purpose of this analysis which was to demonstrate the
magnitude of changes in total volume that varying levels of devel
opment would produce and not to assign specific numbers to any
particular route. When the projected volumes are compared with
present traffic flow maps. it appears that the projections are
actually conservative. Alternatively. the present fuel shortage
may induce changes in transportation habits which could result in
a lower traffic volume.

2. While mass transit may have an effect upon the total volume of
trips per day, it would only have this effect if substantial change
were to occur in commuting patterns and if substantial changes were
to occur in the present mass transit system. The present bus routes
running on Wilamette Street are operating at near caoacity during
peak periods of the day and are only able to move approximately
200 people per hour. In order to have a noticeable effect on peak
period traffic. the level of transit service during peak periods
would have to be SUbstantially increased. Further, granted the
aggregate volume of trips projected. considerably more than 200
or 400 people per hour would have to use mass transit to affect
the total volume substantially. For instance. to reduce peak
period traffic flow by 5.000 vehicles would require apprOXimately
85 buses (assuming 50 people per bUs) ~perat;ng during the peak
period. At the present time. Lane Mass Transit District operates
34 buses throughout the entire system.

Summary

As indicated in the introduction to the transportation element of the South
Hills Study. the purpose of this portion of the study was to indicate the
consequences of varying levels of development in the South Hills. As a
result of the analysis conducted during this portion of the stUdy, several
generalized conclusions are appropriate:
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1. That~ based on the premises of this transportation analysis~ any
specific projections of improvements or additional routes should
be based upon the E-SATS update rather than this analysis;

2. That the limited loading test indicated relatively minor increases
in the aggregate amount of traffic volume projected for the major
north-south routes leading to the South Hills area;

3. That full development of the South Hills area would result in a
substantial increase in the number of home-oriented trips on the
major north-south arterials beyond that originally projected in
E-SATS;

4. That the impact of full development in the South Hills would be
more significant in the central portion of the city than in the
western portion;

5. That. unless mass transit provides an effective alternative to
automobile usage~ substantial improvements will be necessary to
the existing street network to accommodate the increased traffic
generated by a full level of development in the South Hills; and

6. That, while the rest results present a consistent pattern (e.g.~

the total volume for the 5 major north-south arterials in the
central portion of the city came to 58.900 trips per day, 63~700

trips per day and 92,800 trips per day for the three models tested)~

these figures may be low when compared with the eXisting (1973)
traffic flow figures (50,500 for the same five arterials).
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0- 0 7909SI)-7909bO C 13 2.12 R 0- ,~<J 1. ",.)4 2(, I .ll 4)3.60 434.RO 0.091 Z6ZQSlIO 2679bOO
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0- 0 7<',09")0-<)20390 C 14 ~. f-2 ') 0- 4q 1.17L HO.~ 435.30 441.70 0.161 218800 27J900iJ - II 1 'j\)'i f:.O- 790910 C 15 3. !JO? 0- 41 1.RO] zn.,) 411,.40 440.40 o. ,)81 2629600 2b297000- ;) 790910-1Q09RO r. 15 5.111 0- 32 ~.7'?2 34'3.0 44;).40 4"iO.l0 0.0~1 ?b29700 2P98000- 0 19v'>80-190990 C. 12 2.1tH 0- 75 1. &.. 1 2b<1.U 4')1.40 455.HO (l.OQ1 2t>29800 Z62'Fl000- lJ 7909'10-600740 C 12 3.. 193 0- 49 1.560 14.0 455.tiD 458.40 O. ,160 2629':100 2414",,00- 0 hOOHO-800 1'5 0 r: 12 4.0d1 0- 31 1.500 ',12.0 45'1.10 482.80 0.060 241400 2475000- 0 B00750-8001bO C 12 4. ';22 0- 32 1.440 16 Q .O 482. ~l(1 494.70 0.0"0 241500 2476000- 0 600760-600770 C 12. 4.304 0- ~2 1.laO J 74. ,) 4'14. 10 505.80 0.060 241600 247700.()- 0 60077Q-60b180 C 12 4.601 0- 29 t.320 ~? 1.0 ';0'3. 60 529.20 0.060 24 7700 247800
Ll- 0 f!OO 180- 800190 C 12 5.1n 0- 25 1.:?60 '" 1 I • ,) 52 <J. ~o 548.30 o. ')~,o 247B()'1 247QOO
0- 0 800790-800801) c lZ 3. 50~ 0- 34 1.l1)0 Ill. v 543.30 553.00 O.lJOoJ 247901l ::4ilOJU
0- 0 800800-800810 l 12 6.145 0- lq l • (41) 120.0 <;53.'>0 569.10 o. :.)1:';) 24~00l.l 748100
0- 0 800610-800820 .... 12 2.33.2 0- 4b 1. \}AO 48.0 569.1U ')70.00 0.06u H810,) 248200
0- 0 B~0620_~800a30 c 12 5. Ol 7 0- 70 1.020 150.0 'HO.OO 583.00 0.060 24t1200 248300
0- 0 BOOS 30-800840 C 12 5.660 0- 17 O.9~O 31l1.0 58lt.00 611.2.0 0.060 248300 24~400
0- 0 600840-800£150 C 12 4.915 a- lB 0.900 2·)2.0 611.20 634.00 0.060 24~40) 243500
0...0 800850-600860 C 12 6.496 o- n 0.1;;40 273.0 63&.20 668.60 0.060 24u500 ::'41'1600
0- 0 80086 0- 80 0810 C 12 5.191 0- 13 0.180 :! 2(,. 0 60·8.60 6q4.b9 0.060 2486UO 248700
0- 0 800810-800880 C 12 b.251 0- 12 0.720 114.0 6'14.69 718.10 O.ObO 24810\} 248800
0- 0 800 88G- 80069.0_ C 12 B. 3J q 0- 8 0.060 102.0 718.10 742.40 1).,)60 ?4RtlOJ 748900
0- l) 800890-890900 C 12 "'.006 0- n 0.600 113.0 142. "'0 151.96 0.060 24B900 249000
0- 0 800900-80D910 (; 12 3.• 936 0- 14 0.540 186.3 751.9& 161.90 0.060 249000 249100
07.0 8009 10-::: 800no. C 12 3.870 0- 12' o. ~80 237.(> 161.90 773.90 0.060 249100 249200
0- 0 600920-800930 C 12 3.490 0- 12 0.420 289.3 713.90 786.00 0.060 249200 249300
0- 0 800930-800940 C 12 4.214 0- 8 0.360 l5l.6 186.00 795.60 0.060 249300 249400
0- 0 aOOQ4D:-ROO9~O c 12 2.84$ o- Il 0.300 362.1 795.60 805.10 0.060 249400 249500
0- 0 800950- 8 00960 C H i.nS 0- 14 0.740 12t..5 805.10 801.00 O.ObO 249500 249600
0- 0 e00960-8D091Q. c 12 L.68/t 0- 11 0.180 luZ.D 807.00 808.00 0.060 249600 249700
()-_o eOO'910-:8Q.Q980 r: 10. 1.1..~O D- ID 0.120 21'>1.0 808.20 811.l0 0.060 249100 249800
0- f) 800980-800990 C 10 1.8't5 0- 3 0.0&0 56.0 811.10 813.50 0.060 249800 24Cl'1iJO
0- 0 920890-920900 C 10 1.420 0- 113 1. "J.O 12 29<J.0 441.90 441. '!I 0 00161 779900 719000
0- 0 9 20ClOO-Q 2091.0. C 10 1.7'17 0- 82 :.44Cl Y15.0 447.80 456.90 0.161 279000 ,: (<Jlo0
0- 0 n0910-920920 c 10 0.763 0- Ib9 1.289 15 ?l1o 0 456.90 458.10 0.161 2 791 00 279200
0- q 920<>20-920930 C 10 2 .. 000 0- 56 1.1.?7 45Ll.O 456.10 475.10 0.161 27920u 279)1)')
.0-.0. 9209 3o.~9.2.094.D. C 10 3.4.3Z 0- 2a 0.'166 1 7,). \) 475.10 494.00 0.161 27930;) ;>]'1-i-uO
0- 0 92094Q-QZ0950 C 10 4.531 0- 18 0.a05 160.0 494.00 525.00 0.161 27'14:)U 279500
0- 0 920950-920960 C 10 2.128 0- 24 0.644 11'1'>.0 ')7.'5.00 <;38.00 0.161 2195f)Q ::'79600
o~ 0 9 20.'i.60~9ZQ91 0 r. 10 1.695 0- Zq O.4tl3 ~ ... o.o S3R.OO 541.80 0.161 219t-OO 27970()
0-' 0 920910-920980 C 10 ~.342 0- 14 0.322 251.0 54l.80 554.60 0.161 279100 219800
0-.0 9Z0980-920'990 C 10 2.352 0- J D.l61 379.0 554.80 514.60 0.1/)1 27<:l800 219900

f'lTAL QLJANTlTY INPUT IN THIS AREA '" 16.382
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0- 0 440'WQ-440910 C 54 45.001 0- 41 LI:\.25? nz.'l 381.51 3el.17 0.I'D 18900ll 1841000- ,) 440910-'.'.0920 C 54 4"1.011 0- 38 16.099 '>51.'> 361.77 388.15 0.153 78"110 1) 18~200
0- 0 440'920-440930 C 54 48.112 0- :"1 11.94b lQ4.4 388.1'> ltll'l.42 0.153 18920Cl 789300
IJ- 0 4409 30- 44~1940 C 54 47. q2 5 0- 31 l 7.793 It>1.7 31:18.42 388.53 I).L53 Ll9 :\-JO 2194000- n 440<;1 4,,)- 4'.09 '>0 ( 54 46.185 0- 31 17.640 320.7 398.51 388.75 O.1"i: 1d94')') 789500
0- 0 44095')- 440'160 C 54 54. b68 il- 32 17.487 193. 1 388.15 388.92 O.l r,l 7'1'15.)<) li9b-J0
0- 0 .c.. 4C 9 61,)- 44 :)<)10 C 54 21.593 ()- 1;\0 11.334 61.9 38il.92 18B.'n 0.1')3 7fl960,1 189700
(1- 0 440'170-44,.)'" "10 C 54 53.818 0- 32 17.181 Z93.0 388.93 389.1e 0.153 1f1910J 789800
0.- 0 4409RO-440°<;) C 54 21.525 0- 79 17.028 oR.3 3!1Q.18 389.19 O. 1'53 7'nsoo 789900
0- 0 440990-480900 C 54 49.835 0- 34 16.875 ') 31.5 389.18 389.57 0.140 71t'19 'J'.) 119000
0- 0 480900-430910 C 54 48.575 0- H Ib.B'i 4,J1.4 3 'i9. 57 389.85 0.1.00 77<:;,1),) 7FJ 10')
0- 0 49'1910-4B0920 C 54 47.:?28 0- 35 If). 595 409.0 389.85 390.12 0.140 779 L 'W 71C1200
0- 0 480920-480930 C 54 49.51 7 0- 33 16.455 Z02.2 390.12 390.31 0.140 71q? ,).) 119300
0- 0 480930-480940 C 54 65.342 0- 24 i?4CJ9 8.0 3g0.30 390.31 0.1.40 1793 'J:l 119400
0- 0 480930-520960 C 18 14.079 0- 6 0.R16 );:>(" ') "92.50 ;:199.60 0.204 7695')J 7&9600
0- 0 4A0940-4809S0 C 54 45.f,51 0- 34 15.359 Jr.€l.4 3<)0. 31 390.5'i 0.140 7794"3') 719500
0- 0 4tlO950-480960 G 54 44.91 R 0- 34 1';.219 401.0 39(').55 3QO.79 0.140 77°'>,JJ 71<)600
0- 0 4f1096o--480~10 C 54 58.3bl 0- l6 l5.tl19 10.(1 "39,). 18 390.19 0 • .151) 77'16.;0 779700
0- 0 4 ijrJ910--4 8 098 0 C '54 44.021 0- 33 1"'.129 711 • .,. 3QO.1'i ]<II.?O 0.140 110110 119800
~-::O l, 809 80-~~099 0 C 54 45.956 0- 32 14.569 639.0 391.20 3Ql.60 1,).140 719cJO 179900
0- 0 480990-560740 C 54 46~ 723 0- 31 14.449 619.0 391.bO 3Q2.00 0.016 ?1Q''l!.JO 201300
0- 0 520960-520910 C 18 6.808 0- <;I 1,).612 274.0 399.60 401.00 0.204 16960:1 76<;1700
0- 0 520910-520980 C 18 6.734 0- f, O.40R 300.0 401.00 402.50 0.204 16'noo 769600
f)- 0 ~?0980-520q90 C 18 b. 19 i 0- 3 \l.20'" 2"5.0 402.50 4(14.00 O. Z'J4 76'lHOO 169900
0- (I 560740-'560150 C 54 43.621 0- 31 13.30l} H1." 39J.()O 3'12.21 O.Olb 207400 207500
0- U 560740-:; 60$ t, 0 C 10 2.073 0- 51 1.06'. :'00.0 "\94.80 '1'14.90 0.076 20 fl5 ,).) Z08600
0- 0 560150- 56 0 7"0 C 42 102.342 6- 10 10.505 4;'.0 392.21 J<l2.70 0.016 20750J 201600
u- () 560150- 560780 c 36 110.114 0- 2 2.728 32.0 392.21 393.20 O.Olb 201500 201800
0- 0 560760-560770 C 42 ZQ.81.0 0- 35 10.42<) '546.7 392.70 3<13.25 0.07b 201600 207700
0- 0 5L0770':'64081l0 C 36 7.1.837 0- 37 10.353 300. !I 393.50 H4.10 0.07 0 59"'700 596800
0- 0 5607 Rf)- 56 079 0 C 36 ~4.50<) O- Il 2.b5? 314.u 393.20 393.78 0.076 2076JO 201900
{}- 0 5'>01'>10- 56 ORO 0 C 3/) 21.°77 ,)- 1 ? 2.576 ~ toO. 0 191.18 394.2'l 0.076 2079)0 208000
0- 0 560aOO~560810 c 36 21.82') o- Il 2.500 B 1. 'J 344.23 394.70 1,).076 ;>,)81vl) 203100
0- 0 560810-560820 C 3" 45.7Ml 0- 5 2.424 112.0 394.70 395.30 0.076 2081.00 208200
0- (I ')60820-560A30 C 3f> 21. 1:>4 l)- I t 2."\411 49.0 395.30 3Q~.36 0.076 20R2' r)0 208300
()- 0 560030-560f!40 C 3f> 21.147 0- If' 2.?72 zq"t.O "I95.3f 3':15.12 0.016 2083)') 208400
.)- 1"\ 5 I) 0 1:\ 40 - ')6 ,)8 'j 0 C 36 2~.O31 a- ~ II 2.1'1f. 350.0 3'15.72 396.20 0.076 2084r)J 208500
0- l) ')60l:l60-560 q 0 C If< ?21'0 u- !.tl o. '1'1!1 41)().ll 394.40 395.14 0.076 2086)·) 208700
0- 0 560870-56089 } C 18 2.\l71 0- 44 \J.n? 4l)11 .0 395.14 395.34- 0.010 lO:l100 208800
0- 0 560880-".i60b90 C 18 4.912 0- 11 0.016 4')0.0 3<;15.34 3'H:•• 41 0.076 20 9SJ') 200900
0- 0 560890-560900 C 19 2.Ci7b O- n 0.760 40.0 396.41 396.45 0.076 2089'0 209000
()- 0 56i)9 Ofl- 560 r,l f) C 18 5. 2f)4 0- 13 (J.6!l4 .,(1.0 'l'16.45 3'16.60 0.016 2090,)0 209100
0- ') 5(;0910-560'120 (. 18 2.638 0- ..,..,

[l.bOIi ') 'lQ. ') 39!>o b;J ~97.()6 0.076 2Qq 1 ,J',} 209200
0- 0 '>I)09211-56043,.) C 15 l.IOq ,'- .. 0 O. ,>V 151.0 3'11.0b ~9 1.26 0.076 70920)0 209300
,)- n '>6'.J930- 560<;4,) ( 15 1.141 ,)- 40 0.4"6 11>?11 3'17. 2<, 'N7.48 .J. 0 76 20930) 209400
0- f) 56<1<:40-560450 C 15 o. <101 1)- '.2 O.31J ?10.,1 39 1.48 397.11 0.016 ?OQ400 209500
'J- l) '56< 1'",50- t; ~tl <; 60 ( 15 0.;>17 0- 140 0.3')4 l~ 29::1. \1 397.71 391.73 O. ')76 209500 209600
.1- r) ~"ll 'i li;)- % 0 91 0 C 12 0.')';2 .1- ?It '1.22>;\ 149.0 3'H.7<::, ]q~.2:'i (I.Olt- 20~6JO 209100
!)- 'J ~ 0·)010- ')(,')', A0 C 1= O.R?l il- 1~ 'J.t'll ~34.;) 3'J.'l.23 )0:,'1. QI) 0.07<,> Z097,)0 209800
j~ (~ 560 ,) 30- 5 (,0',<,10 C III o• .It ~ l~ .1_ 1 I ,).1) n. ],1\). 'J 3°'-J.IO 1<:l9.7n ().or6 .~ 09 '3 ,),) 1.09<)00
~)- ,) ')t, ,) I~ so- 1>000:, OJ C If! d.")l l)- lh 2.17u J7:.J 3Q7.00 )'19.62 0.212 2ltlQ,)J 2i9000
,)~ ri f. <)0<)'10- f:, ;)09 ! n ( 113 '1.414 (1- 2~ 1 • '-loJ q )66. a )q9.82 402.67 0.212 2190J·J 219100
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lP"~(~"lT) • "., T~" .... :>IU l f'.'jl~T H ~JUT I 'Ii. \ . ,: lJ • p;
[)r~I". l . ',';'; i-UP~'; .., P I f' ~ I I ~l I (r" <, I ,,~~ ~.-M;TCI'. (~·H.I (IH 1I:'- I

0- 'I ~ ')'l" 1:)-6 ')0<:; 20 r ~1 fl.4:?A l)- ~n : • ~) ~i) 3t>tJ.f) 4G2. 67 405.">3 O.~l? ?1 Q~ (),l 21 '1200'J - ,1 ('''0 C; 2 J -f,0oJ<;l ~ n c If! ~~.~":J; , 0- 1 7 1. '+ .~ .. Jo2.0 4l15. 5 J 40iJ.43 0.212 21<;;>')0 Z1 'l300'.1- n fOOC;~(1-""OO'!4 ' (" 1P ."1. 6r~ 0- 1" 1 • ~ 7., 1(\1.(, 408.4' 409.11 0.212 21 9:H J 21'l400
')- f) t. 0094 0- 'i0 09" '} C 10 o. 7'3::' ()- '>4 11.4"4 '(.0.0 409.31 411.40 0.212 2194,)) 219501)')- q (- flOG .. 0-1:> OO~· 7t) r I,) 1• t, , (j ()- t't ") • ~l ,) U '-14.U 4::1'1.31 41 7. 10 0.212 ;:> 1'f4,lj 219100
)- " (, 'J'J9 'jf)- IAU')" .1 ( 10 ;) .. •"llJf) (j- 'I) J.n;:> '165.J 411.4\) 413.0"1 Q .. 2L2 21 q :>').) 219600
J- fl (. ,n 'Hu- f, 00 '! I; ) C ~O 1. II r: 0- '- 1 1.42~ 441.0 417070 47.~.50 0.212 2197uJ 219600
,J- 0 60091.1,)- l>') IJ 9 9 ,) r 10 1. 51 :1 ,,- I ... ,) • .? 1 ? ,!14.0 42?5J 429.10 '1.212 219"1')') 219900
0- (l t40eI:lU-(,40R90 C 10') (','1.04t' ,)- "'7 1<J.174 "il11.4 394.10 39.... 11 0.07'1 59 ~ ''JiI) <;QS<;lOO
,,- '1 (of. (JI:J '10 -(;4 0 SlO Q L ]/> 1?~/.,)n d-

, , l' I. ~ 'I:; 3'7.6 'Q4.1! 39').')1 0.1)7 0 5</8'l')\) 5 9CJ 000
u- .'1 b40lJOO-l,4U9IoJ C 36 Z4. eJJ ·r ,)-

, l,l. I I ,,> '+27.1 39<).57 39u.21 0.07<; 5\)<,: ),l-j 5 '19100"'''u- ') '" 40<J 1.)-(.40920 C ::16 7.1.9,0 ,)- 1!, l,). 01 r 3 0 3. J 39f,.21 391.00 I). '.I 1Q 59'l10J 599200
0- 0 640920- 1.0409 30 C .?L) 2J. f.J 1 0- ."., 9.'1')1 ~10.V 391.20 399.6Q ~. 'Hq 599;:' <J ') 599300
0- 0 640930-(,40940 (. 30 29.790 01- ',1 fl.'ll';; 401.0 399.6Q 402.1t, 0.\17° 5993,)u 599400
0- J ',4 u940-640 0 <;0 r -"0 ;> 9. 5\ ') 0- ~5 7. 1.<;1 If-l.O 402.1& 404.31 u • l) 79 5094')~ 599500
0- 0 .:. 41 C)4 0- (.I, Or, q ,) r If- 1.• C,)I ll- 1 ~ ':' Z. :"4 ~ 1" 192.J 3 CJ 1. 50 :'l98.00 I' .? t 1 ?BI1-J) 2H900
0- 0 64')'150- 64i)<j60 ( ,~'.) .~ fl. tl "> 't o- n 7. '7 ~ 3~\l.O 404.]1 4()6.'36 J. J 1'1 5"~5JJ 599600
(J- 0 640960- 64041:) C )0) 30.2.>4 ()- ~4 7.~9'1 j6u.J 4JC1.3~ 40d.6: O. ;)7<:; 5"96J0 '599700
0- 0 (.40'J 70-640 u go C "0 ?9.5')\ ()- ~ '. 7.2~11 ""nu.a 40~.61 410.7t> rJ.,Hc 5997,10 599800
0- !) 640980- 640'" 'J.) r JJ 2. <:J. 16 ij 0- ? '. 7. lId 3"".0 41 ). 16 413.00 0.07 ... 5<jCl'l'J) 599900
0- (l 6r,.0~90-72095U C 21 11.6\n 0- n' 1.062 41.0 413.60 413.90 0.194 25<;40J ?5950U
0- " f. fl 08 90- ~8 09')0 C 16 2.016 O- J )(, ? I )() I tl B2.0 HB.OO 3'N.IO 0.21'1 23890:) 239000
0- ,) (, ~0900-6 80910 C 12 O.y,l? 0- ~13 1. q 17 1 '1 n~.o 39Q.I0 400.05 0.213 ?39D JJ 2'~ 91 01'
0- J 6Q0910-680920 C 10 O. 172 0- ;: 54 :.7,)4 1" 3;'0.0 400.05 401.47 0.21) 23 0 11J 239200
0- () ',Cl 09;J u- b B0 ~ ~ f) (" 10 C!. 'I,ll) 0- 213 1.4'11 IS J32.() 401.47 403.02 0.213 239;,l) 239301)
l,)- 0 6 ao'} 30- b80941J ( 10 II. 7t.J 1)- IRO 1. 2f B 15 331.0 "'lH.02 404.61 0.21? 239:' J,l 2:!9400
0- 0 e80940-b80'150 C 10 O. (dl 0- 1 ';6 1.0t>5 12 '128.0 404.61 400.06 0.213 239400 239500
0- 0 681l950-6B0960 ( 10 0.678 Ll- 126 u.RS2 12 352.0 406.06 401.60 0.213 239'iJJ 2H600
0- 0 680°6 O-/) 80 91 0 C 10 O.f-69 0- ~'i 0.639 4't5.r'l 407.60 409.50 0.213 2396)0 239100
0- 0 f, .'Hl91 0-6 fI (jq B0 C 10 0.6'12 0- -., 0.426 ,~70. ,) 409.50 410.16 0.213 2~qlO0 2398000,

0- f) 6'10<:'10-/)80190 C 10 (1.7? 1 t'- V) 0.?13 251.0 410.76 412.00 0.2[3 239('J,) 23Q900
'J- <J '?'ll'I SD- 7" ,1') 6 0 C 21 I :l. "1 r, 0- td 6.>\68 5~Z.H 413.90 416.80 0.:94 2;9'j,)() 25Q600
0- 0 720460-720410 C 18 D.61:, 0- 4 0 b.bl4 2Q 5.0 416.00 422.00 0.lll4 2596,);) 25970,)
0- 0 110970-72 0980 C 18 12.167 l>-- 17 2.091 400.0 422. 00 428.50 0.194 25970,) 25~600

0- I) / 21)<J 1;J-7'WQ?O C 21 11.713 1)- :13 4.389 ')t>l.O 424.60 429.30 0.01'l1 26:;n~1 262q?-'J0
0- 0 ., <"1" 80-1? 099\) r: 19 12.06'1 l)- If- 1.RCJ7 344.0 428.50 434.00 0.1 Q4 259P.uO 2599UO
J- 0 7;>1)',1, )- -'60610 C 1 ':i 1. ~,h 4 0- 1 'l'i 1. ltD 1 'I 30.,) 434.11') 434.70 0.1'1 nBfl.n 22a700
J- n 7/>O~ 1':l-76 Onf;lO C IS 4. ')4~ 0- 3" :.572 ':::45.0 434.<'0 419.30 0.131 ?lB700 2',~ ;).00
0- 0 H-OfHI,)-76 0890 C 15 '.617 0- 40 1.441 21111. I) 439.30 443.00 0.131 228BOO 228900
0- 0 7601$90-160900 C 10 7.. cwo 0- 1t5 1.310 340.0 443.00 410.00 0.1~1 22ti9DJ 229000
0- ') 160900-760910 r 10 3.(,72 0- 32 1.!.H 221.0 470.00 49'3.00 0.111 22QOO() 229100
0- Il 760910-160920 ( 10 2.blt- .')- 40 1.04R 12(1.() 4913.00 '519.00 0.131 2291,h) 229200
0- 'J 7{,1192o-"!6'J430 C 10 2. bill 0- 34 0.917 200.0 ')1~.OO 53-3.00 1).1 'n ?29?:V) 229300
iJ- (l n ,)9:'')-760C;40 C 10 1.639 o- n 0.7~6 Z(I().U 53M.oO 5f.;.OO <1.1 ?! 219~ld 229400
''I - I) 7L.,) '" 41)-76(1'-1 SO r; to 4.765 0- l4 O.6~5 1'26 • .'l 561.00 59.).00 0.131 2294·.....) 229500
l)- I) 7 'Ow,' S.) -7 b09£,(1 C, 10 4_090 0- 13 0. ')1.'. O'}.O 590.00 b05.00 :L I.E 219~J ) 229601)
0- 0 1(;l,0('.0- '60'l70 ~ 1,) ':::.49<) 1)- 16 Ll. v·n 373. J b05.00 627.00 <). 131 229600 229100

~

a- 'I 1~· >'07)-16098,) C II) 2.t.a7 0- In I). ;:(,2 43rJ .0 &27.00 654.60 i'.111 2lCJ H"1 229800
,)- ., 7/-,19PLl-7t.Q9Qu c 1:1 7. 7:! 5 0- 5 O.13t 345.0 65').60 6fl(J.OO 0.131 229',JJ 229900
11- J '~OQ3J-790<'41) C Li '3.f.f>G 0- 117 " • '\Il':' 1:J 115.0 41').70 4"".40 O.(l:l~ ~[,2q~q),) 2629400

0- " 7<;, O'~4()-7C1 Q C1 5u ( 15 2.2511 0- 1tl7 4.1.21 18 232.0 412.41) 433.60 O.l13 1 262'H,)O 7.629500
.)- I') 7"l1)'l "0- 190'11' l.I r 15 ?. 12 fl IJ- 101 2.144 18 261.0 433.60 414.80 J.Ol'l! :;&Z<;ll»)) 2629600
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ORf, IN. 'AA~W'L F TYPE t: X1ST. pI PE ~t.Oloi AC(iJ"I REOO. riP::: ELEVATIO'l ou.!. 'I '-1~'j'l'lU:APEA Nll'lBEPS 1F Silf CAP. I P;:t CENTI ,\nrCr> SIH l r '~l,;- ,l ')lJ T Po l'JT IN
b~S 1r•• l OltlfR-l,ID PEP PIPE Inll IUSI I-lEAS.-h:jT(P. IU'H (PO (FT I

0- 0 -/9 ~Cj 5 Q-<:j 208<J(1 C 14 J. tl2l) 0- '55 2.002 ~ 3<1.3 435.)11 441.10 0.Ll2 21f181J 21!1 '~OO0- 0 1909bl.l-1'J 0 'H () (" 15 3. ao') 1"1- oj4 2.0~3 ~73.0 436.40 440.40 0.\1111 2: 62 'n"l J 262'HOO0"":-0 1'l1"l 01 10-1QOQ!'I(\ r 15 OJ. ~ll 0-- H I. Cl8 2 348.0 440.40 450.10 0.061 262'1700 2 "'2 'HJOO0- 0 79098f)-790Q90 C 12 'l.ldl 0- ~1 1. 9u 1 J68.0 4'i1.40 4"5.'10 O.OBI .'/;I2q5n 26~9900()- 0 19099D-- 800140 C 12 ",.1 r; 3 f)- ':>1 ~.~~o 74.0 45'i.80 458.40 o. ,)1') 2: (, 2: q q,),J 2414000- (,I 61)()740-80fJ750 C 12 4.0>11 0- 43 1.1'.>1) 412.0 459.10 482.HO J.17 () 2414,1:1 247500
0- 0 600750- 800760 C 17 4.522 0- 17 I.fdJ It- q .O 48<'.80 4«4.10 o. 07,) Z47S0J 2416000- 0 ROO160-BOO711} C 12 4. )04 o- n 1.',)(1 174.(1 4'14.10 SOS.flJ 0.070 24760:"1 lft1700
0- 0 800770-B00180

--
C 12 4.601 I}- 33 1.54') 321.0 505.80 529.20 O.'17J 24110:) 241BOO0- 0 800780- 8001':1 0 r: 12 5. tn 0- 7Q 1.470 211.0 529.20 54B.'30 ll.iJIQ 241800 241900

0- () 8 0~_1_9 ()~ flOO 80 0_ (" 12 3.500 0- 4,) 1.400 111.0 546.30 553.00 0.07(') 247Cl:)0 248,lJO
0- {) 800800-800 B10 C 12 6.145 o- n 1.330 120.0 553.50 569.10 0.010 2460,),) 248100
0- 0 800810-801,)820 C 12 2 .13 ~ 0- 54 1.2t>O 48.0 569.10 510.00 0.1)10 248100 248200
0- 0 flOOfl20-800B30 C I? S.017 0- 24 I.IQO 1 <;0.0 '510.00 583.00 0.0 TO 2482 DO 248300
1)- 0 B00830-800840 C 12 5.61>0 0- 20 1.121) )01.0 584.00 617.20 0.070 2483;l() 248400
0- 0 AOO840-BOOI350 C 12 4.':115 0- :'1 1.0')0 202. () 617. :W 634.00 0.070 24841)0 :<'48')000- 0 eOOB'50-8008hO C 12 6.4?~ 0- 15 O.CJ'lO 12J.O 636.20 666.60 Ll.OI0 2:4 8 5,).) 248600
0- 0 flOOBbO-SOO870 C 12 ,.191 0- Ib 0.910 226.0 663.60 694.1,<J 0.070 24J;t.JJ 248700
0- 0 800elo-aD08BO C 12 6.251 0- 13 0.840 174.0 694.6<:1 118.10 0.070 ':148700 248800
0- 0 800860-800890 C 1 Z 8. :H9 0- CJ 0.770 102.0 118.10 142.40 0.(110 24138,),1 24a900
0:' 0 eoo8qO~ 800900 C 12 4.00b 0- 17 0.100 113.0 142.40 151.9b 0.070 248900 249000
0- 0 800CJOQ-BOO910 C 12 3.936 0- lb 1).630 1R6.3 l'H .<;16 161.90 0.010 249000 249100
0- 0 80()910-800no C 12 3. B70 0- 14 0.0;60 232.6 761.90 713.90 0.0'0 24«100 249200
0- 0 600920::'600930 C 12 3.490 0- 14 v.4o l') 288. 1 7B.90 186.00 0.010 l49i? <).) 249300
0- 0 8009'3Q-800Q4Q ( 12 4.274 a- la 0.420 152.6 786.00 795.60 0.010 2493vu 249400
0- I) e00941)- '1I} 00 ') 0 C 1? 7.. B45 0- 12 1l.350 162.1 795.60 605.70 0.010 24q411~ 249500
b-- 0 BOrlC) 50- e 0096 0 C 12 1.1ZS 0- 16 0.2AO 126.5 a05.10 807.00 0.070 2495JJ 249600
0- a 800960-800970 C 12 1.684 ()- 12 U.210 10?O 807.00 ilO8.DO 0.070 24«600 24'HOO
0- 0 (:00970-800980 C 10 1. t 90 0- 12 1).140 Ull.a 808.20 811.10 0.070 24'HOD 249800
0- 0 800980-8009QO C 10 1.845 0- 4 n.07\> '56.0 Rll.l0 813.50 0.070 249800 249900
0- 0 920S90-n0900 C 10 1.420 0- 12A 1.'320 12 ~Qq.o 441.90 441.60 0.131 27Bqr)Q 279000
0- IJ 92:1'100-':120'0110 C 10 1.117 0- q2 1. (, JJ 305.0 441.80 456.90 o. L:l2 ? l"lO,.!.) 279100
0- b 920~lO-920920 C 10 0.763 0- 191 1.456 15 217.l.l 456.90 458.10 0.182 27qi,lJ 219200
0- 0 q 209 20-92093 0 C 10 2.000 0- 64 1.274 450.0 458.10 475.10 0.182' 27921),) 279300
0- 0 920930-920940 C 10 3.432 0- 32 I.M2 110.0 415.10 494.00 0.1132 219:'> v') 21<;1400
0- a C,20Y40-920950 c 10 4.5~1 0- 20 o. 'liO 160.0 494.0<3 525.00 0.1'\2 27?40J 279500
0- 0 ~20C'50-9209f,Q C lCl 2.12 a o- n O.Tl'~ 185.0 525.0a 538.00 0.182 2795,)0 219600
0- 0 920«60-97.0970 r. 10 I.M5 0- 32 ll. ~4n 140.0 538.00 541.80 0.192 27q(,:JJ 214700
()- 0 no 91 0-9 70980 C 10 2.342 0- 16 0.364 251.0 51t1.80 554.80 O. l~ 2 27'1700 219aOO
0- 0 920960-920990 r. 10 2.357 o- R O.lll? 31«.0 554.80 514.60 0.182 279S00 219900

TOT II l 'J'J A'a rTY J'\lPUT If\} THIS ARE'1'l " lR.252
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:~. J 'I. ,...~ 'lHLlL !: r y,'': ",XI$T. PIP! J'l Ql-o tJ.(CUM l: E'Ju. PIP~ ~LE"',1Tln'l 0lL1", ~A~HOLE; r "- t·h'"'' f.M ~ ~f. 5TU r ~ P. [P':;R( "'NT I ·\NTr.P 51/[ l ~"IGT ~j "JuT p, 'll) T I ~qr,. !..,..... "Q-(jPP':.; L) [P;, ( [~; I I r:F <; J "r!l ';. - <'I~! rc p. (US I II \II (~TI

0- ,) 4'00 "'11 ,)-440-'" 10 C 54 t. OJ. no 1 0- 49 ?1.194 332.Q 3 fl1. ':11 3f'. 7.11 0.11>7 189000 ta91000- (J 440910-440920 ( ~:. 48.011 0- 45 21.027 <;57.<; HI7.77 ~80.t'.> 11.167 189100 lanoo0- 0 440'120-440930 r; 54 48. ll? 0- 4'> ?t.460 394.4 1R8.~5 3R8.42 0.lh7 789200 nC}3000- 0 440930- 44 O'H 0 C ,4 47.'<2') 0- ,." 2\.?Q3 161.7 1~8.42 3'18.')3 0.167 11 ~ 300 219400u- 0 440940-4409?O C 54 48.1115 0- 44 7L.126 12().1 388.53 :-~~. 75 O. I.., 7 H9400 7895000- 0 440951)-440<160 C 54 , ... b6A 0- "'3 ",-0. <P>9 1q.3. 1 388.7<; 3e'l.92 0.167 789500 189600
0- 0 44096t) - 440'170 C 5.. 7.1.593 0- 96 ZO.192 ~1.<"} 108.92 38~.'3 0.161 Id~600 Id910ll.J - ... 44091U-440980 ( 54 53.B18 0- ~~ 20.625 7.93.0 3i18.9' 3iH.lf1 0.167 7119700 1d9800
0- 0 440960-440990 C 54 21.57.5 0- 95 2u.4,a 68.3 389. li"J 369.:Q 0.1'>7 789800 18Q900
0- 0 44Q<:,<l0-480900 ( 54 4tl. ~3'5 0- 41 20.291 531.5 389.10 3119.57 0.166 17d900 179000
0- (l 4dO'J00-480910 C 54 48.575 0- 'd ~0.lZ5 40l.4 hl<J.57 38'J.t\5 0.1:'0 119000 179100
0- 0 480910-480920 ( 5 i t 41.228 0- 42 lq.959 409.0 389.85 390.12 0.166 119100 119200
0- 0 480920-4110930 C '3 f. 49. 51 7 0- 40 19.193 262.2 390.12 390.31 0.166 179Z0J 719300
,Q- 0 4 Qi(j9 30-:- 480 940 C 5.. :'5.3~Z f)- 29 1 "l. ~d9 6.0 390.30 390.31 0.166 17930(} 179400
0- 0 4809 3J- 520960 C 18 14.079 0- 1 0.988 326.5 392.50 3Q9.t>O 0.247 76<:10;0') 169600
0- 0 4AOCl40-4~0950 C 54 45.6'57 0- 40 18.473 HR.4 390.31 3<;10.55 0.1"(; 17<1400 179500
0- u 4f"10950-4B09bO C 54 44.918 0- 41 Ill. 301 401.0 390.55 390.79 O.lob 179'jJO 779600
0- 0 490960- 48 O'HO C 54 5il.361 0- 31 IH.141 10.0 390.78 3'10.79 0."6 11960U 779700
0- 0 480970-480980 C 54- 44.021 \)- 40 11.165 HZ.9 nO.19 391.20 O.Hit. 179100 179800
0- 0 4Bl)980-4809()O C 54 45.9')l} 0- ,8 11.~99 639.0 '\91.20 391.60 0.166 1791300 719900
0- 0 480990-5b0740 C 54 4b.123 0- 37 11.433 619.0 391.60 3on.OO 0.086 779'iOiJ Z01300
0- 0 52U460-520Q7Q C 18 6.808 0- 11 0.741 274.0 399.60 401.00 0.247 169bOiJ 769100
9- 0 '>20910- 520989 C 18 6.134 0- 1 O• .'t9't 300.0 401.00 402.50 0.2.41 769700 169800
0- ° 520980-520'1190 C 18 6.791 0- 4 0.247 295.0 402.')0 404.00 0.241 ,76'HIOO 1Q9900
0- 0 560140~%075Q C 54 43.621 0- 31 16.143 311. ') 392.00 392.21 0 .. 086 207400 WHoO
0- 0 560740- '>60360 C. 1~ 2.013 0- Sri 1.7.04 200.0 'lQ4.tlO ~94.qO 0.086 20R500 208600
0- 0 560750- 560 160 C 42 102 .. 342 0- 13 12.BSq 42.0 392.21 392.10 0.OB6 207500 207600
0- 0 5/...0750-560780 C 36 110.114 0- 3 3.168 32.0 392.21 3Q3.20 0.086 Z07500 201800
0_- 0 _500760-560170 ~ 42 29.810 0- 43 12.~O3 S4".7 3n.70 393.25 0.086 207600 ~01700

0- l) ~60170-640~80 C 36 '?7.831 0- 46 "'.717 300.8 393.50 3Q4.10 O.oq) 5981,)0 5}81i0O
0- 0 560780- 56 0 7')r) C 16 24.5()~ )- 13 3.062 374.0 393.20 393.78 0.0136 207800 207~00

0- 'J <;60190-560'100 C 36 21.Cj77 ,)- ~ ft 2.9',16 360.0 '39'3.7,3 3Q4.23 0.0'16 20790J ?\lBOOO
0- a 560800 - 5bOB 10 C 36 21.M5 0- 11 2. ~ 10 381..0 ~94.23 394.10 0.OB6 201:l110J 208100
0- 0 560810-'560820 C 36 45.168 0- 6 2.824 112.0 3Q4.70 39'.30 0.086 208100 208200
0- tl 560QZO-%0839 (: 30 21.754 0- U 2.138 49.0 395.30 395.36 0.OR6 Z08200 Z08300
0- fJ sooe30-560l:l40 c 36 71.141 0- 12 2.652 294.0 3q~.~6 H5.72 0.Ofl6 208300 708400
0- 0 "; 6t184f1- S (, 0 'I ')0 r: 36 l"),.031 o- Il 2.""'6 '350. ,) ?-~ 5. 1? 396.Z0 0.096 208400 21)8500
0- 0 560860-560810 C ~fl 2.200 0- It ') 1.1 t 9 400.1) 394.9l) 395.t4 0.08" 208600 1081Qll
0- 0 560870-560880 C III 2.011 0- 50 1.032 400 .. 0 3'jj 5.14 395.34 O.Ol:ib 2ll81ll0 201880J
0- 0 560880-1)60690 C 18 4.91Z 0- 19 0 .. 946 400.0 395.34 396.41 0.086 208800 2,]8.,.00
Q- 0 560890-560900 C 18 2.916 0- Zq o. AM 40.0 3~6.41 396.45 0.086 208900 209000
0- 0 56090ll- 56 O<;lll) C If) 5.?fJ4 0- 1'5 0.174 50.0 396.4') 390.60 0.Otl6 209000 209100
0- n ';(.09tfJ-560410 r. 1 ~ 2.63fl 0- 26 a.b8'! 580.0 3Q6.60 391.06 0.086 209100 209200
0- J 'itoOQ?O-"jI)O()~O C b 1.10'1 0- 54 0.602 157.0 391.00 391.20 0.0"l6 2092()" 209300
u- 0 560930-560940 r. 15 1.147 0- 45 u.51e 162.0 3Q1.26 391.48 0.086 20930ll 209400
0- (l ~!,OQ40-560950 C 15 0.901 0- 'Os o .'t 30 270.0 391.48 391.11 0.080 209400 209500
0- 0 5~0950-';.o0960 C 15 0.21 7 0- 159 0.3ft4 If1 ?90.0 397.11 397.73 0.036 209500 Z09600
0- 0 560 ~ 1'>0- 5 !>O'HO C Io? 0.952 0- 27 0.2'58 149.0 3'H.16 ~98.23 0.036 Z09600 Z0970Q
0- n r,(,()'J1J- '>609!30 C !~ 0.021 0- 21 0.:'7<:. 284.0 ~qe.23 ~98.90 O.Odt> 209700 2U9800
0- (l S:'.OQ t'.J- 56 ,Y'4,) ,- 1J 0.4'0 0- 11 o. I' 96 300.0") 349.l0 3 Q9.70 0.0% Z09Ih)() 709900

0- 0 56118 '50- 6(h)<,OO c H 8.301 0- ?l0 2.4dO 31?J 397.00 ~':J9.fl2 0.248 Z1890ll 219000
0- 0 t OOCIOO-f>ilOC;1 0 C 1C f1.414 'J- ?1 2.231. 366.0 399.82 402.61 0.248 Z19000 219100
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;~ r ["- 1\ , "'! .. MMm:.JL~ ~'("~ ~ XI <; ~ • PPE 't -,w A'::: l.'/ f'~. (JD. PIPE ELEVATION QUliN "'AI~HOL!;H.F.:1 NIJ"lBF~ S ";r SIll:' C~P. ( PfD"-:<"~r, b ... rcp <;IZC LENGTH lIUT II-; 'JUT IN
"r:~tr,. lr:'\oI[il,-Ij;:OP":;, p ,p~ I I 'J 1 tCFS) "''''·~S._~~T(I'. 1-: r~, ) ( f"ll I F~ I

0- 0 (.00910-fl009;> ,) '. 1~ q. 42;1 0- ?" 1 • )~ .. 166.0 402.67 405.53 O.241l 21'l100 iinoa0- 0 ,. 00'l 20-: boaC}} 0 ( 13 ~.'.i37 0- ~'I 1.73:. }62.0 405.S3 406.4 :3 0.246 219200 219300
0- U 600~30-600940 C IS 8.6n (1- 17 1.4'l"l llJ 7. S 403.43 409.31 0.246 H93ao 21')400')- 0 ,.00940-6009<;0 ( 10 0.782 0- 1:>3 0.49~ 360.0 409.31 411.40 0.24Fl 219400 219500
'1- 0 ~OO94J-600<)70 C I..> 1.4~0 u- "2 0.744 434.') 409.31 417.70 0.248 219400 21noo
) - 'J bOOc;l,O-600960 C l() O.~95 0- 36 0.243 365.0 411. 40 413.08 0.248 219500 21'l600
.)- J 600970-6009tiO C 10 1.072 0- 46 O. !.96 441.0 411.70 422.50 0.248 219700 219800
~- !) f:00980-~OO'''90 C 10 1.<;10 0- lb O.24~ D4.0 422.50 429.71.) 0.248 219800 219900
0- 0 640R8Q-640fl90 C 3~ 28.046 0- 45 12.62 .. 301.4 3q4.10 394.1l 0.093 596800 598900
0- 0 64 06 90-64 0900 C 36 32.469 0- 3<) !2.'j]~ 311.8 394.11 395.57 0.093 598900 ')99000
()- 0 to 40'100.-64 OQ 1. 'J ( 3.Q. 2_4.087 u- 52 12.43<.1 427.3 3:)5.57 396.11 0.09) :199000 599100
0- 0 640910-640920 C 36 27.939 0- 44 12.345 3Cl3.l 196.21 397~00 0.093 59'HOO 5 Cl<}200
0- U 640920-640930 C 30 29.801 0- 41 12.252 410.0 397.20 39q~69 o.on 59<;1200 59<}300
0- 0 t'>4Q9 30-64 09:4 0 ( 30 ~9. 'J90 0- 41 12. 15j 407~O 399.69 402~16 O~093 599300 59CJo\OO
0- 0 640940- 64 Of.} 50 C 30 29.!H 0 0- 32 '•• '51>9 361.1) 402.16 404.31 0.093 599400 5~9500
0- 0 640Q40-6808q10 ( 16 1.907 0- 131 2.497 1a 192.0 )'n.5U 398.00 0.227 238(1)0 238900
~- () b40<J50-f,409kO C dO ~B. fb4 0- 31 9.476 lbO.O 404.3l 406.36 0~093 599500 599600
0- 0 £,40960-640f.}10 C 30 30.734 0- 'it 9.3Bl 360.u 406.3(-, 408.61 0.093 599600 59'H00
0- 0 640970-640960 C 30 29.551 0- :'\1 ~.~9D ~60.0 40R.61 410.76 0.09) S9cn,J0 599800
0- n 6 40Q 80- 640<}90 C 30 29.16A 0- ~z 9.1Q7 385.0 410.76 411~00 o.o'n 599800 599900
0- 0 640990-720950 C 2l 11.601 u- T8 Q.I04 47.0 413~ 60 413~(W O.2:!6 25941,)0 259500
0- 0 660aQQ-b80QaO {: l!> 2.00b u- 113 2.270 lC\ 387.0 398.00 3'19.10 0.227 238900 239000
0":" (J _66Q90 O:-:6~.()~ lO C 12 0.902 0- 221 2.043 III 335.0 399.10 400.05 0.221 239000 239100
0- 0 660910-680920 C 10 0.672 0- 210 1.81b 15 330.0 400.05 401. ft7 0.227 23'l100 2392.00
0- 0 b80920-680930 C 10 0.100 0- 227 1.5BQ 15 :B2.0 401.41 403.02 0.227 23~200 239300
0- 0 6809 30-(1 9_09~0 C 10 0.710 0- l'H 1.362 i5 331.0 403.02 404.61 0.221 239300 239400
0-0 680940-680iJSO C 10 0.681 0- 1~ 7 1.1 V, 15 328.0 404.61 406.06 0.227 239400 239500
0- 0 680QSo-680Q60 C 10 o.fln 0- 134 O.9i)A 12 352.0 406.0b 407.60 0.227 239500 239600
0- 0 (>80960-680910 C 10 0.669 0- 102 O.Ml 12 445.0 401.60 409.50 0.221 ~39600 239100
0- 0 f,8n970-680980 C 10 O.6Q2 0- 66 0.454 276.0 409.50 410.16 0:227 239700 239600
()- 0 680980-680Q90 r 10 0.121 0- l? 0.2:'7 25t.O 410.76 412.00 0.217 239800 239900
')- 0 720950-12091'>1) C ?l 10.915 0- Rl 3.b13 512.'1 413.90 416.~0 0.226 259500 259600
0- I) 720900-7 21191 0 C 18 13.61 ') 0- 64 R.652 295 .. 0 416.00 422.00 0.226 259600 25')100
0- 0 12097Q-720'HI0 C I ~ 12.1b7 o- n ?8IR 400.0 422.00 428.50 0.226 259700 259800
0- 0 120'1 7u- 79.0930 C 21 1 '\.213 0- 4'> 7.608 56J.0 424.60 429.30 0.081 2629200 2629300
0- () 720<) ~h)-7209<')0 C lfl :Z.Of,9 0- 21 2.592 344.0 428.~O 434.00 0.226 259800 259900
0- 0 720990-7t.>0870 C 15 1.564 0- 151 2.166 18 80.0 434.00 434.20 0.L82 228600 228700
tl- 0 7 601j 70- nOB 80 (: 15 4. %2 0- 48 2.1fl4 245.0 434.20 439.30 0.IA2 226700 228800
0- 0 760l'lfl.0-160890 C ='5 3.617 0- 55 2.002 280.0 43CJ.30 443.00 0.182 228800 228900
0- 0 160890-760900 C 10 2. <100 0- 63 1.820 340.0 443.00 410.00 0.182 228900 229000
0- 0 n0900-160910 c LO 3.672 0- 45 1.638 220.0 410.00 498.00 0.162 229000 229100
0- 0 760<') 10-760<;':' a c 10 2.~36 1)- 55 1. '.56 320.0 498.00 51Q.OO 0.182 229100 Z29ioif
0- a 76 u920-7 6() q 30 ( 10 2. {,Jj 1 0- 46 1.274 280.0 519.00 538.00 0.182 229200 229300
11- '1 1b0910-760'}40 ( 10 3. 63'~ 0- 30 1.092 200.0 538.00 563.00 0.182 229300 229400
0- J 11,0940-760"50 ~ 1,) 4.1&'5 0- 1'1 O.'HO 126.0 563.00 590.00 0.182 229400 229500c

0- 0 7 c.u <; 50-160960 ( 1,j 4.0'}(1 (J- III 0.72.'3 .. s.o 590.00 605.00 0.182 229500 229600
0- 0 71:o()~60-760910 C 10 2.4n 0- 22 0.546 373.0 605 .. 00 627.00 0.182 229600 229700
0- 0 760'910-760 ORO f J C) 2.fJ07 <J- ~ r~ O.?~J!t 430.0 627.00 654.60 0.182 Z29700 229806
0- J 7fO'i'l0- 1£,Oq';h) r: III ? 72 5 (1- 1 O.IA~ 349.0 055.60 680.00 0.162 229800 229900
0- .1 10,19:' 0-7'?!) '14:l r I c, 3. U,4 0- ~"! 5.521 1~ 125.0 430.10 432.40 0.0/'11 2629300 2629400
;1- 0 79;')040-7'109', :) C' 1') 2.2,)~ 0- 2 III 5.446 111 232.iJ 432.40 433.60 0.081 2629400 2629500
0- 0 19 09~O-790%'J C 1<; 2.128 0- l ~4 2.R4f., 13 261.0 433.• bO 434.80 0.081 2629500 2629600
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AP':'" ""UloIiH:"S OF S17r C~f'. C f'cRCFNT) A"l Te;;> S T It- lFNGTH OUT IN OUT 1 N
O[~~r•• Lr'lo'~"-UPPE" '" I'" {~ r, I {r f S I "':::A<;.-~.'\jT(". lCfSI ( I "ll (I=TI

Ll- .) l<.10Q')oj-<J20d90 L 1 . 3. f>2 S 0- ,.~q ~. t)l q 330.3 4 3S. 30 441.10 0.229 278800 278900."
0- (I 1 'W<) t 0-19 0''; 10 C I~ 3.809 ()- n 2.705 213.0 430.40 440.40 0.061 2629600 2629700
0- 0 790~ 70-79,JClflO C 15 5.311 ()- "1 ;> • be '+ 346.0 440.40 ,450.30 0.081 2629700 2629800
oj- J 1909Ul}-190"90 r !2 2.Bl 0- 119 2.603 1'5 268.0 451.40 455.80 0.08-1 2629800 2629900
0- 0 790'><)0-800140 C 12 3. 19;> 0- 79 2.57.2 14.0 455.80 458.40 0.097 2629900 20\7400..

0- 0 "OO740-ROO150 C 12 4.0117 0- 59 2.olt25 412.0 459.10 482.1t0 0.097 241400 247500
0- I) 1'00750-800760 ( 12 i •• 5::' 2 0- ')1 2.326 169.0 482.80 494.10 0.097 H1500 241600
0- 0 800760- AOO77Ll C 12 4. 3" 4 0- 52 2.231 174.0 4<l4.10 505.60 0.097 241600 247700
0- 0 flOO710-800HI0 C 12 4.601 0- 46 2.134 321.0 ~05.eo 529.20 0.091 241100 247800
0- 0 600780-800790 C 12 5.121 0- 40 2.031 211.0 529.20 548.30 0.091 247800 241900
9"::.0 8Q0790:-ROOAOQ C 12 J.~o~ 0- 55 1.940 111 .. 0 548.30 553.00 0.091 247900 248000
0- 0 800800-clOO1:l10 C 12 6.145 0- 30 f:~B43 120.0 551.50 569.10 0.097 248000 248100
0- 0 ROO810-BOOHZO C I {' ?.3n 0- 75 1.146 4A.a !)69.10 510.00 0.091 246100 248200
0- 0 ~Q082C):-BOO830 C 12 5.017 0- ~) 1.b49 150.0 '510.00 583.00 0.097 248200 248300
0- 0 BOOB30-f100840 C II 5.660 0- 21 1.552 301.0 584.00 617.20 0.091 248300 248400
0- a e!OOEl41)-B00850 c 12 4.915 0- 30 1.455 202.0 617.20 634.00 o.on 248400 248500
0:- 0 800850-8QQ8t>Q c 12 6!496 0- II 1.358 223.0 6%.20 668.60 0.091 248500 248600
Ll-: a 800860-800819 c 12 5.191 0- 22 1.261 226.0 666.60 6q4.69 o.oen 21+8600 248100
0- 0 [lODa10-S008BD C 12 6.251 0- 1'1 1.164 114.0 694 .. 69 713.10 a.on 248700 248800
0- 0 flOOeaO-800fl'90 C 12 B. 31 q 0- n 1. Db " 10l.0 118.10 142.40 O.OQl 248800 248900
0- 0 8008 qlY'';;' 80-0900 C 12 It. 006 0- 24 0.910 173.0 742.40 151.96 0.091 248900 249000
0- 0 800900- BDO'll 0 C 12 3.936 o- n O.A13 186.3 1!J1.96 161.90 0.0'11 249000 249100
0- 0 ~flQO~ IO-~.oO!~.Q. c I? 3.• 810 0:-: 20 0.716 232.0 761.90 173.'90 0 .. 091 249100 249200
0- I) 800920-800930 C 12 3.490 0- 19 i).679 Z8O.3 773. '10 786.00 D.O(H 24'noo 249300
0- 0 BOO930-80094() C 12 4.214 0- 14 0.582 152.6 786.00 195.60 0 .. 091 249300 249ltOO
Q- .0. R00 ~t40-B()09'? 0 C 12 2. ~45 O- n 0.485 362.1 795.60 805.10 O.O'H 249400 249500
0- 0 '" 009 5D- 800"0160 C 12 1.725 0- n 0.388 126.S a05.10 801.00 0.091 249500 249600
0- 0 800960-800970 C 12 1.684 o- n C.l91 102.0 ROI.00 808.00 0.091 249bOO 249100
0- 0 Ii OQ910- 8QJ)~80 c 10 1. 1')0 Cl.':- . 1._b 0.194 261.0 808.20 811.10 0.091 249100 249800
ll- 0 8009aO-ROO9QQ c 10 1. El4S 0- 5 a.on 56.0 All.10 AI3.50 0.091 249800 249900
11- 0 9 ?OR"lO- 92 0900 C 10 1.470 0- IH 2.290 12 299.0 441.'10 441.60 0.229 218900 279000
1)- 0 '12tl900-920910 C 10 1.7n 0- 116 2.061 12 305.0 441.80 456.90 0.229 219000 219100
0- 0 Q20910-920<:l20 C 10 0.163 u- 240 1.1132 15 211.0 456.90 458.10 0.229 279100 2Inoo
0- 0 'I bJ<; 20-920930 C 10 2.000 0- 9n 1.603 450.0 458.10 475.10 0.229 219200 219300
0- 0 9?0 9'30-92_094 0 C 10 3.432 0- 4!) 1.374 170.0 415.10 494.00 0.22'1 279300 279400
()- 0 Cl21)'140-920950 ': 10 4.531 0- 25 1.145 160.0 494.00 525.00 0.229 279400 219500
Cl- ,) '120° 50-92:0')60 C 10 2.7?R n- 34 0.916 IEl5.0 525.00 538.00 0.229 7.19500 219600
0- II q JO<)60-92091.0 (: t9_ 1.6<) 5 0- 41 0.687 140.0 538.00 541.80 0.229 219600 21CHOO
()- iJ 91.1) 070-9209 flO C lJ '2~ 342 o- lD 0.458 251.0 S'tL.80 554.1'10 0.229 279700 219800
()- a 920980-920990 C 10 2.352 a- la 0.229 31<.J.0 55~.80 574.60 0.229 279800 219900

" 1T ~ l ':'IV:" ITy INPUT I"J THIS AJ:'FA :: 21.793



SJ\U HQV S~ ,.. I'" '< I ~'.,I~~T I/'\ r 1'_"'1

tDlAIH. HA,NHOLE TYPE EXIST. PIPE nnw ~CCU" ~. ~ ')f). :"l [ P f ElEVlITln\l I)' J \', 4,\ :>J,·I'l ~

A~tA NUI'IIIBERS OF SIZE CAf). ( PERCENT! M:TCP ;; [LE lP"'~Tf-' 1[11 T T\ "11 JT [ '"

1;l'E JG. LOW EIl,-UP'p H P !PE lIN I I CF ~H MEAS.-ANTCP. tel'sl ( I'!) (FT I

0-0 440900-440910 C 54 45.001 1)- 6l ?7.5?1 '332. Cl 387.57 "fH .17 O. 1 ", <; l'lQ,)r)) '7" i 1 'lC
0- 0 44 09..tQ~4,409 20 C 54 48.011 0- S7 21.331l 551.5 31l1.77 188.15 \) • 1 'J <, 769l.).) 7>1':' ~.)I'
~O~ '0 440920-440930 C 54 48.112 0- 'it> ?l.!/.Q 'Q4.4 '3lJH. 1 ') 1R'8.42 O.ll~() 7,jc;cJ0 E93oJ(
0- (l 440930-440940 C 54 41.925 o- S(, 2f>.Q6Q t61.1 "38R.42 ~88.53 0.1';9 21910) 21 (!o,);
,..~,O ,44C) 'H0-4 ~09,5 0 f; 54 48.185 0- 56 Ze..171 3 If). 1 31i:. 5 '3 11j8.15 O. ! R(j H"':'0J 1 ;,~ ') J\
0- 0 4lt0950-440960 C 54 54.66B 0- 49 U.582 191.1 31H. "5 lP8.'1;'> O. P! ') 1 Cj 'c' '> ) ) 1., ~,,'L
0- 0 440960- 44097 a c 54 21.5'13 0- 122 26.393 60 67.9 38'3.92 38R.91 O.IR9 7fJ':jI, ,) ,) 1!O /' 7J,
0- 0 ~970,:"440980 C 54 53.81tl 0- 49 26.7.04 ?93.0 ~88.q3 .'H!9. l8 0.1'1Q H,)7')J 7,:, c.t! Ol0-'0 ,440980-440990 C 54 21.525 0- 121 2b.015 60 6B."i lO9.1t' 389.1 q 0.189 1B9'3')I) P,49u I

0- 0 44 OCJ 90-48090 0 C. 54 49.835 0- 5~ 25.826 531. 'j 1€9.1R ?f\q.51 0.194 178900 7 (coOll'
O:::J! 4!g,c}o.~'!JI-'),,!lQ C 54 48.515 0- 53 25.642 4') 1. '. 389.">1 ,~R9. d') O_I~4 1 (C) I)<)u , I:.,r,)
0- 0 "'80910-480920 C 54 41.228 0- 54 25.458 409.0 3a9."'5 )90.12 o. ~~4 1791,)0 77'::0
0- I) ~809'2o-480q30 C 54 49.511 0- 51 25.214 262.2 3LJO.!2 3QO.31 O.1a4 nn 0)0 11(' 31)

0- 0 480'1'30-480940 C 54 65.342 0- 36 23.158 fl.u 390.30 ]90.l1 0.liJ4 119 lOO 1794e
'O:;.~.~: 4sO"f3Cr-!520960 t 18 14.{)19 0-;' 9 1.332 326.5 392.50 3Q9.60 0.333 7695QO 16960
0,- 0 '80~40-480950 C ~4 '-\5.6 1

'-" o- n ;~3.514 3aa.4 390.31 390_55 0.11l4 71()400 17950
..9='_,Q_ ~09 51)-.4:Q.g~ Q. _t. -~ ~i!.~JJt 9::. ~2 21.390 401.0 390.5'; 190.19 O.lJ4 7H5),) 7lQ60
0- 0 ,~09bO-48 0970 C 54 58.361 0-: 40 23.206 10.0 39Q.1~ :'.90.19 0.344 11 'UJiJ I) 77911)
b- 0 48097C>-480980 C ~4 44.021 0- 52 27.. B12 112.9 390.79 391.20 Oolfl't l1ql0J 17980
Q:- 0 4~0_~ ~Q-=48QIJ9q C 54 45.956 0- 4<) 22.628 b39.0 391.20 ,'n .60 a.la4 779800 77990
(k,;(J 48099O-Sf#Ol~0 C Sit, :46~ID -~ 48 7.2.444 619.0 391.60 392.QO 0.119 71QQIjO 20130
0- 0 520960-520910 C },1 ~.e06 0- 15 0.999 214.0 399.60 401.00 0.333 169600 76910
,9-=___-') 5Z0910- 52 0980 C HI 6.7)4' 0- 10 0.666 300.0 401.00 402.50 0.33'\ 769100 76960
0- 0 520980-520990 t 16 6.191 0- S '0.333 295.0 402.50 404.00 0.333 16qB0J 1f,Q'il1J
0- 0 560740-560150 C 54 43.621 0- 47 20.659 171. '.) 392.00 39Z.2l 0.11<) 201400 2Cl15Cl
0-:.0, 560740-560860 !; 18 2.073 0- 80 1.666 200.0 394.80 1<)4.90 0.119 20b51)11 2i.lfJ1',Q
0,- 0 560750- 56"0160 C 42 i02~3~2 a- ll. ·16.51$ 42.0 392.21 392.-10 0.119 201~uO 20160
0"'1', 0 5-60750- 560180 «;: 36 1:10. t 74 ~ 4 4.022 32.0 392.21 391.20 O.llq 207500 10r80
'o..."'() 560760-5'0170 .k tt2 ,2t,J~JHO 0...: 55 16.399 546.7 392.70 '393.25 0.11',' 201600 20710
0- 0 5607i0-:640880 C 36 27.837 0- 58 i6~-i8(r 30(j~8 393~ 50 394~nr O.-lOP 596700 '5991\'0
0- 0 560180-560790 C. 36 24.509 0- 16 3.903 31~.O 393.20 393.18 0.ll9 20180IJ 20790
0- 0 560190-560800 C 36 21.977 0.... 17 3.784 360.0 393.18 )94.23 O.!!9 207900 20f'OiJ
0- a 560800~56:091 0 C 31:. 2l~825 0- 17 3.66!. 381.0 3q4~i3 3IJ't~"10 0.l19 2080,)0 ZclflllJ
0-0 5608\0-560820 C M -45.. 76B 0- 8 3.5~6 112.0 394.70 395.30 0.119, 208100 20820
0-: _Q. 5608 ?9"':'.~"9.!1r.19, C 35 21.754 0- 16 3.421 49.0 '395. 30 3IJS.36 O.l!q 20fl'lOO 20fl30
0- 0 560830-560840 C 3f. Tf:tit"7 0- 1<; ~.30~ 2<)4.0 39'5.36 395.1'2 O. ii9 lol'noo 20840
0- 0 560840-560850 C 36 23.031 o- lio 3.189 350.0 395.72 396.20 0.119 2011400 20'350
0- 0 560860- 56 0810 C 18 2.280 0- bR 1.547 400.0 :><:14.90 395.14 0.119 20 '3t: J) 2')010
0- -0 -5608'10-;.; 56o~illo' c 18 2.011 0- 69 1.428 400.0 )<:15.14 395.34 0.119 2081(JO 21)890

0'" 0 560880-560890 C 18 4.912 0- 21 1.309 400.0 ~95.34 396.41 0.119 2088JoJ 2"890
lJ... (), 560890-560900 C U 2.~76 0- 40 1.190 40.0 396.41 )96.45 0.119 20891)0 20900
0- 0 560900:":560910 C 18 5.204 a- II i.o'ii 50.0 3'H,.45 3Q6.60 0.119 209000 21'110
0- 0 560910-560920 C 18 2.638 0- 3b 0.952 580.0 3116.(,0 197.06 v.ll9 20'111),) ;::,J<:I2u

0- 0 56Q,920-560~30 C IS 1.109 0- 15 0.833 157.0 3'011.06 391.~6 o. 119 2092<l,) 2u410
0- 0 560930-')60940 C H 1:'(41 0- b2 0.714 102.0 397.2b 397.48 0.119 2(931)0 2u~4(J

0- 0 560940-560950 C l5 0.90l 0- 66 0.')95 210.0 39 1.48 391.11 D.U9 20Q4J,J 2·)950
0-_ 0 560950-560960 C 15 0.217 0- 220 0.416 111 290.0 1'}1.71 ~'i1. B 0. 1. lQ 209':Hl:J 2ll9f>O

0- 0 560960-560970 C 1Z 0.952 0- 38 0.357 149." 391.16 398.23 u. II 9 2096{),) 2ll91Q

J- 0 560910-560980 C 17 0.821 0- 29 0.238 284.u 3QR.23 398.90 0.119 2097)0 209'10

0- 0 560980- ';60990 C 10 0.456 o- n 0.119 ~i)O. '1 "'1'l.10 399.70 0.119 70CJ'loJO 2.J q<1 a
1)- a 560850-600900 C 18 8.30l 0- 37 3.010 372.0 3<;1.00 399."2 0_307 2l g '100 2 l '100

0- 0 600900-600910 C la 8.4l4 0- :B 7.103 3~1>.0 399.82 402.67 0.307 21900') 2i 910



St, 'I! T:-.) y ~ ::',1 f :> ! 1'1 ~ ~ T T ~,t. T 1:.1"

DRAI"l. Mfl~Hr'LE TYPE EXIST. °IVf r lil" /'.fJ')·1 >:E''"'J. ;l I Pt EL ['VAT In'l l.' lJi' " 'j:. "J t 'Lr
APl;A fI.IU'IIH:J<.S r,f- Sf H C ~iL.. P .. 1r>,""CE'ITl t.. '~ r(!") ~ J i ~ I 1-. \lGT H 'lilT '1'1 - J-

OE"IG. L(lWER-UPPE~ PIPE I I~: I ICF Sl '\~'~S..-AN'rCr>. 1US I (Jill) 1FT)

0- () 790 Q 50-Q2QA90 C 14 3.'<'::':5 ll- l,P ...... : 7 ~ ~ ') ~30.'\ ,,~>:;. 30 441 • 7ll :) .. '\ J ~ <7H ~,).J ? i ")-..}ni
0- 0 1909bO-790910 C 15 ~.!lO9 0- <l? ".,1'1 213,,) '+ 36. 1.0 44,J .... ,) .j .0 } 1 ";>"1 ~ ) ) ,(;.)S h1(
0- :l 190970-790980 C 15 5.'311 O- M 3.4~3 34"-.0 440.4f) 4')0.10 L) .0,1' (l'; q T.h) ?6;:O'H1OI
0- Ll 7?O<)BO-790<JQO C 12 2.1;:11 0- lSi' 'j. 3 ~ 1 1:., ~ ;,~. J 4 ~ 1 .. ~:' !,~:.>.jJ t l " 'J -.? '. ; "" 1 ) ,: ~:' <, 'I(l'
0- 0 lQ0990-aOO140 c 12 3.1 <n 0- 101 "l,.~~2/t

t " 7 /•• ) <.) ').~U 4)1).40 n. 1."1 ':'," -~., 'J I 2 t... I ~tU.
0- 0 f'lU0740-600750 C 12 4.01i" n~ 16 ~. : dl) 411. I ,.59.1u 4A~.)O 0.124 ?" I'. ".l ?', -r.,,j,
0- 0 flOD 750-800 760 C 12 4.5:?Z o- M 2. ~ 7~) I 1,''1 • (J 4f12.'10 4Q4.7fl 'I. Ill, :; '+ 1 "> ) J 2",7'. ,',
0- 0 AOO760-800710 r. 12 4.304 o- M: ).11';') 114. 1 494.70 ~Q".,,() 'J. 1 ' 4 ~'4 76J0 7', , 1'1
0- 0 800110-800180 C 12 4.Ml 0- 5"1 2.12'i 321 •.) ,>D5.HO ., ~ Y.> (1 1).1'; 7" '17hl ?', 7 ~u
0'- 0 800780-800790 C 12 5.12 , 0- 51 2. Ed}:" .' I 1 • ,1 529.'20 t)~r} .... ".',,". fl. t 74 24 ,;{,};) 2'. , 111
0- 0 60d T'~O-800 80 0 C 12 3.506 a- 11 ? 't"lJ I 1 1 .) ',4 ~. 3::1 ~l?} .. LJ 'J 1). i ~ ~ 2 1,7" .11 :!t ", .'1)

0- 0 800800-800810 C 12 6.145 0- ~8 2.35,> 120 •.} 5>;3.50 ';>hQ.lv 0.1">; 74 '101 ) 2 It" ! ,)
0- Q 800810-800820 C 12 2.l32 0- C)(, 2.7'12 ':'>:1.:1 ~t..Y.IO ~,10 •.)0 O. I 7', ~ I.f'[.),) 2 '",? )
0- Q 800820-800830 C 12 5.017 0- (~7 2. 10'1 1"1 • .1 570. on ')'13.00 o • "t ;:'th': },) ;::.;:. ,\'"1.. _.: t

0- I) BOOfl30-800840 C 12 5.660 0- 35 I.<JP .. ~o 1 .a 'i1l4.0D I-,l 1. 7.0 0.1)4 24eV1J 24 "4 il
0- 0 800840-800850 C 12 4.91 5 0- 'Ill 1. 'lOr} ?Ql.f) (-,17.70 f,:~4.1c) 0.174 24P'4'1,) 2t>1';>(j
0- a 800 850- 80 0860 C 12 6.4':10 o- n 1. Die 121.1\ "'16.7'1 IJ!J. <'0 o I ~, 2 .. il~l ) ) 2',·'(.u.... _ 'j

0- 0 800860-800870 C. 1~ 5.191 1)- ?R ~ • ~) 12 ;:';>0.') b ~,' ~ " ~'li (,q,•• "q o. 1-: t. l"e ~J ) 2 .,~. 7v
0- 0 800870-800880 C 12 6.251 0- l.4 1.4Sl.tl 174. 1) "9't.&Q 7l~1.l0 11.1)4 (4d1,h) 2'·;;dO
0- 0 eOQ!'80-B00890 c 12 B.31q l)- 16 1.'\64 1():'.() 7! '1. I') 74:?4u o. : .. 4 ?(, Sl. O,),} 2', 'IQ)

0- Q 800890-B00900 C 12 It.OO6 0- 31 1.240 ID.l} 14 7 .40 7~ 1. 46 u.l~4 1 '.1)', ) ) 2 ··t"'~U,j

0- 0 800900-800910 C 12 3.~36 0- 2g 1.116 l!H,.3 751.Q{, 7 fl. ';n O.ll" 24'i!l<J) 2491-)
0- 0 800910-800920 C 1" 3.810 0- 26 0.99,7 :;' ~,~. ~ 761. q-J 77~.Q·1 a.l?4 7/.9~u\J 2', 'J?(1
0- 0 800920-800930 C 12 3.4'>0 0- ('S O.~hB. ~ all. ~ 1 7 ~ • ','J HlG. hi 0.124 ~41l'J ) ? ,,'1:,\ J
0- 0 800930'"'800940 C 12 4.274 0- l7 0.744 IS?/:' 7Ao.OO 7Y5.!,(l J.lJ4 24Ql,l'} 2'.. Q4l)
0- Q 800940- BOOgS 0 C H ?A45 0- 22 n.',;:,o ]62. ~ 7Q<;.60 p!lS II , -.l ,1.1'" 4 ?4''4 ).} ),~ '" ')0
0- Q 1l00950-flOOQ60 C 12 1.7?5 0- 79 0.4":6 126.5 fiOS.7;) F'J". ll) 0.1'>4 2495i)l) 2 ~ [~fln

0- • 8009bO-aOl)910 c 12 1.61:14 0- 22 0.">72 10::':.0 B07.Ga 808.JO J.174 2496JiJ 7 '. '17,)

0- • 800910-800980 C 10 1.1'10 0- 21 O.:~'l 261. (} RJ<J.20 fll1..10 O. !-?4 24971)11 ?4q~tJ

0";' ~ aOO9flO-80aQ9Q c 10 1.945 0- 1 .1.114 ~6 .ll 811. 'ro B13.50 0.ll4 2',91hJ.J 2:, ;",,)
0- 0 920690-920900 C 10 1.420 0- J4q 3.520 1 ~. 29'J.O 441.QO 441.60 0.3"'" ? rWJL) 1 2 f<; \,)

0- 0 920900-920910 C 10 1.711 ("l- ~7~ ~'. 1,,'! :'> 30 r,.\) 447.[1(} I, lj 6. "10 0:1. ,.., 2 ;;:79n,1J 2,' "\';
0- 0 920910-920920 C Itl 0.103 0- 369 ;'.d16 Id 1I1.0 456.9(1 4?8.1V 0.;I'}2 2791,)) lIe .O{1

0- 0 920920-920930 C 10 2.000 1)- 11'1 2 III 4~'t I) 4~)0. ,I 4'i8.10 47'5.10 O.l.,? 2191' ') 1 .:. 7 .:.... '1, l~j

0- 0 920930-920940 C 10 3.432 0- 62 ? 11 2 1 ! (. " 'J !'7'.11i 4"'4.00 (j. '3 '; " ,)7 r"clJ .., ..,-~

.~ , j

0- 0 920940-920950 C 10 4.531 0- ">'''1 I. loll 1 /"'J • !J 'tr:4.dO 5) ~i. J1d tJ. j '\? 21" ;,).l ;: i' '-;\,

0- 0 920950-92 096 0 ( 10 2.128 1)- 'J? 1.4()'l II'''. J ~2<;.,lll ',1M. ·10 D.l r,2 ~1C:"')' 2 7 "" I

0- 0 920960-92097.0 c 10 1.695 o~ 67 1 • I' ').', 1/, 'J • .) ~ "1 • .j(, ?" l. ]1) 0.3 7 ~ 7r:; t_ ) j ..::. ..... , ., 'I

0- 0 920970-920980 C 10 2a34Z 0- 30 0.104 251.v 'j41.en 554. ,JO O.J 2 27"> 7');) 2 "f:" ;It)

0- 0 920960-920990 C 10 2.352 0- 15 f).l~7. 31<).0 554.80 r,7 /•• 60 0.3 2 i. 79 (~)ll ~ ·'4Gu

TOTAL QUA~T tTy INPUT n. ,""S AREA • 21.';26



Appendix B

Sewer System Analysis:
Population Assignment by

Drainage Subarea



S£~ER STUDY - POPULATION ELEMENT \~ PAGE --l..-

5

-\ _...•-
1970 1970 Area OUt Popu1. Units! Units! Unitsl

Sub Are a 1 Popu1 • \oU \ (Ac res) \ Acre \ Du__~1 ~~ne_r:~l__ ~ommen ts Ac re _Popu 1at i on \ Ac re Po DU 1at ion \ Acre Po~u1;!. t i O'l..__ .

936 ----- 1872 ~ -~
1 618 18L_4§..lL..J!... 0 39 _2:..~j~~~ Density 2no ~'iQ1 4 no ~lP5- 6.00' 7773 _

340 680 10,0
2 720 198 169.90 1.16 3.53 Low Density 2.00 I~ 4.00 •.:~ 6.00 ---'~

I 1194 2388 3~~

3 296 89 702.58 0.12 3.32 .!!5_% LOl-' Density - 15% Com & Ind _..1..:..QQ_..-o::.. ]]07 4.00 ~615 6.00 ~"2 _
]08 616 92~ __

4 341 111 257.15 0,43 3.07 60% LOI~ Density - 40% Com & lnd 2.00 A53 4.00 __-1706 6 .00 ~:.~~

I ----- 644 --- ·1283 ---- 1932---
1624 499 495.94 1.00 3.25 ~5% Low Density - 35% lnd & PJtb.ill- ,_2.,-,_.oj2 ~~-.--ll!};3 4.00 ,;--]561-- f, ,nn ~- _

I 624 1248 ~~

6 I 427 116 ]12.26 _0.36 ].68 Low Density LQQ.........I~J12B__ 4.00 ....----1451. f,On ~;<s. _
174 J48 5U-~

7 0'\ 17 174 'iO OOq ..5~ 50% low Density - 50% Ind 2 00 _~2._. 4 00 .._____Qh/1 F. nn . ~.;£__

I 680 ------ 1360 iiD-------O-~:.:::-=
8 1674 497 523.49 0.95 3.36 66% Low Density - 34% Ind .1...9.iL-~_:..J.18888LL <1 00 ...--s761.- f,.(lO ~~L~

~
512 -- 1024 1536 _____

2 4 674 427 .. 05 1, SA 3.00 IfiOt 1.0\1 Dpn~ i tv - 40% Com" Ind 2.00 ..---'14118. 4.00 ~p..1(, f, no ~~l
q.£u 420 420

1 10 376 314 .. S5 1,19 2 .. 79 Inri - PM"ib1p RG . Assume Constant __n~ .~~. u_~ ~__h~ .~
--- ---- --- ---- -=-=-----~

11 35 9 234.19 ---- ---- Industrial ---- ~-_. -~-- ~--- ---- ~--

1? 32 11 "IlR 411 __ •• -_.- 1,~1 •••• .~~ ---- -~ ---- -:.:.---:-:-:-:-

l' Rf, 11 "R1.1A _u_ un Industria] -~==-- -~ ---- ~- ---- -~
14 141; 70 477 1;7 __ .~ __ ~~ I, ,1 ~ ---- ~ ---~ -~

128 ---- 256 ---- 38-1 ____
11; 11:? 11F. 'lQ 111 n 111 ~!;? I?n'l: I ....~ n;,ndh_ An'!! l"rl ? P"k 2 00 • /"':'~..l'ir,-__ 4 no ~nQ h M =...:.---r;;;<;~

lO[;;Y--~ 21uu Jl~~

16 462 128 539.56 0.23 3.60 Low Density 2.00 _------z992 4.00 ....-----s983 6.00 ---r9~
17~~ 31!t;u :i27u"'-~

17 ", Q'\ A70 1>1 0 10 .1 ao 1nw npn<:.itv .....2...1l!l.-~_4Bl9.____, 4 00 ....---t.i639 6.00 ----r4~59
170 340 .. ~~

18 1 357 I 102 I 84.95 I 1.20 1],50 ILow Densitv I {aD ~-- 471 4.00 ........---942 6.00 :..-:--r41?

19 I 589 1 184 1169.9011.08 J.3--,_20 _ soi lO\~ Densitv - 50% Med Densitv 4.00 ..~ 6.00 .-~ 10.00 ~_
795 935 ~

20 I 2074 I 795 1187.1214 .. 24. 12 •61 175% LO'N oens. it.y - 25% Med Density 1 4.50 1---"074 5.00 ..----zS90 _ 8.00 ~
I 1 "'559 ---- II lib~ Jb/q ----

;'1 1 l??n M'ln?7A QI: 1111 3.05 __ Low Densitv 2.00 <:::15~5 4.00 ~ 6.00 ~35



SEWER STUDY - POPULATION ELEMENT l~1 PAGE 2

1970 1970 Area DU! Popu1' 1 Units! I Units! Units!;ub Area Popu1. au (Acres) Acre au General Comments Acre .Popu1 at_~. Acre Population Acre PODulation

~ ~ ~22 591 153 223,86 0.70 3.14 lo\~ Dens i ty 2.00 1241 4.00 2481 6.00 ~722

I 28~ 1
eb:t LQ\'/ Dens 1 Ey

9~ ·1034 .,---- 13~23 998 270.93 3.68 2.84 5% Ned Density - 10% Com &Pub 3.6S 22~1 <1 .00 k:::-'---: 32 t, 0 6.00 w"".

1 ~~~
---936

I~~. 807 224 234.19 0.95 3.60 low Dens i ty 2.00 4.00 ~ 6.00t: .. ...:..:,..:..'.::-
~ .~25 Bi4 241 106.76 2.25 3.62 low Density 3.00 BnG 4.00 182 6.00

ii-i~

~i~--:-~ ~ 6~26 1226 414 102.17 4.05 2.96 LO\~ Dens i t Y .4.05._ k::::::. _.1126. 4.05 . 126 6.00 I:S?

~ 5~ s~
?7 Q1? :no 117.7f> 2 40 2 81' low Density ~~lliL.-.. 400 526 6,00 _ '2~L_

7~ ~?R A77 1/;4 lM,Q4 ? 41 17 41 !fln~ Inw npn~itv - 1n~ Mprl npn _ 1nor. ( 3,00 ..::::::::....l22L fi.nn 2035 7 (1'1 _ .... ;.1 G'

I 20~ 4~ ~~
1'0 J17 105 99.88 1.05 3.01 low Density 2.00 .~ 544 4.00 08 6.00 dl;[j

~ 4~ 6~
':1'1 40R 117 111' I:.n 1 '1 31'7 nw npn~itv _2..JlL- .__~2L 4 nil '?40 6.00

624
~ I~

'1 l"7 1'" 31?:U; o liP. 1.11) low Density .Z_Jl..Q_. 1720 --1....illl...-- 456 6.00 ~rQ::>

~ ~ 5~
1? 2103 SH RIi'} "q 0.fi6 3.67 low Density ,2.00 4792 4.00 584 6.00 .. :.7:;,

nr-----
I~ ~':l1 1'01? 'iA" 321 44 1R2 3 43 90% Low Density - ]0% Com &Cem~tery 2.~Q...__

~
_ 4.00 02 6.00 . - .?

~~---

Ij~ ~~
'!~ IlEO 131 9528 1. 37 3.51 low Densitv 2.00 4.00 052 6.00 1~78

162 3~ ~~
':1- 1:;11:; 1 ':111 Al 1:.1 1 1;.1 11 AI> I ow Densi t~ 2.00 ---::::=......44.8.. 4no . 17 6.00 ~5

I~- B~ 1224~

35 230 58 204 34 0.28 3.96 low Densitv 2.00 11 00 nbQ 6.00 I "': - ....--. .;.~~

37 . " C; HI'; 11 0.02 2 20 II nw Oen<: itv 7.no ~:::::::=....J.O8.5_ .-...!..OO ~ I'; nn ]~

3~ 7~ 1~
1R 171 4? lAC; OA n ?? .0107 low Density ? 00 4 00 1\ nn ,noJ

'~24~
~ 7~

39 130 31 12054 0.1'5 4 1Cl low Density ...1..1l.D-- ~__=---.6.6~ 4,00 1329 6.00

:~
135~ 2~

ll.'1 I! 17 111 ':l':1A 1;1; {\ ,11 ':l <;1\ Iow Density _2....D.O..-.... 4 no .~.l!5-.- 6.00 ;F.l1

~ 7~ ~41 689 217 19R 60 1. 09 3 17 low nl'n~itv 2,00 _.::::..-l.O$l!l 4,00 1194 6 00 329J

3,00 ~ 4.00 ~ 6.00 ~
l!? "1>4 '11:7 lAO 1:7 ? M\ ., "';I II ..... n~ ,~~ .... '",,:;':::l



SEWER STUDY - POPULATION ELEMENT l%1 PAGE 3

1970 1970 Area OU/ Popul.1 Units/
\ Pnoulation

Un its/ Units!Sub A.rea Populo OU (Acres) Acre DU General Comments Acre Acre Pooulation Acre PODulation

~ ~ ~43 982 341 351.29 0.97 2.80 ~~I Density 2.00 1944 4.00 3839 6.00 .__ """,-oJ--_.
'3~1300

~·44- 769 260 650.92 0.40 2.95 Low Densitv 2.00 3601 4.00 7202 6.00
Low Density + Com &Ind

~ ~. ~4<; 560 '37 445.42 0.53 2.36 Not in City - Assume 30l Low Oensitv 2.00 822 4.00 640 6.00 .-~

~-~J

! ~;;: ~ ~u, ;:::;? 372 493.64 0,75 2.29 low Density (~ssume 60~ Dey) 2.00 4.00 3279 6.00 ~~lo

l~ ~ 1~47 63 2B 19.06 1.46 2.25 50% RG - 50% Com _ lQ.JlQ.._

r~
JUln . 300- N1. 00

1160 pop in 4 dorms 207
~ ~tR 1631 187 91.84 .. _--- .. _.... 75% lOl.. Dens lty __.1..2.0...-

1Z0··J17J·- 4.I)Q .~ !i on

~ ~ I~.e.g ?F;n 83 59.70 1.39 1.12 low Density 2.00 2.00 24 2.70 "T t

~ ~ ~c.n 11"; 4'5 176.79 2.34 2.7& 75% low Dens 1tY - 2Si Hi Qh Dens itv 4.00 1911 6.00 . 745 10.00
-~ ~ ~----<;1 1"l"lR 41i9 15154 3.09 12 Rli Inw npns1tv 3,09 4.00 1630 6.00 t<;~5

.~ ~ ~~1:., ?Ill) 111 QO.n\) l.t'? III 71 7<;'1: Inw I)pn<:.;tv _ 7"i'!: Pilrk UU- 4.00 723 6.00 J.:.J-,._---_._-_.. -

~ ~ 7~
1:':1 1?1:.P: <In? 1'1:. 11 1 ?1 11 1n I nL' nonc; t 3.21 .~::=.J..2. 4.00 1385 non 77

81
~ 6.00 1~l;,~ ?n7 70 '7 r;t; ? l;,d I, 01; I nw """cit --.3..D.lL- -:- __ 224- 4.00

~ ~ ~::1:: f/&;Q 1<:.R 1n<:. I;? 1 1R I, 11.? 60% low Density - 40% Mediym Density 5,00 11 on 2016 10 00 ,:>20

~ 702~ 936~
1:<: 1::1:.'1 '171:: 7;1 1'.' 1. <;1 I, ,,, 40% J ow Den 5it)' ~ 60'; Med j lim OeoSlt)!' h.OO -11'1 onn __ 11'.1ll! l' no =:::....::.4~_

-~ ~ ~1:7 111:.1 <:.?n 107 01 d RQ I? lP: I nw t'\...~~; ~ II. flO 11 RQ -11 ~ 1 h no ':~l

-~ <;00 ~ 7 00 ~SQ 11:.t.Cl <;l1d 111\ 70 111 q I? Ad A0i-P0g Qensjty - 20% Medium 11 1q <" 1549 _ j.,J;:::I .

'ZGI~ "U:~ ~'It> u 11 c
2.30 6.0n _'- 045 8.DO J~<

1:0 7?Q ?R1 171.69 2.30 12 ;q 35% low Density - 20% Medium Density 1,--::::::::..L29 . ev

'~ ~ ~Fin 139 58 15.59 l.fi2 2.39 1l0% Med O~nsity - BOX Com &Ind 2.00 278 2.00 2i8 4.00 :>~:>

~ ~ ~-
1;1 dll"l , <;<; 35.59 11 11; I? f/I; I nw npndtv 4 35 443 4.35 443 5.00 "'::'0

~ ~ ~204 14.92 3.67 1. 38 Medium - HiQh Density 13.67 282 15.00 315 20.00 " 062 282
~ ~ 4~

63 476 198 43.62 4.5.'l, I? M\ I 59% low DpncitlJ _ 50% j.l;,dium h '" nn AM lD .•lu



S£~ER STUDY ~ POPULATION ELEMENT l>POJ PAGE 4

"--1970 1970 Area OU! Popul., Units! I \Units! Units!S~b Area Populo DU (Acres) Acre DU General Comments Acre _. POPul~j~ Acre Population Acre Pooulation
~'
~ ~64- 562 226 58.55 3.85 2.48 50% Low Density - 50% Med Oensity 4.00 643 7.00 1124 10.00

1'1.67 I~ ~ ~65 985 440 67.73 2.23 30% High Density - 70% Public 24.00 30.00 JJ8 36.00 c.':>

l~ ~ 'l~66 2305 1024 53.96 18.97 2.25 SOt low Density - 50~ Hiqh Density 22.00 2673 26.00 30.00 J::""t:;)

~sume Constant '~ -360.~ 3~67 2024 362 183.68 1,97 5.59 801 Un i ve rs ity - 20X fl i gh Den s i.!L-... .. _--- __ 2200 -_ .. - -- ,,~,}
._--~ 380--···---

~ ~6ie 740 ?75 41.33 17.90 2.69 .50X low Density - 50% High Densit~ 20.00 _ l026 24.00 1166 28.00

~ ~ ~<;1:\ ,5Q'1 ln~1 129.72 11..34 2.39 Hioh Density lll~ 3120 16.00 992 22.00 6nT ,co ....

I:.Q 74Q 4lt'i 4l,t'i? Q QQ 11 ,71 12.00 ~ 16,00 ~ ?n nr"
'~~

50% High Density - 50% Com . .i8L E~

70 356 211 29.85 7.06 1.68 Commercial - Assume Constant ~ ~ ----- 2~
70 ~ ~71 126 69 13.78 5.00 1.82 Commercial - Assume Constant .. _--- 125 ... _--- ---..

1. 33
150 ~ 150

L~J72 ~ 97 148 67.04 2.20 Commercial - Assume Constant --- .. - v.-..-?5!9 ... ----- -_ .. _-
.~._.~--

~ ~ ~7l !;?A 1M <;I\.?<; S.44 11 72 I ~ll'ciium ~ Hillh ~ . 7.00 1n nn 1120 ?n ,I"\{}
A,-,

SOD
l' ()()

600~ 14.00 ~7~ Q?1. 4?Q 'in. 'i' R 4Q I? Hi Mprli urn lIf'n~ r.v LO-,-O'2..-._
8~ rt2r~

4'JJ

~7!; 1?d4 fin , 11 .1fi 5.4R 2 03 M~dium Dl'nsitv 8.00 776 11.00 ~42 14 00 .08--
r~

.~ I~7F, 7.Q1 1?fi 66.58 4.89 2.39 Med i um Dens i tv 6.00 8 00 12.00 1::- )

500/. ~'f' rJ 'flpn sHv _ <; fVi Tnrl 5~ 1? nn ~ 111, fm 9~77 470 17Q l~?,n? lLJL I? 1i7 9,00 11\k?
8.85 ~~ ~ o~

7P. 10llQ 4711. 18118 ? o';l 2.29 50'1: ~led Dens 'ity - 50% rnd 10.00 _ 118B 112 00 425 15.00

60% Med Density ~'40% Com &rnd ](1.00
6l)O~

I" fin ~ 1'i on ~79 771 393 59.70 6.58 1.96 ..~?nn

~ ~
.
i~80 61 42 40.18 1. 08 1.45 Highway --_ .... - --- ... ---- __ w __ .... --

3~ ~ 3~
81 <;77 1nn 'it'i.?'i 5.33 1 92 Com &Resid Mix - Assume Constant ----- 600 ----- -----

,
1~ ~ ~82 222 133 45,92 2.89 1. 66 Com &Res1d Mix ~ Assume Constant ... _.-- 200 ---_ .. . 200 -_ .. _.. ,00

----- .----- ------
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-

1970 1970 Area DU/ Popul.1 UnHs! \ Unitsl Units/
ub Area Populo DU (Acres) Acre DU General Comments Acre Population Acre Population Acre Population

_ _._--' ----
~. ~9.12 ~83 517 383 84.95 4.50 1:34 50% Med Density - 50% Ind 10.00 840 12.00 1008 16,00

~ ~ 7~
8'" 1005 329 47.53 6.92 13.05 50% ttl11h Density - 50% Com 8.00 1035 12.00 555 15.00 9' •....

I
'175 --

~
II/~

85 222 176 37 8a 4.64 1.26 Com &Ind - Assume Constant ----- --- 200 ----- 200 ..__ .. ,CO

~ ~ ~26 11,? Ii,? 37.88 1,37 2~ 33% Med Density - 6~ob1ic J...JlO-

,~
10.00 25lL...- 15.00 rJ

0,46 ~ -~
1'17 50 14 34.44 3.57 Public ----

~ ~ ~gq 1f:fi 15? 31.00 490 ? 40 7.'i!l( Mpn flpn~ I tv _ ,?<;!I( r.nm .......a..illl.....- 12,00 662 14.00-330' __4.4L
5~ I~

PO 421 137 5510 2.48 3 07 Medium Opnsitv 6,00 ~ 1n nn 14 nn

QO 55'2 209 61,99 1 17 ~ 1\4 BO% Med Density - 20% Ind I\fln
288"-:::::-

lnM
480~

la,M 6~

.~
__ /(111

------- ~Tn-AI 67 373 21 .50l 4~~AA ~~7
.94,8~

~~ ------~ ------ -----.~ ------- ---------- ------ ----------- ------- ------. j ----- ------ ~----- ------ ------~-- ~ ------------ ------- ------------ ------ ------------ ------ ------
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Transportation Analysis;
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Data Sheets
South Hills Study
Transportation Element - limited loadin9

Page

, Actual Projected Change
Study Area l!lb4 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 l~tJ~ 1965 Ou uu
Zone Acres Pop OU Pdp OU POD OU POi> DU Add Sub General OescriDtion

all 18.37 141 66 80 41 59 37 0 0 a 0 Conmercial arn

012 21.81 297 136 186 94 68 30 0 0 0 0 Comnercial area

013 32.14 605 325 586 348 871 347 586 225 0 0 Commercial area with potential for high density

014 32.14 452 209 549 273 442 219 270 135 0 0 Commercial area with potential for high density

015 13.78 200 1 135 6 142 0 202 0 0 0 Ci tv_f':nuntu hil

016 22.96 134 62 90 65 115 52 0 0 0 0 COOJllercial area

017 32.14 183 57 132 86 183 11 20 0 0 0 Comne rei a1 area

021 32.14 222 95 164 110 215 89 210 89 0 0 COIlIllercia1 area

022 IB.37 50 31 63 62 3 3 3 3 0 0 Commercial area &civic center

023 13.78 9 9 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 Commercial area &civic center

024 20.66 141 55 82 65 54 36 0 0 0 0 COIl1lIercia1 area & dvir. rpnt",r

025 16.07 20 20 45 42 5 4 5 4 0 0 ,. ''''0;0



Data Sheets
South Hills Study
Transportation Element - Limited loading

Page 2

- Actual Projected Cnange
Study Area 1964 19b4 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 PJ8~ uu uu
Zone Acres POr> au Pop DU POO au POD DU Add Sub General Description

32.14 -- 167
..

0 0026 327 143 212 109 200 111 93 COllIllerci a1 area

111 578.59 92 32 61 56 126 32 146 32 0 32 Commercial, lodge &park facilities

100
Sewer service dependent on east bank trunk

112 312.26 113 32 264 31 353 126 633 226 0 Low density development (Chevy Chase)

2736 3114 865 0
low density development with some PUC activity

121 355.88 1982 560 2207 633 760 0 and medium density adjacent to Coburo Road

122 322.92 1570 401 1586 446 1734 432 2118 557 0 0 low density develooment area

low density area on eastern portion but with
123 539.56 764 222 923 287 843 272 2256 752 0 0 medium density development adjacent to Coburg Road

34
Commercial area - assume replacement of existing

130 96.43 122 37 30 0 92 34 92 0 34 mobi 1e home park

57.4 1
Bulk of area commercial with some medium density

131 4 1 54 0 4 1 4 25 0 a1onC! Cobu r'Q Road. east of Front1 er Dri ve

139
low density area mostly developed ~ portion of

132 190.57 459 129 495 184 452 133 445 0 0 area included in Euaene Country Club

189 614
low density residential development - extensive

133 700.28 703 174 528 271 586 1781 0 150 cOllll1ercfal area

low density residential area ~ could have sign;fi-
134 238.76 213 55 260 77 193 55 1241 365 0 0 cant increase in develocment (Oakway Golf Course)

514
low density residential area - port1on recently

135 220.42 1301 354 1279 404 1328 369 1748 0 50 rezoned to RP renlacina R.2 :mn;nn
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Actual Projected ChanQ.e
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 198~ 1985 !)U DU
Zone Acres POll DU POP OU POD OU POD au Add Sub General Description

136 39.03 a 0
Commercial area rezoned to R-2, could ultimately

0 0 7 1 0 0 a 294 accommodate 484 units

137 438.54 758
low density area with some medium density west of

1156 393 2421 700 2360 638 2729 320 . a CoburQ Road - extensive PUO development occurrinQ

721
Low density residential area ~ PUD development

138 962.02 893 281 1545 445 1398 341 2740 120 0 occu rri ng caused increase over ori gina 1 projec ti on

346
Opportunity Area in the 1990 General Plan - will

141 642 171 432 151 642 171 1253 a 150 require refinement study prior to extensive devel.

Low density residential development with flood
142 571 140 907 307 917 235 2033 535 0 75 plain limitations

Mainly low density development with potential
143 565 121 1231 325 752 171 1831 426 174 a medium density NW of Delta &Beltline

311 33.29 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 EWEB and Agripac area

Residential development south of Franklin
312 75.77 131 45 115 6 143 45 143 45 a 0 Commercial and industrial area

-

313 39.03 139 62 348 211 91 43 39 17 190 0 High density area with some commercial

314 50.51 1479 519 1672 618 1630 603 2807 729 0 61 High density area extensively developed already

315 3), 00 871 93 446 132 911 93 1025 107 0 0 High density area

316 67.73 1792 544 1902 764 2332 760 2594 910 0 50 Hi gh density area ex tens i ve ly deve1oped- already



Data Sheets
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Actual Projected ChanQe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 I!:I/O l~tl:> 1985 DU DU
Zone Acres Pop OU POP eu POP DU POP DU Add Sub General Description

Medium - High density area - will require exten-
317 71. 18 1489 636 1488 839 1878 841 2225 1046 0 107 sive redevelopment to attain projected density

549 464 273 50
Prflllarily coarnercia1 area f1 an1::i n9 Wi 11 amet te

318 56.25 621 ~39 183 279 323 0 Street

319 33.29 C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Industrial area - University owned

321 80.36 254 612 278 685 298 0 0
Bulk of area publicly owned - remainder mostly

908 843 313 developed already

322 59.70 196
low - medium density already developed - expected

745 196 636 224 688 196 688 0 0 to resna.i n stable

460 543 608
High - low density area - limited development

323 58.55 792 358 1033 1217 1349 0 0 eXPQcted 1n high density portion south of 18th

High - low density area mostly developed already
324 99.88 1344 4D9 1284 527 1510 434 1832 579 0 29 limited deve10plent expected adjacent to campus

325 149.24 1125 7 894 4 1125 7 1125 7 0 0 University campus - population in dormitories

00",,1 tory area eas t of campus - rema i nde r low
326 81.51 2.922 221 2077 243 3888 167 4300 0 221 0 density residential area mostly developed

327 53.96 59B 2.37 444 234 664 237 616 237 0 0 La. density residential area already developed

Primarfly commercial area with extensive RG
329 144.65 139 47 162 115 114 44 114 44 100 0 development occurrin9 north of Garden Avenue

Amazon Park and low density residential area to
331 18.37 1156 326 890 345 1079 327 981 327 0 0 the east already developed - expected to be stable
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Actual Proiected Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 19~5 llU au
Zone Acres POD DU PdD au Pop DU Pop DU Add Sub General Descriotion

332 156.13 1550 461 1519 501 1547 469 1562 489 0 0 Low density area already developed

333 321.44 1230 303 1222 441 1129 332 1459 442 0 a Low density residential area & Laurelwood

334 189.42 576 151 724 209 612 180 743 225 0 0 Low density residential area

100 I 0
Low density residential area south of 30th &

341 1136.52 1738 498 2265 713 2037 582 3067 902 east of Hilyard - increase based on PUD activity

165 335
Low dens i ty res i dent i a1 area - increase based. on

342 658.95 731 165 780 201 627 1273 275 0 Timber Vil1aae &other PUD develooment

351 169.90 230 32 67 22 96 32 96 32 0 0 Glenwood area
!

352 163.02 491 179 449 234 585 225 658 253 0 19 Glenwood area I
I
I

353 222.71 998 384 380 347 960 384 1066 444 10 97 Gl enwood area

354 134.32 63 33 94 40 92 33 92 33 0 0 Glenwood Area i

! 220
Laurel Hill neighborhood south to 30th M develop- I

355 596.96 670 210 596 210 726 2193 645 0 345 ment appears to be occurring less slowly

Unincorporated area - potential for annexation
356 858.70 205 99 166 36 346 99 346 99 0 49 and development appears limited at present

411 32.14 2RQ 219 110 162 '7'::1 127 '71 127 n n Medium density &commercial area
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Actual Projected Chanqe
Study Area I!1M 1964 1~7O 1970 1970 l!1lU IY~5 19!J5 OU OU
Zone Acres Pon DU POD DU Pop DU Pop OU Add Sub General Description

Medium density area - dwelling units added to
412 61.99 428 219 692 356 492 219 461 191 50 0 reflect apartment development which has occurred

413 84.95 1120 325 935 444 975 325 783 290 0 0 Medium densftv & conmercfal area

414 95.28 194 97 116 70 308 97 135 S4 0 0 Medi um dens i tv & f ndus tri a1 area

415 89.54 82 53 190 66 149 53 107 41 0 0 Indus tri a1 area

416 117.10 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 a 0 Indus tri ill1 area

421 33.29 355 148 412 254 348 148 348 148 a 0 Medium density area
I !

I

422 52.B1 837 266 670 310 B04 268 750 268 10 iO . Medium density area

I 1 I
!

423 71. 18 2 1 0 1 2 1 i 2 1 :0 '0 ! Fa i rgrounds

424 117.10 1282 372 1429 372 1064 374 1064 374 228 0 Medium density area

425 92.99 646 238 1042 288 713 264 686 264 0 0 Medium density area

426 32.14 0 0 27 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 Industrial - Commercial area

427 119.39 451 106 30B 95 310 102 324 97 0 0 Industrial area with some residential
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Page 7

, Actua I Projected Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 DU au
Zone Acres Pon DU PdD DU POD DU Pop DU Add Sub General Descriotion

428 80.36 646 167 701 268 319 114 801 308 0 0 Med i urn Dens i tv area

431 84.95 1256 453 1586 595 1504 553 1369 543 0 a Medium Density area ~ extensively develooed alread'

432 72.37 657 192 353 192 614 192 582 182 0 0 Medium Density area - alread_y developed

433 66.58 436 218 796 337 610 218 701 293 a a Medium density area along Willamette Street

434 91.38 1100 307 1009 347 1092 312 998 312 0 0 Low density area - already developed

435 110.21 795 347 1058 379 942 349 933 359 a a Low density area - already develoDed

193 196
Low density area - already developed

436 126.28 619 188 620 189 675 686 0 0 Bu1 k of area in nark

437 121.69 1198 366 1362 460 1155 379 1311 437 0 a Low density area - mostly developed alreadv

438 126.28 404 89 991 278 577 138 1617 388 0 50 Low density residential area

439 165.31 965 244 1161 356 1205 317 1709 462 0 0 Low density residential area - hillside area

441 120.54 1128 298 1338 358 1120 318 1205 343 a 0 Low density residential area - mostly developed

442 113.65 1198 366 871 422 1171 366 1317 439 a 0 Commercial &Residential mix - mostly develoned
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South Hills Study
Transportation Element - limited loading
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- Actua I Prole ted Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 au ou
Zone Acres POD DU PClD OU POP DU POD au Add Sub General Descriotion

443 918.40 1647 1923 714 2448 4003 600 a low density area - includes extensive PUC devel-
459 720 1251 oOOll'nt e;. uch as Sou th ri doe & Edoewood Wee;. t IT I

444 383.43 3766 1110 3825 1255 3973 1188 4133 1238 a 0 low denc;itv area - mostlY develooed

445 599.26 2503 552 3578 3656 962 4817 1302 275 0
low density residential area - includes PUO

1077 develooment such as BAlSM

451 539.56 36 9 111 54 30 9 14 4 0 0 Indus tri a1 area

Industrial area - limited residential development
'452 727.83 71 43 125 43 105 43 105 43 a 0 a10no Stewart Road

453 323.74 8 4 23 7 10 4 10 4 0 0 Indus tri a1 area
I

461 176.79 2123 663 2353 914 2403 801 2926 1045 0 0 Medium Density area

462 160.72 893 150 501 159 1076 269 1993 519 0 0 Medium &Low density area

463 521.19 1961 655 2611 742 3079 919 4231 1279 0 200 low density area - development limited

low density residential area - Includes PUD such
464 472.98 392 114 688 236 399 114 924 264 600 a as Village Oaks, Somerset & Valley West

low - medium density area - Includes Churchill
471 408.69 150 30 523 111 111 30 683 195 355 0 Village PUD and MHP east of Bertelsen Road

low de ns i ty area '- in te ns he dev e1opmen t depen-
472 984.98 220 11 170 Unav 201 56 922 256 0 150 dent upon annexation
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. Actual Projected Chanqe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 au au "

Zone Acres PoP DU Pdp OU POP DU POP DU Add Sub General Description

119 33 150 38 144 40 1015 290 a 140
low density area - approximately 50% of area

473 1575.06 outs1de urban service area

67 742 214 436 121 796 221 160 0
low density area - present development approxi-

474 171.05 256 mates projected development - potential for PUG

110 23 73 18 92 23 752 188 0 50
Low - medium density area - recent R-2 zoning

475 355.88 west of Bertelsen Road

511 95.28 448 154 348 135 448 154 448 154 0 0 Industrial - medium density area

I

512 273.22 94 30 117 34 11 3 11 3 0 0 Commercial - industrial area

513 107.g1 807 220 662 216 749 204 749 204 0 0 Industrial wHh limited existing residential

514 34.44 200 104 82 146 232 101 232 101 10 56 Industrial - commercial area

515 44.77 32 23 96 23 30 23 30 23 0 0 Industrial - commercial area

516 136.61 28 14 120 14 14 7 14 7 0 0 Industrial area I

517 153.83 55 28 41 28 92 28 92 28 0 15 Industrial area

521 47.07 82 33 69 27 83 I 33 83 33 0 0 Industrial area

522 106.76 5 2 24 17 5 2 5 2 0 0 Industrial area
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Transportation Element - Limited Loading
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. Actua I Projected Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970· 1970 1985 1985 au OU
Zone Acres POll DU POP au POD DU POP au Add Sub General Description

523 197.46 1460 440 1323 418 1318 412 1366 427 0 0 Low dens ity area - rnai nly developed

1810 2344 0 210
Approximately 50% industrial area - 50% low

524 393.76 1375 396 1259 395 529 729 density residential

Medium density area with recent development
525 98.73 309 90 346 118 357 105 646 202 150 0 including Sorgenfri &Tomlinson pun

526 75.77 102 188 262 47] a 100
low density residential and commercfal area -

49 49 109 189 residential portion mainly developed already

527 262.89 1091 328 774 328 1234 363 1965 578 0 175 Low density residential

376 1037 1325 150 0
Low density residential - recent ~UD activity

528 316.85 956 260 1127 288 368 including Echo Hollow West &Steinmueller

I Low density residential area with commercial
529 298.48 146 31 44 31 105 31 1397 411 a 100 frontage on 99N

1 3237 \ a
low density residential and industrial - much

531 1030 .90 320 101 435 167 515 156 981 367 of area outside urban service area

low density residential - on extreme western
532 518.90 736 214 988 262 924 254 2149 614 0 120 marQ i II of ci ty

Low density residential - portiOl1 of area o,~tside

533 638.29 512 153 593 179 551 153 2711 753 0 474 urban service area

534 557.93 68 24 167 46 96 24 274 74 0 0 Industrial area - airport vicinity

541 142.35 20 3 19 3 10 3 10 3 0 0 In dus t ri a1 area
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- Actual Projected ChaMe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 au au
Zone Acres PoD DU PdD DU POD DU POP DU Add Sub General DescriDtion

611 213.53 525 ?OR 852 600 954 378 1862 931 0 256 Hedium denc;itv .llrf>tl _!lot of - .~ Rutt...

612 270.93 1547 435 1421 522 1024 320 2015 605 0 25 Medhm dens1ty & existi ng indus tri a1 area

613 168.76 525 160 548 212 528 165 945 315 0 50 low density residential - no sewers Presently

614 373.10 544 195 1459 510 1149 359 1594 498 0 0 low &medium density residential - River Road area

621 130.18 1006 297 679 332 942 304 1020 329 0 0 low density· mostly develolled - River Road area

622 117.10 920 280 819 284 906 262 938 293 0 0 low dens1tv residential - River Aoad .llr'll!.ll

623 102.11 680 192 624 203 657 199 733 229 1 0 0 low density residential - River Road area

624 183.22 1156 340 1531 430 '229 351 1508 431 10 0 low density residential - River Road area

: 2339
\

631 245.67 1828 533 2228 614 2041 583 688 10 50 low dens i tv res; den ti ar - Rher Road area

!
632 266.56 1180 317 1405 378 1411 360 2002 525 0 100 low density residential - River Road area

633 450.48 2650 670 3118 920 2964 760 3667 965 0 0 low - medium density residential - River Road area

low density residential - Santa Clara area
641 1429.95 - 1810 545 3424 1041 3424 801 3675 1081 0 0 assume oresent moratori urn on npw cubdi lIh.i nnc
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, Actual Pro,1e :ted ChanQe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970' 1970 1985 1985 ou au
Zone Acres Pon au Pdo au POD DU POD DU Add Sub General Descr1otion

642 11.48 2 1 0 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 Commercial area - Santa Clara

Low density residential - Santa Clara area
643 918.40 731 180 1401 480 1401 4n~ 1953 558 0 60 Assume moratorium on new subdivisions remains

651 361. 39 487 1804 512 1804 334 2142 579 0 40
low density residential - Santa Clara area

128 A.... ump mnratnrium on nf>W !:ubdivisions. remains

652 1000.83 2072 4500 1284 4500 inc 5913 1598 0 I 200
Low density residential - Santa Clara area

498 As .. ume mOl"lI. tori um on new !:ubdi vi s1ons rema1ns

I

1

..

I"j' ;.

.~
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Actual PfJ2.1J>C ted Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 DU OU
Zone Acres POI} DU POP DU POP DU POD DU Add Sub General Description

50% of area outside urban service area,
341 568 2')')6 1654 acreage reduced, assumed density'" 4.5/acre

50% of area outside urban service area,
342 329 1-'.80 1145 acreage reduced, assumed density = 4.5/acre

355 597 2686 2041 Assumed density = 4.5/acre

66 I
20% of area outside urban service area,

439 132 528 acreage reduced, assumed density = 4.5/acre

443 918 4131 2880 Assumed density - 4.5/acre

Area almost completely developed,
444 383 1238 Assumed constant density

! 26~ Relatively extensive development already on a
445 599 portion of area - Assumed density = 4.5/?cre

I

:
463 521 2344 1065 Assumed density = 4.5/acre_.

I
I

~x~nsive area available for pud development
464 473 ! 21211 lR6L,' Assumed dens.i.'ty = 4.51acr e

I
Entire zone outside urban service area,

472 985 2:,(, Assume only limited development

l3251
50% of area outside urb!!.n service area,

473 787 )5'd acreage r edll'~ e(: , assumed density ~ 4.5/acre

50% of area nutside urban service area,
1.,74 85 ]1.6 125 acreage reduced, assumed density = 4.5/acre
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Actual Projected Change
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970' 1970 1985 1985 OU OU
Zone Acres PoP OU POP DU POP OU POP OU Add Sub General Description

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Study
121 356 865 865 area - all units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Study
122 323 557 557 area - all units deleted

Wi1lp kenzie Area - notth of South Hills Study
123 540 752 752 area - all units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Stud~

132 191 1]2 132 area - all units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Stud}
133 700 614 614 area - all units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Stud}
134 239 365 365 area - all units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Stud}
135 200 514 103 area - portion of units deleted

Willakenzie Area - north of South Hills Stud)
138 962 721 721 area - all units deleted

Bethel-Danebo - industrial area - all units
451 540 4 4 deleted - north of South Hills Study area

452
Bethel-Danebo - industrial area - all units

728 43 43 deleted north of South Hills Study area

453 324
Bethel-Danebo - industrial area - all units

4 4 deleted - north of South Hills StudY area

512 271
Bethel-Danebo - industrial area - all units_. -, 3 3 deleted - north of South Hills Study area
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. Actual Projected ChanQe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 DU DU
Zone Acres Pon DU Pdp DU POP DU POP DU Add Sub General Descriot1on

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
513 108 204 204 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
514 34 101 101 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
515 45 23 23 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
516 136 7 7 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
517 154 28 28 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
521 47 33 33 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
529 298 411 411 South Hills Study area

Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
531 1031 981 981 South Hills Study area

532 519
Bethe1-Danebo - All units deleted - north of

614 614 South Hills Study area

533 638
Bethe1-Danebo - All units deleted - north of

753 753 South Hills Study area

534 558 Bethe1-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
74 74 South Hills Study area

541 142 Bethel-Danebo - All units deleted - north of
3 3 South Hills Study area
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Actual Projected Chanqe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 OU OU
Zone Acres PoP DU POP DU POD DU PuP DU Add Sub General Description

River Road area - All units geleted - north
61) 169 315 315 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
614 373 498 498 of South Hilla Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
621 130 329 329 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
622 117 291 293 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
623 102 229 229 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
624 183 431 431 of South Hills,Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
631 246 688 688 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
632 267 525 525 of South Hills Study area

River Road area - All units deleted - north
633 450 965 965 of South Hills Study area

641 1/+30 Santa Clara area - All units deleted - north
1081 1081 of South Hills Study areaI ~_.-

642 11 Santa Clara area - All units deleted - north
1 1 of South Hills StudY area

643 91g 558
Santa Clara area - All units deleted - north

558 of Sou th Hi 11" Studv ;:,rp", --
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Actua1 PrOlected ChariQe
Study Area 1964 1964 1970 1970 1970 1970 1985 1985 OU OU
Zone Acres Pon DU PdD DU Pop OU POP au Add Sub General Description

Santa Clara area - All units deleted - north
651 361 579 579 of. South Hills Study area

Santa Clara area - All units deleted - north
652 1001 1598 1598 of South Hills Study area
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OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION
Planning Section

Transportation Studies Unit

EUGENE SOUTIi HILLS ALTERNATE DWELLING UNIT DENSITY SWDY

The objective of this special study was to determine the traffic impact on arterials

and collector streets in and leading to the Eugene South Hills area if additional new resi-

dentlal development was substantially increased in density over what had earlier been

projected. Because of a deadline for the completion of this work, it was decided to proceed

using 1985 data. In this way, the 1985 data would be useful even if the E-SATS Update

(now underway) was not sufficiently advanced to allow this test to be made using the year

2000 data.

The technique used in this alternate land use study was to hold the population and the

number of dwelling units constant for the study area as a whole, but to redistribute the

population and dwelling units according to new hypothetical land use systems. Therefore,

to increase the projected number of dwelling units in the South Hills area, it was necessary

to reduce the projected nwnber of dwelling units in other areas. This work was done by the

City of Eugene Planning Department.

It should be understood that the above technique was necessary to limit the scope of

the work to be done and to make it possible to compare the resulting data to previous traffic

assignments for 1985. If dwelling'units had been added to the South Hills area without com-

pensating deletions of dwelling wrlts in other areas, the net effect would be an increase in

the projected population. Not only would this substantially increase the work to be done. but

cause more trips to be generated. Thus, comparisons with previpus test systems would be

like comparing apples to oranges.



Two new different distributions of dwelling units were made and the resulting traffic

assignments (loadings) were plotted on a map. This was done 80 it would be convenient to

make traffic comparisons with the original distribution. The original distribution of dwel

ling units was the same for all the early network tests.

Map A illustrates the changes in dwelling units (from the/original distribution) made

for the South Hills Test No.1. Table 1 sums the number of dwelling units added in the South

Hills area; it shows that 1.360 additional dwelling units were forecasted in that area for Test

No.1. - Most of the increase was placed in the central portion of the South Hills area with

some zones. both east and west of the center, having lower dwelling unit forecasts. While

the increase in the number of South Hills dwelling units was substantial. the density did not

approach saruration in this first test.

The second test (South Hills No.2) did increase the number of dwelling units to what

was considered a saturation level for the South Hills area. Map D and Table 2 shows that a

total of 15.650 more dwelling units were forecasted on the south fringe of the city than in the

original distribution. Of that total. 7.429 dwelling units were added in the central area as

shown by Table 1. It is this central area that will be subjected. to screenline analysis later

in this report.

Maps Band C show the resulting traffic assignments for the two new tests as well as

the traffic resulting from the original dWelling unit distribution. It should be explained that

the base maps used for.the South Hills Study are the network agreed upon for the initial E-SATS

year 2000 traffic forecasts. Some streets are shown that were not on the 1985 test systems.

Therefore, these streets that were recently added do not have 1985 traffic assigned to them.

Also, 'it will be noticed that certain major streets show trafflc loadings that have been factored

up to agree with trends shown by recent ground counts. All streets where such factoring has
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occurred are marked by symbol. Other traffic volumes where the streets are not so

indicated by symbol are unfactored computer output. It will be seen that none of the

streets in the South Hills area, or leading to it, were subject to factoring.

Computer test loadings can frequently be rough tested by using screenlines and

making reasonable estimates based on previous Origin·Destination data. Such rough

tests were made on the computer loadings and the results seem to indicate that the models

were functioning properly. The Bcreenline shown on Map 'B' was used in a analysis con

cerning the central portion (only) of the South Hills area as follows. !/ As listed in

Table 3. the original dwelling unit distribution had 58.9 thousand trips crossing the

screenline. The addition of 1,360 dwelling units to this central area caused an additional

4,800 trips to cross the screenline (Distribution No.1). For this central section only, the

saturation condition added 7, 426 dwelling units to the area and resulted in screenline load-

ings of 92.8 thousand trips (Distribution No.2). The remaining trips produced by the ad-

ditional dwelling units were made either: (1) within the South Hills zones, or (2) in attraction

areas in the main city.

SOIn.e cautions in using this technical data should be observed. First. this mini- study

did not include regeneration of trips along with the redistribution of dwelling units. When

dwelling units were moved from any area to the South Hills. the travel characteristics of

the original area were transferred to the South Hills area. Thus. if the original awelling

unit location area was one of low (or high) trip generation. then this travel characteristic

was transferred along with the dwelling unit. This fact could result in some trip generation

rates that might be inappropriate for the South Hills area.

1/ A Bcreenline is an imaginary line drawn at a certain location where it is desired to com·
pare traffic crossing the screenline between one alternative and another.
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Second, there is evidence that the trip generation rates which were used for the

1985 trip data are low. This is evidenced by 8creenline COWlts in certain locations where

groWld counts have grown faster than was earlier predicted. As a result. certain streets

have factored-up volumes (this was mentioned earlier) to account for this unforecasted growth.

There are a number of reasons Why this may have occurred. Probably one of the foremost

is that trip-making (regardless of mode) has been spiraling upward since the Oligin-Destina

tion Survey at rates higher than anticipated. Such situations are prime reasons for periodic

study updates which should take place about every five years. Whether or not the existing

travel trends will continue. level off. or actually go down is a subject for determination by

the study update. So far. all travel trends have shown increases.

In view of the above. the traffic loadings for the South Hills Study should be considered

conservative in volume. What the study does show that is more significant are the relative

changes in traffic between one situation and another. Even these changes may be conserva

tive if the E-SATS Update shows marked increases in trip-making per household.

A final caution is to realize the limitations of this particular study and not base import

ant conclusions on traffic loadings that are remote from the South Hills area. The study was

not intended to give indicators other than on the sections of arterials and collectors immedi

ately adjacent to and penetrating the South Hills area~ Because it was recognized that some

of the traffic assignments in other areas could be misleading. it was first decided not to

furnish traffic data. except in the South Hills area. However. after discussions with the

city planning staff. it appeared that the study limitations were fully understood and that

seeing all of the computer loadings might be of technical interest.
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The foregoing comparisons are not meant to be a definitive and complete analysis

of trip-making in the South Hills area. However. it does tend to lead to some interesting

condusions.

1. Where large concentrations of dwelling units are kept free of commercial

and industrial attractions. !lon-home connected trips made by the residents

are made elsewhere than in their own neighborhood. In this case, many

of the residents trips were made elsewhere. This could be used as an argu

ment for or against commWlity shopping centers and areas of employment

near home.

2. Once a neighborhood is substantially developed, a change in the density of

additional new residential development does not produce substantial traffic

changes. A comparison of the traffic from the original distribution to Test

No. 1 bears this out. From a traffic standpoint. it is hard to detect a sub

stantial difference resulting from the additional!, 360 dwelling units"

3. The traffic which would result in the South Hills area from a near saturation

condition would seriously affect the anerials connecting to the city. As high

residential densities promote opportunities for mass transit. it is possible

that transit could relieve the conditions to be anticipated on the main arterials.

However, without the relief that transit may afford, it appears that the increase

in traffic on the arterials connecting to the city would be on the order of six

moving lanes of traffic (a very rough estimate). It is possible that some of
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the existing arterials could carry more traffic than they do now and thus

diminish the number of additional lanes needed. However, topography

problems and costs would probably complicate the development of a col-

lector-distributor system to redistribute traffic coming out of the South

Hills. An extensive and complete traffic capacity analysis, based on firm

city policies for developing such a system, would be necessary before reach-

ing any final conclusions on arterial deficiencies.

4. The traffic forecast data for the immediate South Hills area may not change

appreciably if these tests are repeated using E-SATS Update, year 2000, in-

put. This is because saturation is saturation. Even if there are significant

changes in other areas, the South Hills are substantially isolated from such

effects; the possibility of "through" traffic building up seems minor. There-

fore, once the area is fully developed, or nearly so, according to any density

plan, the traffic situation should be fairly stable. It would appear that only

major changes in trip generation rates. or the inclusion of trip-attracting

land uses would upset the stable conditions.

5. From the Highway Division's standpoint, these tests have not been excessively

time-consuming or burdensome. It would appear that the cooperative work

with the City of Eugene has been successful and useful.

William L. Cranford
Revised December 14.- 1973



TABLE 1

CENTRAL SOUTH HILLS AREA

South Hills South Hills
Test No.1 Test No.2

Zone D. U. 's Added D. U. 's Deleted D. U. 's Added D. U. •s Deleted

120 100 1.654

121 275 1,310

14.9 50

150 66

153 600 2.880

155 275 1,394

166 160 125

1.410 50 7.429

1.360 net



TABLE 2

SOUTH FRINGE AREA OF EUGENE
(South HUls Test No.2)

Zone D. U. 's Added

120 1,654

121 1,310

126 2.041

ISO 66

153 2,880

155 1,394

161 1,065

162 1,864

165 3,251

166 125

15,650



TABLE 3

SCREENLINE NO. 1 VEHICLE VOLUMES
(In Thousands)

Distribution
Original No.1 No.2

Hilyard Street 9.7 10.0 13.3

Amazon Parkway 17.9 18.7 27.9

Willamette Street 21. 5 24.4 38.5

Lorane Highway 5.7 6.0 8.3

Chambers Street 4.1 4.6 4.8

58.9 63.7 92.8
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